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welcome
Many a Slip ‘Twixt Cup and Lip
The auTomobile indusTry is 
witnessing a slight increase in demand, 
but, at the same time, there is a waiting 
period of more than seven months for 
some of the cars and suVs in demand 
owing to a shortage of semiconductors.

For some time, the price of fuel 
remained unchanged even when that of 
crude oil came down. now that crude oil 
price has gone up, the price of petrol and 
diesel has also followed suit. as a matter 
of fact, there has been a rise in the prices 
of everything from raw material to 
finished goods. Survival itself has become 
a struggle for most people, what with a 
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) cylinder 
costing over rs 900.

ethanol blending is giving rise to a lot 
of issues, starting with growing sugarcane, 
which requires a lot of water to cultivate 
when water shortage is a perennial 
problem. The other day i saw a board at a 
petrol pump saying that they were not 
responsible if the customer found water in 
petrol because, according to the pump 
owner, when water comes into contact 
with ethanol-blended fuel, the ethanol in 
the blend turns to water and gets 
separated from the petrol. Thus, in 
practical terms it means that now we are 
paying nearly rs 108 per litre for a mixture 
of petrol and water!

The electric vehicle (EV) story is also 
not as straightforward as it looks or is 
made out to look. First, you have to 
change your power connection from the 
normal five-kilovolt three-phase line to a 
30-kV meter and, secondly, a heavy-duty 
cable is required to conduct the extra 
current that is drawn to charge a car 
battery. moreover, nobody is talking 
about the safety aspect of electric cars. 
has anybody discussed the matter with 
the fire department to know the exigencies 
involved if batteries catch fire? According 
to a statement by the US fire department, 
they may not be able to extinguish it if an 
electric car catches fire; they will just have 
to let it burn down.

Unlike other aUtomobile 
magazines, Car India is 100 per cent 
devoted to cars, SUVs and mUVs. there 
are no bikes or commercial vehicles to 
be found in Car India. therefore, we 
have a very focused readership and 
also give our advertisers better bang 
for their buck!

our editorial team is passionate 
about cars. they eat, drink, live and 
breathe cars. this lends the crucial 
extra touch to their editorial efforts.

our editorial team is bound by a strict 
code of conduct. in an industry where 

foreign junkets and gifts are rampant in 
order to win over editorial staff, we 
strive hard to maintain our editorial 
integrity and balance.

our emphasis is on bringing out a 
quality, information-packed issue 
that does not rely on mere filling up 
of pages. We are not in competition 
with magazines that are in a page 
count race.

Finally, we never exchange advertising 
for good reviews. Just take a look at our 
‘Car of the Year awards’ for the past 16 
years. not a single wrong one!

Aspi 
Bhathena 

Editor
Member

w h At  m A k e s  u s  d i f f e r e n t
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The all-new Citroën C3 for india is a 
premium sub-four-metre hatchback with  
sUV attributes. it is based on the international 
model but features a refreshed design with 
elements from the C3 hatch and C3 aircross 

crossover model.
At 3.98 metres long, the C3 has been designed to offer 

generous space to comfortably accommodate five 
occupants. this interior space is possible thanks to its 
architecture and a 2.54-metre-long wheelbase. the C3 
looks thoroughly modern with slim led daytime light strips 
over the main headlights. the sides are muscular with 
protective bubble panels sculpted into the bodywork, akin 

Citroën are set to enter the premium 
hatchback segment with a new C3, 
created just for markets like India, 
which will be locally manufactured  
to sweeten the deal

to its erstwhile international elder sibling, the C4 Cactus 
Airflow, combined with flared fenders that create divisions 
using an interplay of light and shadow. a high ground 
clearance of 180 millimetres, 15-inch wheels with high-
profile rubber, and short overhangs should lend the C3 
some credible angles for tackling uneven surfaces and 
avoid damaging the bumpers. it gets black wheel-arches 
and roof-bars; elements inspired by sUVs.

the C3 also brings a high driver seating position. 
together with the high bonnet, the front end has a strong, 
protected and robust feel. inside, it gets a 10-inch 
touchscreen, the largest in the segment, that stands out 
from the dashboard to make it more visible and easier to 
use. It offers a Mirror Screen function to reproduce the 
display of smartphone apps and allows the usual 
connected tools even from within the car. it is compatible 
with android auto and apple CarPlay, and apps and 
multimedia content can be easily navigated using the 
touchscreen or voice commands.

Practicality is always an outstanding french attribute 
with a large 315-litre boot and several storage 
compartments, including a one-litre glove-box, a pair of 
large door-pockets at the front and at the rear, two cup-
holders, and a storage compartment in the central console, 
as well as two cup-holders in the rear which can also 
double as smartphone holders.

there is no word on choices of powertrain for india. in 
europe, this car gets the Puretech 110- and 130-hp 1.2-litre 
turbo-petrols as well as the 1.6-litre Blue hdi 110- and 120-
hp turbo-diesels, with a choice of manual or automatic 
transmission.

The new C3 will be launched in the first half of 2022, 
expanding the Citroën range in India. It will be offered in a 
refreshing range of colours: ice white, Platinum Grey, 
artense Grey, and Zesty orange. two-tone bodywork 
choices will also be offered with an Artense Grey or Zesty 
orange roof. a catalogue of accessories will allow the C3 to 
be enhanced and extensively customized.

Automotive News  
From All over the world
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the 16th edition of the salon PriVe 
Concours d’elegance was held in 
September at the magnificent Blenheim 

Palace, known as “Britain’s greatest palace”, in 
oxfordshire. it is also the birthplace and the 
final resting place of Sir Winston Churchill.

Poonawalla, the Pune-based billionaire 
industrialist and renowned collector, had some 
stunners from his fleet. The trio of prize-winning 
automobiles from the famed Yohan Poonawalla 
Collection included two Maharaja cars, part of a 
larger and impressive ensemble of exotics and 
several other motor cars of historical 
significance.

the big honour, the prestigious “duke of 
Marlborough Award”, went to the crowd 
favourite, the 1949 Bentley Mark VI Light 
touring saloon by hooper & Co. the car was 
delivered new to HH the Maharaja of Mysore 
(now in Karnataka) Sir Jayachamaraja Wadiyar, 
head of a 600-year dynasty and, reportedly, the 
second-richest man in the world after the nizam 
of Hyderabad. It is finished in bright red and 
yellow and upholstered in cream leather and 
piped green, with rear regalia. it was fondly 
referred to as the “rhubarb and Custard car”. a 
range of extras, including cabinets for the front 
and rear seats, folding trays, power windows, 

YZP Classics Claim 
Honours at Salon Prive
The Salon Prive 
Concours d’Elegance 
in the UK saw Yohan 
Poonawalla-owned 
classics win some 
major awards

The 1949 Bentley Mark VI 
Light Touring Saloon by 
Hooper & Co

Bulletin   News
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two flag staffs are present, as are illuminated plaques and shields in solid silver 
and 24-carat gold, an illuminated plaque, and engraved with the royal coat of 
arms of Mysore. 

The “Most Exceptional Coachwork” award went to the 1927 Rolls-Royce 20 hp 
tourer by Barker. this car was owned by the nawab of sachin, hh haidar 
Muhammad Yakut Khan. Sachin, now in Gujarat, was a princely state the size of 
Scotland. The four-door tourer is finished in an elegant black with unique features 
including an ivory colour painted steering wheel, controls, knob, levers, stephen 
Grebel hunting lights, a dual windscreen with two aprons, the Sachin State flag 
carrying the coat of arms on the radiator, the nawab’s personal monogram hand-
painted on the doors, and an unusual set of three spare wheels.

The majestic 1979 Rolls-Royce Phantom VI Limousine by Mulliner Park Ward 
also won a special award. this car was used by the Queen on several occasions, 
including the transport of Her Majesty during her state visit to Sweden in 1983. 
Built to royal specifications in an alluring finish of black over burgundy, it had a 
luxurious interior, velvet carpets, curtains, flag masts, a clock on division rail, 
reading lights, electric rear seats, air-conditioning, and heating.

Commenting at the event on the winning cars, Yohan Poonawalla said, ‘i am 
delighted to see the cars do well in a global contest. they represent the rich 
automotive heritage of india and this is indeed a proud moment for all involved. 
this would not have been possible without my family’s complete support and my 
entire team’s dedication and hard work. i am happy to showcase these cars here 
in Britain, bringing them back for the first time since they left for India over 70 
years ago.’

(Above) The Poonawallas 
with the 1979 Rolls-Royce 
Phantom VI Limousine

(Below) The exceptional 
1927 Rolls-Royce 20 hp 
Tourer by Barker
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Nissan GT-R T-Spec
The 2021 Nissan GT-R is now being 
offered in a special limited edition, the 
“T-spec”. The GT-R T-Spec continues with 
the “VR38DETT” 3.8-litre, twin-turbo V6 
engine producing 572 hp and 633 Nm, 
with a six-speed, dual-clutch automatic 
transmission and ATTESA E-TS all-wheel 
drive. Two unique body colours, 
Millennium Jade and Midnight Purple, are 
being offered, with a range of upgraded 
features, including premium semi-aniline 
leather-appointed seating with pearl-
suede accents and alcantara headliner.

MG Astor Revealed
MG Motor India unveiled the all-new 
Astor, a compact SUV based on the ZS 
platform, with a softer, coupé SUV design. 
MG revealed that the interior would have 
a choice of colour schemes and that the 
choice of materials would reflect the car’s 
premium character. Two engine choices 
will be offered: the “Brit Dynamic 220” 
1.3-litre, turbo-petrol engine with 140 hp 
and 220 Nm or the 1.5-litre petrol engine 
with 110 hp and 144 Nm. A choice of 
manual or automatic transmission will be 
offered. Read more about the Astor on 
page 40 of this very issue.

New Volkswagen Polo 
Volkswagen AG have introduced the new 
Polo with a slew of design updates and a 
lot of new safety kit, including IQ.Light 
LED matrix headlights, predictive adaptive 
cruise control, a digital cockpit, and 
optional IQ.Drive Travel Assist. The engine 
selection includes multiple 1.0-litre, three-
cylinder petrol engine options, natural 
and turbocharged, with between 80 and 
110 hp. A TGI natural gas (CNG) version is 
also offered, making 90 hp and 160 Nm.

Maserati Grecale 
Maserati will soon introduce their second 
model with an SUV body style, called the 
Grecale, on 16 November in Milan, Italy. 
Named, as is usual, after a significant 
member of the high-speed wind family, 
the Grecale will bring sporty performance 
with all-road capability; like its sibling, the 
Levante. Not much else about it has been 
disclosed.

Rolls-Royce Spectre
ELECTRIC PowER ISN’T NEw. HowEVER, NEw STRIDES BEING MADE IN THIS DIRECTIoN 
have seen mass adoption and evolution of electric propulsion technology. with 
environmental concerns growing and the focus on renewable energy getting its due, 
the time is ripe for the makers of the best car in the world to take their next step too.

Rolls-Royce initially announced that they would introduce their first electric super-
luxury vehicle within this decade. The name “Silent Shadow” had been doing the rounds 
and it seemed apt, until the marque announced the actual name: Spectre. They also 
announced that the new model, teased as a two-door model in full camo, would be 
revealed in production guise based on their spaceframe architecture in the last quarter 
of 2023. Expect nothing short of a whopper of a powertrain, fit for a Rolls-Royce.

More will be revealed as we count down the days to another historic first from the 
marque that plans to be fully electric by 2030.

|  We Hear

Volvo Plug-in Hybrids Updated
Volvo Cars UK have brought in updated Recharge plug-in hybrid models of the XC60 SUV, V90 
estate, and S90 saloon that now bring a larger 18.8-kwh battery pack and allow an all-electric 
range of up to 90 kilometres.

According to an industry estimate, an average premium car-owner travels no more than 50 
km each day. with charging capability at home or at the office, this would mean they could do 
the entire distance on electric power alone. In addition, a more powerful 145-hp electric motor 
raises the combined peak output to 350 hp for the Recharge T6 and a whopping 455 hp for the 
Recharge T8 model. Volvo target a Co2 reduction of up to 50 per cent on the wLTP cycle.

Volvo also announced that they would be moving to a leather-free future in all electric cars. 
Volvo Cars and The Future Laboratory will focus on developing sustainable luxury materials 
from bio-based and recycled sources, such as PET bottles, materials from sustained forests, and 
cork recycled from the wine industry which offer high quality and aesthetic appeal apart from 
their obvious environmental benefits.

Bulletin   News
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Hot New Subaru WRX
SuBARu of AMERICA HAVE INTRoDuCED AN ALL-NEW  
iteration of the rally icon, the wrX.

The fifth-generation WRX is powered by a new 2.4-litre, 
turbocharged subaru boxer engine that comes paired with 
the option of either a six-speed manual transmission or the 
new automatic transmission. The engine produces 275 hp 
and 350 nm.

the latest generation eyesight driver assist technology of 
the 2022 subaru wrX delivers greater performance, 
technology, and safety than ever before. for the first time, 
the WRX is built on the Subaru Global Platform that offers 
increased safety, improved dynamics, and reductions in 
noise, vibration, and harshness (nVh).

the 2022 wrX will be available at subaru retailers in early 
2022. the manufacturer adds a new top-of-the-line Gt trim 
with a new automatic transmission, the subaru Performance 
transmission, as standard. Up to 430 customization options 
are available.

New Toyota Tundra
the 2022 toYota tUndra has arriVed featUrinG a new 
design and several improvements and enhancements.

the maximum pick-up includes its new high-strength boxed, 
steel-ladder frame, aluminium-reinforced composite bed and 
fully redesigned multi-link rear suspension. A new interior offers 
creature comforts for the driver and passenger alike, including 
an available panoramic roof, heated and ventilated front seats, 
rear sunshade, heated steering wheel, and much more.

The Tundra will be offered with a choice of two powertrains. 
The first is the “i-foRCE”, a highly efficient 3.5-litre, twin-turbo 
V6 engine producing 394 hp and 650 nm. the second is a hybrid 
version, the “i-foRCE MAX”, with the V6 paired to a brilliantly 
engineered bell-housing motor system, resulting in an output of 
443 hp and 790 Nm. Both configurations are mated to an all-
new 10-speed automatic transmission.

Jaguar I-Pace Black Incoming
JAGuAR HAVE oPENED BooKINGS foR THE NEW 2022 MoDEL 
year I-Pace Black, a sportier looking and even better equipped 
edition of their premium electric luxury sUV.

the i-Pace Black accentuates the all-electric performance sUV’s 
lines and curves with a list of additional equipment offered as 
standard. The enhanced Black Pack brings a gloss black finish for 
the grille, grille surround, wing-mirror covers, side-window 
surrounds, and the rear badges. it gets a full panoramic glass roof 

and 19-inch wheels with “Diamond Turned” finish. Inside, the 
spacious and luxurious interior gets ebony leather sports seats 
with the Gloss Black trim finishers complemented by an Ebony 
headliner.

the i-Pace Black retains the potent powertrain comprising a 
90-kwh battery and the 294-kw motor good for 400 hp and 696 
nm, enabling acceleration from zero to 100 km/h in 4.8 seconds. 
the price of the i-Pace starts from rs 1.06 crore (ex-showroom).
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Tata 10,000 EV Customers
Tata Motors have passed the 
10,000-customer milestone for their 
electric vehicle business. they are leading 
the electric vehicle (eV) segment with 
both the nexon eV and the new tigor eV. 
These first 10,000 EVs have been led by 
the early adopters and, thanks to this 
encouragement, Tata Motors have built a 
viable roadmap for the future and are 
committed to staying on the course of 
making eVs mainstream.

Yaris Out; Belta Incoming
toyota have pulled the plug on the their 
C-segment sedan, the Yaris. the Yaris was 
offered with a 1.5-litre petrol engine and 
a choice of manual or CVt automatic 
transmission priced between rs 9 lakh 
and 15 lakh. however, it didn’t manage to 
capture the market share toyota were 
hoping for. 

toyota will soon introduce the Belta: a 
new 4.5-metre-long sedan that is 
essentially a badge-engineered Maruti 
suzuki Ciaz. it will feature a 1.5-litre, four-
cylinder mild-hybrid petrol engine, 
expected to produce 105 hp and 138 nm. 
a choice of manual and automatic 
transmission will be offered.

Nissan Virtual Sales Advisor
nissan india have launched an innovative 
“Virtual sales advisor” for customers of 

their Magnite 
compact sUV. 
the interactive 
Virtual sales 
advisor is an 
industry-first 
initiative and is 
available on 
nissan india’s 

shop@home digital car-buying platform 
in partnership with eccentric engine. the 
focus is on the potential customer’s car-
buying journey and expert advice is given 
through guided stages, allowing the 
prospective customer to fully explore the 
car and its features on both personal 
computer (PC) or mobile platforms.

Maharashtra Bags Huge 
Investment Under EV Policy

THE STATE of MAHARASHTRA HAS BAGGED AN INVESTMENT of RS 2,823 CRoRE foR A 
vehicle manufacturing facility under the new eV Policy. the talegaon plant aims to produce 
electric three-wheelers for last-mile delivery and passenger transport, with 1,250 jobs to be 
generated.

The Government of Maharashtra signed a memorandum of understanding (Mou) with 
Causis E-Mobility for the setting up of a zero-emission EV manufacturing facility in the state, 
making it the first big-ticket investment under the recently announced Maharashtra EV 
Policy 2021. The Mou signed with Causis E-Mobility Pvt Ltd, a joint venture of uK-based 
Causis Group, is set to transform  Maharashtra into a leading state in terms of adoption of 
electric vehicles in the country. the Government unveiled a comprehensive eV Policy in July 
2021 to stimulate manufacturing of Battery electric Vehicles (BeV).

Hon’ble Minister for Environment, Tourism and Protocol, Government of Maharashtra, 
Aaditya Thackeray, said, “Taking our commitment to make Maharashtra the lead state in 
Electric Mobility in India, GoM and MIDC have signed an Mou with Causis E-Mobility to set 
up an eV production unit in talegaon. the investment of rs 2,800 crore will generate 1,250 
employment opportunities and will help in climate action”.

The Mou for the Phase one unit at Talegaon, Pune was signed on 1 october. In Phase 
Two, Causis E-Mobility Pvt Ltd will set up their own battery “Gigafactory” in Maharashtra to 
manufacture and supply eV batteries.

Continental Tyres Launch Conti 
Premium Drive Stores

LEADING PREMIuM TYRE MANufACTuRERS, CoNTINENTAL, HAVE INAuGuRATED TWo NEW 
Conti Premium Drive (CPD) stores in Thane and Mumbai.

the two new CPd stores, liberty tyres and Pal tyres, feature the brand’s premium tyres with 
a new range of products for customers. With an extensive floor size of 1,000 square feet and 
900 sq ft respectively for Liberty Tyres and Pal Tyres, the new stores will have a wide range of 
Continental products for passenger cars, sUVs, and 4x4s.

the stores will feature the new Generation 6 range of passenger tyres — CC6, UC6, and aX6 
— as well as the CSC5, CCuHP, and SC5 SuV. The CPD stores will also offer the latest equipment 
and technologies in tyre-related services for wheel balancing, wheel alignment, and nitrogen 
filling, among other services. 

the initiative continues Continental’s expansion of their retail presence in western india 
following their recent expansion in Surat, Gujarat.

|  We Hear
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two stages to around 55 million litres by 
2024 and to around 550 million litres by 
2026. the necessary environmental permits 
have been obtained by the Chilean project 
company, highly innovative fuels (hif). 
siemens energy have also already started 
preparatory work for the next major 
commercial phase of the project.

Porsche initiated the demonstration 
project and will use the efuel in their own 
combustion engine vehicles. renewable 
fuels fit in with their clear overall 
sustainability strategy and it means it 
contributes to Porsche, as a whole, being 
net Co2-neutral as early as 2030.

Porsche’s tests with renewable fuels are 
going very successfully. efuel will make it 
possible to reduce fossil Co2 emission in 
combustion engines by up to 90 per cent. 
Among other things, the first fuel from Chile 
will be used in the Porsche Mobil 1 Supercup 
race cars from 2022. the iconic 911 is 
particularly suitable for the use of efuels but 
so are many historic vehicles; around 70 per 
cent of all Porsches ever built are still on the 
road today. Porsche will be the primary 
customer for the green fuel with other 
partners in the project being energy firm, 
AME, the petroleum company ENAP from 
Chile, and the italian energy company, enel. 

Monza, Italy
Jehan daruvala won the second formula 2 
Race at the “Temple of Speed”, Monza, Italy.

Jehan started second and completely 
dominated the field from the very first lap to 
win by a massive margin at the italian Grand 
Prix weekend. 

the red Bull racing Junior started on the 
front row behind the German racing driver, 
David Beckman. Three laps before the finish, 
Jehan had opened a comfortable five-
second margin. Beckman, under pressure, 
fell down to third while the dutchman, Bent 
Viscaal, moved into second. soon, the 

former f3 champion, robert shwartzman of 
russia, also overtook the German. Jehan 
won the race by over six seconds ahead of 
Viscaal and shwartzman. this was Jehan’s 
third podium of the season and second f2 
victory after he became the first Indian to 
win in f2 year in sakhir. 

SochI, RuSSIa
Jehan daruvala bagged his fourth podium 
this year in f2, driving a strong race to finish 
third in the feature race at the sochi 
autodrom.

rain before the race meant the start was 

on a damp track with the inside particularly 
more so. those starting on the inside, 
including Jehan, made a poor start. Jehan put 
in a series of quick laps to close the gap to 
Boschung ahead and caught him with 10 laps 
to go, piling the pressure on the swiss driver.

Jehan moved up into third but was under 
pressure from the home favourite, robert 
shwartzman. the russian was within a 
second of Jehan, allowing him to use drs. 
Jehan kept his cool and defended his 
position, putting in some quick laps to pull 
away and finish third, behind Piastri and the 
frenchman, theo Pourchaire.

Jehan Daruvala Shines in F2

(Below) Jehgan Daruvala tastes sweet 
victory in Italy at Monza

(Right) Jehan continued his stellar 
performance with a podium in Sochi

Will Synthetic 
eFuel Save the 

Engine?
PoRSCHE AND SIEMENS ENERGY HAVE 
joined forces with a number of international 
companies to build an industrial plant for 
the production of nearly Co2-neutral fuel 
(efuel) in Punta arenas, Chile.

a pilot plant, initially being built north of 
Punta arenas in Chilean Patagonia, is 
expected to produce around 130,000 litres 
of efuel in 2022. the capacity will expand in 
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Audi e-tron GT and RS e-tron GT 
The flagship EV from Audi has been launched in India in two guises, 
the e-tron GT quattro and the high-performance RS e-tron GT 
quattro, priced at Rs 1.80 crore and Rs 2.05 crore (ex-showroom) 
respectively.

the new e-tron Gt is a four-door coupé grand touring electric car 
that offers sport-luxury capability and with tremendous performance 
on tap. the decidedly visionary design is thanks to sculpted lines, the 
signature e-tron panel in place of a grille, Matrix LED headlights, LED 
strip tail-lights, and an arrowhead-shaped light signature.

the eV duo have a 93.4-kwh battery pack. the standard model 
offers 476 hp and 630 Nm, with boost raising output to 530 hp and 
640 nm and the car can dismiss zero to 100 km/h in 4.1 seconds. the 
more powerful rs model has a whopping 598 hp (646 hp, using boost 
mode) and 830 nm on tap, capable of accelerating from zero to 100 
km/h in just 3.3 seconds.

Jaguar F-Pace SVR
the Jaguar f-Pace sVr, powered by the 550-hp 
supercharged V8, has been launched from rs 1.51 crore 
(ex-showroom).

the f-Pace has always been a stylish and capable sUV 
and, now, the ultimate performance model is here. the 
SVR V8 delivers 550 hp and 700 Nm, allowing it to 
accelerate from zero to 100 km/h in four seconds. the 
performance is enabled by specific software settings for 
throttle response, suspension, and steering by Jaguar sV’s 
engineers, all of which are further enhanced by the all-
wheel drive with intelligent driveline dynamics equipped 
as standard.

the race-inspired exterior features a new sVr-badged 
grille, revised bumpers, super-slim all-LED quad 
headlights with “double J” light signatures, and adaptive 
driving Beam capability. the crafted interior is redesigned 
to include new drive selector, bespoke sVr split-rim 
steering wheel, new sporty centre console, seamlessly 
integrated centrally mounted 11.4-inch curved-glass hd 
touchscreen with new Pivi Pro infotainment, and cabin air 
ionisation. the f-Pace sVr’s collection of new 
technologies includes software-over-the-air (sota) 
capability and the latest 3d surround camera technology.

Force Gurkha
the all-new force Gurkha has been launched in india, initially in a 
three-door, manual-transmission, 4x4 guise, at rs 13.59 lakh (ex-
showroom).

the 2021 Gurkha is built from the ground up on a modular 
architecture with a wider and longer body and a new interior. the 
high-strength chassis, with new coil-spring suspension on all four 
wheels fine-tuned to achieve the right balance, offers best-in-class 
ride quality over all sorts of surfaces. The only things being carried 
over from the previous-generation Gurkha are the Mercedes 
G-wagen-inspired looks and imposing stance, including full led 
“force Pro edge” headlamps, broken-circle daytime light surrounds, 
and fender-mounted led indicators. safety-wise, the Gurkha 2021 
also gets the now mandatory dual front airbags and aBs with eBd, as 
well as isofiX-compatible rear seats.

The revised 2.6-litre, common-rail direct-injection, four-cylinder 
motor makes 91 hp and 250 Nm and is paired with a five-speed 
manual transmission with cable shift and a hydraulically activated 
clutch with a booster and a 4x4 drive system. it can tackle grades of 
35 degrees in 4x4-low in first gear in the crawl mode and also has a 
wading depth of up to 700 mm. The new powertrain meets BS6 
emission norms using a Lean Nox Trap (LNT). Additional equipment 
includes an intake snorkel and manually operated, positive-locking, 
mechanical differential locks as standard kit.

Bulletin   Launches
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Mahindra XUV700
The Mahindra XuV700 has been formally launched with bookings 
already open. There are two series on offer, MX and AX, both 
available in petrol and diesel. The MX models are priced at Rs 11.99 
lakh for the petrol and rs 12.49 lakh for the diesel. the aX line, 
featuring the premium adrenoX interface, starts from rs 13.99 lakh 
for the AX3 petrol five-seater and goes up to Rs 22.89 lakh for the 
AX7 AT AWD seven-seater with the Luxury Pack. All prices are ex-
showroom.

The XuV700 steps in as a new, more premium model above the 
XuV500, offering a choice of five or seven seats. The petrol models 
pack the “mstallion200” 2.0-litre turbocharged four-cylinder engine 
making 200 hp and 380 nm, with a choice of manual or automatic 
transmission. the diesel models begin with the “mhawk155” 2.2-litre 
turbo-diesel with 155 hp and 360 Nm in the MX, while the AX models 
get the “mHawk185” with 185 hp. Manual models have a peak 420 
Nm while automatic have a hefty 450 Nm on tap. The AX7 AT AWD 
with Luxury Pack is the top model. Most AX5 models get a choice of 
five or seven seats.

Tata Safari Gold Edition
the tata safari was introduced recently and received an encouraging 
response for its styling, engine, and more. now tata have gone a step 
further by launching a premium version, called the Gold edition, 
priced at rs 21.90 lakh (ex-showroom). 

the safari Gold edition gets gold accents on the front grille, door-
handles, a strip beneath the headlamp and on the roof-rail, and, 
finally, the “Gold” branding. Inside there are more gold accents with a 
marble-textured finish across the dashboard: white marble for the 
white colour option and black marble for the black option. the seats 
set the Gold Edition apart as it offers genuine leather ventilated seats 
for the first and second rows.

other noteworthy features include 18-inch alloy rims and an 
infotainment system with apple CarPlay and android auto as 
standard. The popular 2.0-litre turbo-diesel with 170 hp and 350 Nm 
continues doing duty.

Volkswagen Taigun
the new Volkswagen taigun compact sUV has been launched with 
the price starting at rs 10.50 lakh (ex-showroom).

the taigun gets a fresh new design and premium approach to 
quality and build with a purposeful front end. The made-in-India, for-
India compact SuV offers a mix of style, practicality, and technology 
designed to suit the needs of the modern indian car-buyer.

Based on the MQB A0 IN platform, the Taigun has a tall stance and 
high ground clearance with the long wheelbase making it spacious 
— a major advantage of the platform. Volkswagen believe that the 
compact SuV’s sportier and bolder appeal will find favour with the 
young urban customer.

The Taigun has two lines on offer. The Dynamic Line has the 1.0 TSI 
three-cylinder, turbo-petrol engine making 115 hp and 178 Nm, with a 
choice of manual or automatic transmission, priced between rs 10.50 
lakh and rs 15.90 lakh. the Performance line, packing the 1.5 tsi eVo 
four-cylinder engine with 150 hp and 250 nm, has a choice of manual 
“GT” trim or seven-speed DSG auto-equipped “GT Plus” trim, priced at 
Rs 15 lakh and Rs 17.50 lakh (ex-showroom) in that order.

Kia Carnival
The refreshed Kia Carnival MPV has been launched in India and is 
now offered in four trim levels — Premium, Prestige, Limousine, and 
limousine+ — priced between rs 24.95 lakh and rs 33.99 lakh (ex-
showroom), including a choice of seven, eight or nine seats.

the Carnival now gets the new Kia logo and 18-inch alloy wheels. 
the new limousine and limousine+ variants get additional features 
over the Prestige trim, including an eight-inch aVnt with ota map 
updates and UVo support and auto-dimming mirror. the limousine 
trim now comes with a 10.1-inch rear-seat entertainment system and 
an air-purifier with virus protection. Kia have also introduced 
premium leatherette seats on the Prestige trim while the limousine 
and limousine+ versions come with captain seats in the second row 
with extendable leg support.

the top-end limousine+ comes loaded with a harman Kardon 
eight-speaker music system, electronic parking brake, 10-way 
powered and ventilated driver’s seat, leather-wrapped steering wheel 
and gear knob, wooden highlights, two 10.1-inch rear-seat 
entertainment systems, and a tyre-pressure monitor.
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The Virtual Emperor
An insight into the growth made by Maruti 

Suzuki in the digital world we live in

Story: Zal Cursetji

We are living in what is known 
as the digital age. think about our daily 
life and this might well sound an 
understatement. everything we do, see, 
hear or say is in some form or other 

related to digitization. the story remains the same across 
the board and automobiles do not skip the ease of 
connectivity. leaps and bounds may have been made by a 
number of manufacturers in this respect, but one of them 
holds its head a lot higher than others: Maruti suzuki. 

this may not sound too surprising, for the indo-Japanese 
auto manufacturer has, for decades, ruled the roost in our 
south asian country. however, so far as offering a range of 
products and services are concerned, Maruti suzuki have 
indeed made an aggressive surge with digitization. this has 
made life incredibly easy for customers while accessing 
information and, importantly in 2021 due to the pandemic, 
the company’s products and services. safety plays a huge 
role here with the ongoing pandemic still being 

unpredictable. the no-contact structure of digitization is 
the only way forward.

Maruti suzuki have been the frontrunner in their digital 
and online outreach and continue to constantly promote the 
addition of new services to the internet. the following is a 
short list of what customers may expect in Maruti suzuki’s 
online portfolio.

artificial intelligence anyone? well, the company 
launched s-assist for its neXa customers, which, in basic 
terms, is a 24x7 virtual car assist app. this app is a scan- 
and voice-enabled feature providing post-purchase services 
to customers. these services include everything from do-it-
yourself (DiY) videos, digital literature, workshop 
assistance, and quick navigation, to name but a few.

apart from s-assist, you also have hams technology for 
safe driving training, which is an automated driving licence 
test process.

the purchasing process has also been made easier and 
more interesting by Maruti suzuki with over 1,000 online 
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S.No Awards Brands Campaigns/Activities Medal
1 IDMA 2020 Maruti Suzuki Always on SEM Bronze

2 Maddies 2020 Vitara Brezza MMC Launch Bronze

3 SAMMIES 2021 Vitara Brezza AR / VR - Wink to Explore Vitara Brezza Silver

4

IAMAI 2021

Maruti Suzuki Mobile Search Campaign Gold

5 Dzire MMC Launch 2020 Silver

6 Vitara Brezza Best use of AR/VR- - Wink to Explore Vitara Brezza Bronze

7 IDMA 2021 S-CROSS Petrol Best use of AR and VR Bronze

8 E4M Impact Digital 
Influencer Award 2021

Baleno Best automotive campaign Gold

9 Swift Best automotive campaign Silver

dealerships that offer programs such as the hyperlocal 
program. here, skilled dealership employees help generate 
leads for sales, services, insurance, finance, the works.

speaking of finance, Maruti suzuki have also launched 
their smart Finance service this year. it contributes to more 
than 21 per cent of the company’s total financial 
disbursement. Financial digitization has also made the 
process of loan applications hassle-free and quicker; a 
godsend for buyers who can now skip that long and time-
consuming process.  

other noteworthy aspects include their digital-driven 
communication with the “always-on” service, connection 
and virtual showrooms, and digital exploration of all 
models on sale, just to name a few. Customers may choose 

the desired variant, colour, optional upgrades and all such 
offerings for any Maruti suzuki model on sale in the 
country while also browsing through the final look of the 
choice that they have made. this once again does away with 
the need to visit to a showroom, hoping they would get to 
see all the options on display. in turn, digitization also 
allows Maruti suzuki dealerships to work in a more 
efficient manner with their customers. 

all this has resulted into Maruti suzuki winning a 
number of awards for their work, understandably so. But 
once again, this is not really a surprise, since Maruti suzuki 
have for the longest time been the biggest and most 
successful car manufacturer in india where the best is 
expected and always delivered.
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Your Views

First Car Purchase
I am in the market for my first car and I 
have a budget of Rs 6 lakh. What are the 
options that I may look at? My priorities are 
space, manoeuvrability, and comfort. 
Kunal Khosla, via e-mail

Hello, Kunal,
Based on your requirements, we suggest you 
test-drive the Maruti Suzuki Ignis and the 
Renault Triber. They are different cars and 
at least one of them will have exactly what 
you are looking for. You could also test-drive 
the new Tata Punch. Its price has not yet 
been announced, but we expect it to be 
within your budget. Look for its review in the 
next issue. 

Punch for Five
Saw your Instagram post on the new Tata 
Punch. Please do write in detail about the 
cabin space in your first drive review. Will it 
seat a family of five? 
Raj Ganesh, via social media

Hello, Raj,
The Tata Punch is a sub-four-metre car, 
3.8 metres to be precise, and Tata have done 
a good job of maximizing the cabin space. 
This car has a flat floor at the rear and is 
wide enough to seat three people in 
reasonable comfort.

Water Rollercoaster
While driving on the highway, I recently 
had my first experience of aquaplaning 
and it was scary. Although I managed to 
drive through, I would like to know what 
the correct procedure is to get out of such
a situation. 
Regina C, via social media

Dear Regina,
Aquaplaning happens at speeds above 80 
km/h, so looking far ahead and being mindful 
of your speed should prevent this problem. In 
case you do find your car aquaplaning, just take 
your foot off the throttle and hold the steering 
wheel straight. The car will settle down on its 
own and you will regain steering shortly. Wipe 

the sweat from your brow and drive on.

Need for Speed
What, I would like to know, are my options 
to go racing on four wheels on a budget? I 
am too old to develop a career in racing, so I 
just want to do it by way of recreation.
Ben S, via social media

Dear Ben, 
Motor sport is expensive but there are a few 
options for enthusiasts to get started and the 
best of them is to drive go-karts. Some go-
kart tracks host monthly races that you can 
enter simply by paying the registration fee. 
They have multiple categories and are usually 
a lot of fun. Go give it a whirl. 

 TwiTTer: @carindia
 facebook: facebook.com/carindia
 insTagram: carindia_mag
 websiTe: www.carindia.in

  PosT: Car IndIa Magazine
S.No. 261/G.L.R.No. 5, 
East Street, Camp, Pune 411001. INDIA

 email: carindia@nextgenpublishing.net
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 10 Bestsellers
of august 2021

Top Five SUVs Top Five Sedans

-2.73% -9.46%

6.23%July 14,729 units

August 15,646 units

Maruti Suzuki
Dzire

1.81% 481.22%July 1,134 units

august 6,591 units

2.87%July 12,867 units

August 13,236 units

-45.43%July 13,000 units

august 12,597 units

July 10,470 units

august 5,714 units

1.81%July 12,676 units

August 12,906 units

July 10,287 units

august 10,006 units

July 3,627 units

august 3,284 units

-3.10%July 13,000 units

August 12,597 units

23.42% -23.30%July 6,983 units

august 8,619 units

July 4,034 units

-32.28%July 18,434 units

August 12,483 units

HyunDai  
aura

2.35% 48.00%July 8,185 units

august 8,377 units

July 1,450 units

august 2,146 units

July 10,057 units

August 10,666 units

-2.73%July 10,287 units

August 10,006 units

-57.84%July 22,836  units

August 9,628 units

23.42%July 6,983 units

August 8,619 units

2.35%

kia
Sonet

tata 
nexon

Maruti Suzuki
Vitara Brezza

We compile and analyse sales data to find 
the most popular cars of the month past

July 8,185 units

August 8,377 units

HonDa
City

Maruti Suzuki
Ciaz

HonDa
amaze

HyunDai
Creta

HyunDai
Venue

6.06%

-3.10%

July 12,676 units

august 12,906 units

august 3,094 units

MAruti Suzuki
Swift

tAtA
Nexon

HyundAi
Venue

kiA
Seltos

MAruti Suzuki
Alto

MAruti Suzuki
WagonR

MAruti Suzuki
Baleno

HyundAi
Creta

MAruti Suzuki
Eeco

MAruti Suzuki
Vitara Brezza
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C ity life. lockdowns. the threat 
of a global pandemic. anxiety. worst of all, 
losing touch with reality while being stuck in a 
shell. there are many who have been affected 

by the news and the occurrences they hear about and, 
aptly, mental health has become a talking point. what 
helps, truly, is connecting with Mother earth. and, with 
things slowly opening up and travel restrictions easing, 
it was just a happy coincidence that the all-new 
Volkswagen taigun rolled out of chakan, proudly made 
in india, and rolled straight into the Car India garage. i 
was all set to pack my — rather small — bag and head 
out into the countryside away from it all.

i phoned a friend in the country pursuing his hobby 
of farming after an unceremonious exit from a high-
profile company, courtesy the slowdown, and he was 
glad to have me over at his little farmhouse. after all, 
when together, our puns flow like a river in the 
untouched wilderness. so, it was definitely something 
i looked forward to. More so because the taigun we 
received was the absolutely top-of-the-performance-
line Gt Plus — with the 1.5 tsi eVo 150-hp petrol 
engine and seven-speed dsG automatic transmission. 
it’s a combination that seems enticing to even think 
about let alone drive.

leaving home early to avoid the traffic, i set up my 
phone and got my music ready. it would have to wait 

Breaking 
Away 
from the 
Norm

The Volkswagen Taigun has arrived and we had a chance 
to use it and get away from the city to spend some 
quality time rejuvenating in the lap of Mother Nature

Story: Jim Gorde
Photography: Sanjay Raikar

Right: Neat driver info- 
display looks sporty and 
shows all need-to-know data 
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Right: Generous boot 
has plenty of room

Below: Sporty roof-
rails, butch profile and 
unique tail look sharp

because i wanted to experience the car for what it 
was. this is the “Gt Plus” trim, the higher of the two 
“Performance line” trims and it comes with a slew of 
goodies. the taigun is sporty to look at. it appears 
compact yet generous, which it is. the bold front face 
with led lighting, chunky lines, chrome elements, 
and 17-inch wheels look modern and attractive. 
it gets a contrast black roof over the unique curcuma 
yellow paint finish and that makes it look like nothing 
else on the road.

that’s not the only thing. it also drives like few 
other cars on the road and is surely the segment 
benchmark in hustle mode. although i encountered 
slow-moving trucks, the taigun sliced its way through 
and felt completely planted doing so, clinging to its 
line with adept surety. the well-calibrated steering 
and braking feel only add to driving confidence. it 
drives great on the highway and can easily munch 
miles. even broken or badly resurfaced patches did 
nothing to upset the handling characteristics and it 
took everything in its stride unperturbed. it has 
another huge advantage — efficiency.

the 1.5 tsi eVo and dsG powertrain have a slew of 
efficiency enhancing tech, being smart by themselves, 
and together, they are a formidable force. the four-
cylinder engine uses an advanced combustion cycle and 
also gets active cylinder technology, visible as “eco” 
mode on the smart driver display, which cuts two 
cylinders under low load, while coasting at highway 
speed, for instance, to improve fuel economy. the dual-
clutch “directshift Gearbox” is another element that 
truly optimizes efficiency, shifting ratios smoothly and 
incomprehensibly, even starting in second gear at times. 

then there’s is a brilliantly working start-stop system: touch the brake to 
come to a stop and the engine cuts off, saving precious fuel while other cars 
idle away. That meant I saw figures of over 16 km/l while comfortably 
maintaining highway speed, thanks to the 250 nm of peak torque coming in 
low down the rev-range.

the icing on the cake is that the taigun offers fantastic space and is 
seriously comfortable to be in. the unmatched ride and handling dynamics 
are the cherry on top. the long equipment list comprises an 8.0-inch digital 
cockpit, 10-inch touchscreen, rear camera, six speakers, wireless charging 
bay, “KESSY” keyless entry, start and stop system as well as a sporty flat-
bottomed, multi-function, leather steering wheel.

the taigun looks young and vibrant and feels energetic when out 
exploring or simply moving around. it works as a reliable runabout and, with 
its high ground clearance, didn’t have me worrying about the kind of road 
surface i was tackling. it’s something i would happily add to my garage. a 
car that looks and feels good which simply works when you need it to is 
something that cannot be overlooked in this day and age.

The spoils of the countryside should 
be savoured as best they can

Cabin is spacious and 
well laid-out with 
thoughtful ergonomics
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orris GaraGes have always been  
particular about design. Their heritage speaks volumes of 
how their smooth styling has left paper to be transitioned 
beautifully into the real world. The MGb from the 
previous century is a great example. That sports car drove 
its way into the hearts of enthusiasts globally and even 
found a home at the british royal family’s garage and since 
then it has been a timeless classic.

with the astor, MG are looking to extend that design 

Designed to Impress
The MG Astor has a lot of work to do but it  
looks like it has won half the battle standing still
Story: Joshua Varghese   Photography: Sanjay Raikar

Feature     MG Astor
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Designed to Impress
An opulent 

interior befitting 
the classy exterior 

philosophy of “emotional Dynamism”; styling that connects the 
human element with the car. based on the popular Zs platform, 
the designers in london have made sure that the astor has a soft 
and sophisticated styling that delivers elegance while highlighting 
the car’s sporty styling. The MG badge at the front sits proudly in 
the middle of the Celestial grille, a design element that mimics a 
galaxy filled with stars. The depth of the grille and the precision of 
its lines draw the viewer in to appreciate the other intricate details. 
when lit up, the headlamp showcases more attention to detail. it 
is shaped to look like the eye of a hawk and the designers have 
turned up the head by arranging nine crystal elements along the 
casing and they put on an impressive show when illuminated.

From there, the lines lead to form the classic shoulder-line that 
we have seen in MG sports cars from the past. it looks like a 
leopard about to spring into action and highlights the astor’s 
sporty side as well. similar attention to detail and well-placed 
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badging is also seen at the rear of the car where the special tail-
lamps amp up the visual drama.

Carl Gotham, the advanced Design Director at the MG’s 
Global Design Centre in london, UK, said, ‘The concept of 
emotional Dynamism brings a premium feel to astor. The mid-
size sUv is a visual delight with an exceptional level of detailing 
and remarkable features. we have placed design at the centre of 
creating the car to make it look as good as its technology. it takes 
forward MG’s brand legacy with cutting-edge technology and 
design excellence.’

The astor’s interior is a reflection of the style it exudes from the 
outside. Generous use of leatherette in the dual-tone scheme of 
sangria red showcases the opulent side of the car. soft-touch 
materials and spacious layout define what is possible when 
modern design meets the classic interpretation of luxury and 
comfort. The seven-inch lCD unit in front of the driver relays all 
the essential information in a crisp, modern format without clutter 
while the 10.1-inch infotainment system gives the occupants 
complete control and the best possible view of the digital features. 

‘We have placed design at the centre of creating the car to make 
it look as good as its technology. It takes forward MG’s brand 
legacy with cutting-edge technology and design excellence’

Rear passengers also benefit 
from the panoramic sunroof

Above: Forgot the car keys? Use your smartphone to start the Astor
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right above the dashboard is one of the astor’s party pieces: the 
ai personal assistant.

voiced by the Paralympic athlete, Deepa Malik, the ai is just 
the beginning of MG’s CaaP (Car as a Platform). The assistant 
responds to a variety of commands pertaining to car controls and 
entertainment coming to a grand total of 80-plus internet features. 
some of the services on offer include MapMyindia navigation, Jio 
connectivity, Jiosaavn audio service, wikipedia, and vehicle 
digital passport by Koinearth. in addition to offering information 
and executing commands, the ai is quite cheeky at times too. one 
can engage it in a bit of chit-chat and even ask it to crack jokes and 
it does have some good ones.

The tech blanket extends to the driving experience as well 

Sophistication and soft lines are 
evident but look closely and 

you can see the aggression

Intricate illumination 
and the hawk-eye shape

Below: The ADAS tech list is long

because the MG astor is the first car in its segment to offer 
autonomous level two features. MG have partnered with bosch to 
develop the aDas (advanced Driver assistance systems). The 
astor comes equipped with 27 safety features as standard and up 
to 14 more for the aDas. To keep things moving smoothly, the car 
draws data from six radars and five cameras.

Under the hood, the astor is powered by a choice of two 
engines: the 1.4-litre, brit Dynamic 220 turbo-petrol or the 
1.5-litre vTi Tech petrol. The former develops 140 hp and a peak 
torque of 220 nm while the latter produces 110 hp and a peak 
torque of 144 nm. The brit Dynamic engine will be mated to a 
six-speed automatic while the other one will be offered with a 
choice of manual transmission or CvT automatic. 

MG Astor  Feature
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Team C.L.A.W Global and eight people with disabilities, with help from 
the Indian Army, make history by climbing the Siachen Glacier and 

reaching Kumar Post at an altitude of 15,632 feet
Story: Joshua Varghese  Photography: Team C.L.A.W (CeeJay and Deepak Singh) 

Success on SiachenSuccess on Siachen

Feature     C.L.A.W Global Land World Record
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What a powerful combination 
of words. it may have been one of the things 
that ran through major Vivek Jacob’s mind 

when he decided to establish c.l.a.w (conquer land 
air water) Global. the major and his team of ex-special 
forces operators now constitute team c.l.a.w Global 
and they have been making the impossible possible for 
pwDs (people with disabilities).

now fast forward to an august evening in leh and i 
found myself engaged in conversation with major Jacob 
himself. at the end of that talk, i was fully convinced that 
many things that most of us perceive as inevitable are just 
illusions. Veils of responsibility, the quest for a secure 
future, and the endless marathon involving acquisition of 
worldly possessions hinder some of us from experiencing 

‘True freedom is a collective experience. Either we all 
have it or none of us do’
 – c.l.a.w Global

Top: The 
participants 
and team 
C.L.A.W pose 
with the 
minister



true freedom. particularly so for the pwDs. they are 
often deprived of the chance to perform to their full 
potential on account of their disabilities being cited every 
now and then. this mindset has to change. they must be 
free to do what they are capable of and be given 
opportunities to contribute to the society in full capacity. 
what better way of making this statement than setting 
three world records? Yes, the men and women at 
c.l.a.w Global aim big. that is where operation blue 
freedom comes in; a series of three world records aimed 
at tearing through the fabric of what we perceive as 
human potential.

The first of these was the land world record and the 
mission was to scale the Siachen Glacier, the world’s 
highest battlefield, with a group of PWDs and prove 
beyond doubt the extraordinary potential of human 
willpower and resourcefulness. with 20 pwDs, the 
event was flagged off from Delhi on Independence Day 
by minister for Social Justice and empowerment Dr 
Virendra Kumar. mahindra adventure stepped in as a 
sponsor and supplied the crew with 10 sturdy, touring-
ready cars (slightly modified Scorpios and the new 
thars). mobil india also put their best foot forward and 
whole-heartedly supported this endeavour.

the team drove through the mountains and some 

Above: The Siachen 
War Memorial 
reminds us that our 
freedom and safety 
come at a price

Right: The children 
from the Mahabodhi 
institutions showcase 
a lovely cultural 
performance
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stunning scenery, egged on 
by the support of the locals. 
on the way, they had to 
undergo multiple rounds of 

training and acclimatization 
to prepare themselves for the 

challenge that lay ahead. 
During those periods of training, i 

got a chance to meet the participants. 
they hailed from all over india and each 

one had their own story; of lives that meandered through 
difficulty and achievement. Some were above-knee 
amputees, some were completely blind, and some had 
lost an arm or two, but the one thing they had in common 
was an indomitable spirit that they drew from a 
seemingly endless reserve of willpower. they strictly 
adhered to the training schedules and went at it day after 
day, each one determined to scale the Siachen Glacier.

in fact, the only days off were the ones we spent on the 
road, motoring across the vast and beautiful scenery of 
ladakh as we headed towards the Siachen base camp 
(SbS). the mahindra cars lived up to their touring and 
off-road credentials well. they tackled the region’s 
amazing zigzag roads and the off-road sections equally 
well. after switching to mobil oil in the Scorpio i was 
driving, the car’s engine was noticeably smoother, as 
were the gear-shifts, and it set the tone for a wonderful 
drive all the way to the SBS. Far away from the traffic 

No Name Disability State Gender

1 Major. Dwarakesh 100% Blind Tamil Nadu Male

2 Havildar. Ajay Kumar Symes amputation (Left Foot) Haryana Male

3 Lobzang Chosphel 100% Blind UT of Ladakh Male

4 Irfan Ahmad Mir 100% Blind UT of Jammu & 
Kashmir 

Male

5 Chhonzin Angmo 100% Blind Himachal Pradesh Female

6 Pushpak Gawande Right hand amputee Maharashtra Male

7 Akshat Rawat Upper limbs amputee (Both Hands) Uttarakhand Male

8 Mahesh Nehra Right hand amputee Gujarat Male

The Eight Who Made it to Kumar Post

All roads and no 
roads are no problem 

for these SUVs

A glimpse into the 
training of the 

Siachen Devils

Nidhi Mishra (middle) was injured on the way and had to turn back

C.L.A.W Global Land World Record  FEaTurE
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jams and errant motorists of the city, ladakh’s roads (and 
sometimes, the lack of them) were overland paradise and 
our convoy snaked through mountains that resembled 
sleeping giants and shot across plains that stretched away 
as far as the eye could see. through heat and cold, the 
cars performed well, as did mobil’s magical engine oil 
and we did not have a single breakdown along the way.

With the medicals done, we were finally inducted into 
the SbS where the indian army played the role of a 
generous host during our stay. in those days, the pwDs 
trained alongside the indian soldiers at times. watching 
them train i could not help but notice a similarity in their 
missions. while the soldiers were being trained to defend 
the country’s sovereignty, the task at hand for the pwDs 
was to help everyone realize their freedom.

at this point, c.l.a.w Global had to make their 
toughest decision yet and it may just have been more 
difficult than the record attempt. Although each 
participant was a fighter and willing to scale the Glacier 
in the face of all odds, it is a four-day, high-altitude climb 
where each day’s route must be completed within a 
certain time-frame, failing which the participants will 
have to face the vagaries of the weather, often with fatal 
consequences. to assess and evaluate how many 
participants were capable of meeting those conditions, we 
embarked on a six-kilometre trek over the moraine that 
lay before the glacier. the loose terrain and altitude were 
challenging enough for me but it was almost hell for some 
of the amputees who struggled to keep the pace. at the 
end of the trek, team c.l.a.w had to make a choice 
based on the participants’ speed and fatigue level. nine 
were selected to do the climb and the party set off on 7 
September 2021 from the Siachen base camp.

Figuring out how 
to use ice-trekking 
equipment

No Name Role State Designation

1 Major. Vivek Jacob 
(Retd)

Team Leader Kerala Veteran (Parachute 
Regiment – Special Forces)

2 Major. Arun 
Ambathy (Retd) 

Team Sec-
ond-in-Command

Tamil Nadu Veteran 
(Parachute Regiment)

3 Havildar. 
Athinarayanan, 
SM (Retd)

Instructor Tamil Nadu Veteran 
(Parachute Regiment – 
Special Forces)

4 Havildar. Meen 
Bahadur Thapa 
(Retd)  

Instructor Uttarakhand Veteran 
(Parachute Regiment – 
Special Forces)

5 Havildar. Vikash 
Dhaka (Retd)

Instructor Haryana Veteran 
(Parachute Regiment)

6 Petty Officer. 
Pardeep Kumar 
(Retd)

Instructor Punjab Veteran (Marine Commando)

7 Dr. Nilay Patel Expedition Medical 
Officer

Gujrat Civilian 

Team C.L.a.W
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over the next four days, the participants and team 
c.l.a.w scaled the glacier. each day, they halted at 
one of the camps en route to Kumar post and, on 11 
September 2021, they made it. after braving the weather 
and the extreme conditions, eight pwDs reached 
Kumar post, having scaled an altitude of 15,632 feet. 
history was made and in such a resounding fashion that 
it would not be forgotten any time soon. what many 
may have thought impossible for 100 per cent blind 
people and amputees had been achieved, proving 
without doubt that pwDs are only limited by the 
support system around them. with small 

accommodations here and there, they are just as 
resourceful as any of us and, after this expedition, i can 
say for a fact that they are simply more determined.

while we celebrate this success, team c.l.a.w Global 
have already withdrawn to the drawing board because 
there are two more world records to be set; one in the 
water and another in the air. with c.l.a.w’s planning 
and support and, of course, the participants’ sheer grit, 
those look like they are already in the bag too.

‘Your freedom is your responsibility, my friend’
 — major Vivek Jacob, founder, c.l.a.w Global

Above All: The 
variety in terrain 
encountered by 
the team as they 
scaled the 
Siachen Glacier

Below: On top of 
the world, or at 
least 15,632 feet 
above land

C.L.A.W Global Land World Record  FEaTurE
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We empty a few litres of Mobil engine oil into an 
SUV and drive from Leh to the Siachen Base Camp

I f you have arrived here from the 
previous pages, you must already be aware of how we drove 
from Leh to the Siachen Base Camp as part of the Land World 
record expedition team. What you do not know about is the 
kind of terrain and weather we had to drive through and it was 

not always a piece of cake. Sitting behind the wheel of an adventure-
ready mahindra Scorpio, we were treated to a variety of landscapes 
and conditions. We drove through all of them without worry 
because a few litres of mobil™ Super Suv Pro 5W-30 full 
synthetic engine oil was handling the duty of engine protection. 

Immediately after the oil change, there was a significant difference 
in the car’s driving experience. there was a noticeable drop in the 
engine’s clatter and it felt slightly more refined than before. During a 
regular day’s drive, we had to cruise along highways and tackle 
some unruly roads high up in the mountains and the car was able to 
do all of that without showing any signs of strain.

the mobil™ Super Suv Pro proved to be quite capable while 
the car was in motion but its pièce de résistance was how it 
helped the car start each day. mornings in the mountains are 
rather cold and turning over an engine early in the day is, 
perhaps, one of the biggest loads the power unit experiences 
during the day because of the viscosity of the oil at that 
temperature. thankfully, the mobil lubricant had this covered 
because each morning the car would fire up on the first try and 
settle into a relaxed idle without any drama whatsoever. 
furthermore, all cars lose a lot of power at high altitude but the 
engine oil’s power of keeping frictional losses low helped us 
make the most of whatever was available.

in addition to the proven and capable mobil™ Super Suv 

Pro, exxonmobil have expanded their synthetic engine oil range 
by launching the mobil™ Super Suv Pro specifically for sport 
utility vehicles (Suv) and it has been engineered to deliver all-
in-one protection for every terrain. today, Suvs form a sizeable 
part of the total number of cars sold in the country and some 
owners are always looking for opportunities to use their Suvs to 
full potential. the mobil range of lubricants will come in handy 
for those people who want their cars to take on both everyday 
duty and long road trips with ease.

an Suv’s daily routine includes manoeuvring through dense 

from Leh to Siachen
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traffic and occasionally handling bad weather conditions and 
driving over rugged terrain. the mobil™ Super Suv Pro has 
been specially made with active ingredients for Suv engines. 
at the launch of the Super Suv Pro engine oil, deepankar 
Banerjee, Chief executive officer (Ceo), exxonmobil 
Lubricants Pvt Ltd, said, ‘Whether you use your Suv for daily 
commute or weekend drives, our new mobil™ Super Suv Pro is 
packed with features to deliver all-in-one protection for every 
terrain, making it easier for all Suv owners to care for their cars.’ 

the company claims that the oil delivers 79 per cent better 
engine wear protection, low-speed pre-ignition protection to 
prevent internal engine damage, enhanced protection for stop-

and-go traffic to help conserve fuel on daily commutes, 
all-weather protection for longer engine life, and heat-activated 
anti-wear protection. their range of lubricants is backed by over 
150 years of experience and they specialize in delivering good 
quality products at pocket-friendly prices.

the mobil™ Super Suv Pro is suitable for both diesel and 
petrol engines and meets american Petroleum institute (aPi) 
SN Plus and european automobile manufacturers’ association 
(aCea) a3/B4 Standards. the engine oil is suitable for use 
across Suv models from leading automakers in india. it is 
available in one-, 3.5-, and five-litre packs at mobil authorized 
retail stores, mobil Car Care stores, and amazon.
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Spotlight on
This time the Internationale Automobil-Austellung (IAA) in Munich had a slew of 

new offerings with every major manufacturer turning up the charge

Story: Jim Gorde  Photography: Manufacturers

Germany

First Drive     IAA Mobility Munich
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Mercedes EQE
The electric E-Class has been revealed. Like a scaled-down EQS, the EQE 
uses the new Mercedes EQ design cues and lines but gets a new business 
face, a 4,946-millimetre length, and a 3,120-mm wheelbase. The launch 
model, EQE 350, brings a mix of performance, comfort, and range with 
cutting-edge tech, including the MBUX interface. Packing a 90-kWh 
battery, the EQE 350’s 215-kW rear-axle motor kicks out 292 hp and 520 
Nm. A 4MATIC dual-motor all-wheel-drive option will be introduced later.

Mercedes-aMG EQS
The AMG version of the EQS promises astonishing 
performance to rival its sole electric rival from the down 
the street. The AMG EQS 53 4MATIC+ brings a 
distinct and more aggressive Panamericana front grille. 
There’s a 107.8-kWh battery pack and two motors that 
deliver fully variable four-wheel drive with 484 kW 
(658 hp) and 950 Nm. The optional “Dynamic Plus” 
package brings even more potency with a peak 560 kW 
(761 hp) and 1,020 Nm in Race Start mode and boost 
function. It can get from 0 to 100 km/h in 3.4 seconds

Mercedes EQG concept
Among the more iconic designs staying true to their roots and ready to turn the 
page is the Mercedes G-Wagen. The EQG Concept is the ultimate expression of 
ready-for-everything motoring. It retains the independent front suspension and the 
rigid rear axle. Four independent motors plus a shiftable two-speed reduction box 
will allow for maximum flexibility in dynamic drive distribution and torque 
management. A battery pack integrated into the ladder frame should keep the centre 
of gravity low and take care of all power needs while providing good range as well.

Mercedes-Maybach EQS SUV  
concept

The inevitable flagship SUV making the 
paradigm shift to an all-new electric 
platform has happened. While this 
Maybach EQS is only a concept — 
somewhat reminiscent of the Vision 
Ultimate Luxury — it is a fine blend of 
GLS-Class ability, S-Class luxury, 
Maybach sophistication, and EQ 
technology. Expect nothing short of 
segment-defining proportions, features, and equipment. No details 
are available but it will bring in a new level of autonomous 
capability and comfort features, among several other things, 
including a planned 600-kilometre range.
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 BMW i Vision circular
The new Vision Circular represents the BMW Group’s 
commitment to circular economy principles. The concept 
points to a compact, four-metre model for 2040 that is 
focused on sustainability and luxury. The four-seater car will 
be a full electric vehicle and offer generous occupant room in 
a futuristic cabin. The Group is also moving to renewable 
energy and the use of recycled and reused materials, including 
secondary aluminium and steel.

 dacia Jogger
The Romanian’s latest seven-seater based 
on the CMF-B platform, the Jogger is 
like the Triber’s elder sibling. New and 
very modern styling, with a butch 
SUV-ish appeal and three rows of seats 
make it something we needed to sit up 
and take notice of. Not only does it bring 
a new level of flexibility and versatility, it 
also brings in new powertrains: a TCe 110 
turbo-petrol and a TCe 100 bi-fuel 
version as well. An advanced hybrid 
version with a 1.6 petrol and two electric 
motors will also be offered next year.

  Porsche Mission r
Porsche have shown their first all-electric sports car model series — and 
potential Cayman replacement. The compact sports car with a 900-volt 
electrical system weighs in at just 1,500 kilograms. It has electric all-wheel 
drive with over 800 kW (1,088 hp) in “qualifying” mode, good for zero to 100 
km/h in less than 2.5 seconds and on to more than 300 km/h. The power 
output of 500 kW (680 hp) 
remains constant with no 
thermally induced de-rating; a 
benefit of using the motors  
with direct oil cooling. The 
electric motor on the front axle 
makes up to 320 kW (435 hp), 
while the rear motor has 
 480 kW (653 hp).
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 renault Megane E-Tech
While Renault are no strangers to electrics with 
their Zoe now in its third generation and several 
other runabouts, the first all-electric Megane 
marks their entry into a major segment. The 
Megane has a vast history and the new E-Tech 
version is the first of their “Generation 2.0” 
onslaught. A piece of a much larger puzzle, the 
Megane E-Tech brings modern equipment, 
connectivity, and intelligent charging capability 
with future-ready V2G (vehicle-to-grid) 
technology. Renault have also focused on 
second-life battery management and recycling. 
The Megane E-Tech has two output choices: 96 
kW (130 hp)/250 Nm and 160 kW (218 hp)/300 
Nm and two battery options: 40 kWh/300-km 
range and 60 kWh/470-km range.

Smart concept #1
The first compact SUV from the premium subcompact 
carmaker is still far larger than any models in their 
portfolio. This is because it shares a platform with 
Geely, measuring 4.29 metres long on a 2.75-metre 
wheelbase. The two automotive giants, Mercedes-Benz 
and Geely Holding, formally established a joint venture 
in January last year to develop next-generation premium 
electric smart vehicles, the first of which is set to be 
launched in 2022. The Concept #1 points the way 
forward with balanced proportions, sculpted lines, short 
overhangs, and a progressive overall design language.

 Volkswagen id.Life concept
A brand-new take on the small car, the ID.Life will evolve 
rather quickly into a compact crossover for everyday use. It 
embodies sustainability, digital technology, timeless design, 
and an innovative interior. The ID.Life concept is a preview 
of the brand’s future ID. model in the small car segment, set 
for introduction in 2025. It’s based on the MEB modular 
platform and has a 172-kW (234 hp) motor, a 57-kWh 
battery and it aims at a 400-km range. It has a target price of 
around €20,000 (about Rs 17 lakh). The sustainable approach 
is reflected in the choice of material and paint finishes.

IAA Mobility Munich  Feature
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Debonair 
Conveyance
The MG Astor has been in the news for a while for its 
impressive list of features. Now, after a session at the 
Buddh International Circuit (BIC), we know how it drives
Story: Joshua Varghese  Photography: Sanjay Raikar

efore the first drive at the Buddh 
international Circuit (BiC), the MG astor generated a 
lot of interest on account of its good looks and long list 
of features; almost like a new celebrity in the car world. 
all this publicity gave rise to considerable curiosity 

among consumers about the astor’s début and it has a lot to live up 
to because it is placed in the mid-size suv segment — a space that 
is already well-contested and saturated by the likes of the hyundai 
Creta, Kia seltos, Škoda Kushaq, and volkswagen taigun.

to make a lasting first impression, MG roped in the brightest 
talent from their London-based design team to work on the astor 
and that explains its instant visual appeal. they claim that they 
have styled the car with the philosophy of “emotional dynamism” 
and it does have a soft yet sophisticated air about it. the massive 
celestial grille is the most dominant feature of the car and it 

First Drive     MG Astor
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displays a sense of depth along with style. their attention to 
detail is further seen in the intricate elements of the Led 
headlamp and tail-lamp units, a departure from the rather 
functional styling we have become used to in most suvs. unlike 
the others in the segment, MG have chosen to give the astor a 
design that is more subtly sporty than muscular and, with the 
swooping roof and shoulder-line, they have managed to strike a 
good balance between both.

similar taste and focus are carried on in the interior of the car as 
well, especially in the sangria red theme. Generous use of 
leatherette and soft-touch materials made the cabin of the astor 
feel particularly premium and welcoming right from the moment i 
settled into the comfortable seat. regardless of being in the 
driver’s seat or otherwise, this is a cabin that you would want to be 
in. as a rear passenger, the room is more adequate than generous, 

seating two in comfort and three within reason. the wide glass 
area along with the panoramic sunroof and rear a-c vents make 
this a nice place to be; maybe, even for long drives. the driver is 
greeted by a well-shaped, flat-bottomed steering wheel and a 
seven-inch LCd instrument cluster, well laid out with the 
essential information and the adas alerts. Meanwhile, a 10.1-inch 
touchscreen infotainment system dominates the centre console 
and, along with the small personal assistant perched on the 
dashboard, offers a wide range of entertainment and smart 
connectivity options. these include Jiosaavn music, MapMyindia 
navigation, Park+, and Koinearth, to name a few. 

the ai reminds me of the small robot from the Wall-e movie 
and this cute gadget’s capabilities include providing entertainment 
on demand along with information and news from Wikipedia and 
the internet. it is heavily dependent on the Jio mobile network in 



MG Astor
Price: Rs 18 lakh (estimated)

Engine: 1,349 cc, in-line three, turbo-petrol
Max Power: 140 hp at 5,600 rpm

Max Torque: 220 Nm at 3,600 rpm
Transmission: Six-speed, automatic, 

front-wheel drive
 Suspension: MacPherson strut front, 

torsion beam rear
Weight: NA

Top left: Adaptive 
Cruise Control in 
action

Right: The 
instrument console 
is the fanciest in the 
segment

Left: No animals 
were harmed in the 
making of this 
interior

Right: This cute bot 
smiles, laughs, 
waves and chats 
with you

the region and since that was rather weak at the BiC, the ai was 
not at its brightest and found itself limited to the pre-programmed 
features such as physical controls of the car.

under all the glamour lies a 1.4-litre (1,349-cc), three-cylinder, 
turbo-petrol Brit dynamic 220 engine and it makes, predictably, 
220 Nm of torque and 140 hp. the entry-level model is offered 
with a 1.5-litre engine (with the choice of manual or Cvt) but we 
did not get to see that one at all. The turbo-petrol engine fires up 
without fuss and settles into a quiet idle with almost none of the 
triple-cylinder vibes creeping into the opulent cabin. My first drive 
experience of the astor began with a few laps around the racetrack. 

having set the steering into dynamic mode and flicked the 
six-speed auto into sport, i eased the astor out on to the track 
and, after a quick warm-up lap, floored the accelerator to see what 
the car had in store. a sporty soundtrack complemented the tacho 
needle as it raced for the red-line with the turbo doing its best. 
the figure of 60 km/h came and went rather quickly while the 
race to the 100 km/h-mark did not feel quite as rapid. With the 

First Drive  MG Astor
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accelerator floored, the astor struggled to 170 km/h before i had 
to step on the brakes to take a corner. so far as performance goes, 
this is certainly not the quickest car around but what it lacked in 
oomph at the top end of the rev-range it made up for with good 
handling. the steering response was precise and allowed me to 
feed in accurate inputs to place the front wheels exactly where i 
wanted them and the strong mid-range allowed a quick exit as 
well. With a little more feedback at the steering and brakes and a 
vigorous top end, the astor would have been more fun on the 
track, but the current package promises to be adequate for 
exciting times on the road, even if that means being sporty 
without a capital s.

during the track session, i did run over a lot of kerbs at speed 
and, during our drive around the BiC’s peripheral roads, we 
tackled a few speed-breakers as well but no rough roads (our 
country’s most popular variety of tarmac). even so, i was rather 
impressed by the car’s ride quality and it shows a lot of potential for 
our unruly city roads. although the suspension set-up is slightly on 
the softer side, body-roll is barely noticeable at regular speeds and 
its first instance was seen only at speed while cornering on the 
racetrack. further analysis shall follow in the road test.

the autonomous features are another highlight of the astor 

Left & below left: The all-
seeing under the rear-view 
mirror. ADAS options can 
be toggled from the 
touchscreen

Right: 1.4-litre engine 
performs as expected

Below: That little black box 
holds the radar unit

because it is the only car in this segment to offer Level 2 features. of 
these, we got to test lane functions, adaptive cruise control, and 
speed assist. of the lot, adaptive cruise control was the most 
impressive. five cameras and a radar unit monitor the progress of 
the car in front and the astor accelerates and decelerates 
automatically, even coming to a full stop if needed, with absolutely 
no effort from my foot. When the car in front moves out of the lane, 
the astor speeds up and holds the pre-set speed limit. one 
shortcoming here is that it does not detect speed humps or potholes, 
so keep your eyes peeled for those. as for the speed assist system, 
the cameras scan road signs as you drive by and automatically set 
the speed limit. then it does not let the car exceed that limit even if 
you stand on the accelerator pedal; unless you manually override it, 
of course. this could save you those expensive photoshoots with the 
traffic police. The lane functions were the most demanding of the lot 
because they need perfect road markings and certain radii of lane 
curvature to work best and these things are rather inconsistent on 
our roads. No laughing at the back!

other useful driver aids include reverse assist, forward collision 
prevention, and intelligent headlamp control. imagine reversing 
out of a tight spot on to a main road, there are many blind spots, 
even with a reverse camera. the astor covers these blind spots with 
sensors and provides alerts on the touchscreen. that is money 
saved for a new rear quarter panel. forward collision prevention is 
quite straightforward. it will alert the driver if it detects a possible 
frontal collision and will decelerate automatically if the driver does 
not respond in time; also useful. the best of these is the intelligent 
headlamp control. MG claim that the astor will automatically 
activate and deactivate the high beam by detecting oncoming 
traffic, keeping fellow motorists from the blinding effects of the 
Leds. We cannot wait to test that one out.

Overall, my first impression of the Astor is quite positive because 
it checks all the right boxes in terms of what a customer would 
expect of a car in that segment. it shows great promise as a city car 
and immense potential for comfortable long drives as well. MG 
have done a good job with the astor as a package; design, interior, 
powertrain, autonomous features, and infotainment included. Now 
it all boils down to the price to decide how it will fare in this cut-
throat segment that starts in the region of rs 10 lakh and goes up to 
rs 18 lakh. to be a winner in this segment, this car does need a 
price tag to match; so, a sticker price of around rs 18 lakh for the 
top model would make a lot of sense and an irresistible deal.
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The Bite 
Matches
the Bark

‘Last month Hyundai organised a preview of 
the new sporty variant of the i20, the N Line, 
in Delhi and, a couple of weeks later, we are 
in the City of Lakes, Udaipur, for a first drive 
of the new and sporty Hyundai i20 N Line’
Story: aspi Bhathena  Photography: apurva ambep
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Driving the N Line on the road is good fun as 
the exhaust wants you to pull higher revs and, 
at the same time, when you shift down, the 
crackle is most enjoyable for any car enthusiast

First Drive  Hyundai i20 N Line
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he hyundai i20 was launched last year; 
in fact, it was the first new car to be launched after the 
countrywide lockdown. This new car set quite a few 
benchmarks in the segment. No wonder then that the i20 

won the Indian Car of the Year (ICOTY) as well as the Car India 
Automobile of the Year Award.

Last month Hyundai organised a preview of the new sporty 
variant of the i20, the N Line, in Delhi and, a couple of weeks later, 
we are in the City of Lakes, Udaipur, for a first drive of the new 
and sporty Hyundai i20 N Line.

The “N” in the “N Line” stands for Namyang where Hyundai’s 
R&D centre is located in South Korea as well as Nürburgring in 
Germany where the company’s European technical centre is 
located. The N Line lineage dates back to 2012 when Hyundai 
established their motor sport division. Twenty years ago, you 
would not have thought in your wildest dream that Hyundai 
would be launching a sports version of their top-of-the-line 
hatchback. Let me take you back to 2008 when I visited the 
Hyundai R&D centre in Namyang. I was completely surprised by 
their R&D set-up. At that time, I had said, ‘Look out for this 
manufacturer, for it has invested heavily in research and 
development’. In fact, Hyundai is one of the few manufacturers to 
have a wind tunnel on its premises. From the time they launched 
the i10 Grand, every car that has come out of their productioN 
Line has set a benchmark in its respective segment.

The Hyundai motor company of 20 years ago and the Hyundai 
of today are totally different. At that time, it was a commuter car 
manufacturer and today it is ready to take on the best in the world. 
How many manufacturers have a motor sport division? Winning 
the World Rally Championship manufacturer’s crown in 2019 and 
2020 was no mean feat. Today Hyundai have a range of six N Line 
cars globally and this one is just the beginning for India. I am sure 
more will follow.

The N Line is the fruit of Hyundai’s WRC experience, starting 
from the external designer to the interior and the mechanicals. It 
gets a number of design elements from the WRC i20, from the front 

Below: N Line brings 
paddle-shifters for the 
DCT version 
 
Further Below: Sporty 
side-skirts with contrast 
red highlights 
 
Bottom: Extended roof 
section at the rear
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Left: Sporty floor mats 
and polished pedals set 
the i20 N Line apart 
 
Below Left: Two-barrel 
exhaust end makes for 
a powerful soundtrack 
 
Bottom Left: Unique 
design N Line wheels 
look sharp

First Drive  Hyundai i20 N Line
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where one can see the chequered flag-inspired grille with the “N 
Line” logo along with the new air dam that has a red inlay running 
across the front. The new air dam and the grille give the car a sporty 
and dynamic look. The sporty language continues on the side and 
the rear also. Seen from the side, the prominent features are the 
diamond cut alloys with red brake calipers at the front and rear. The 
red stripe on the running board adds to the N Line look with “N” 
logo. The rear tail-gate gets an aerodynamic roof spoiler and side 
wings to go along with dark chrome connecting the tail-lamp 
garnish. To round off the rear is the new air dam and the sporty 
twin-tip muffler to give the car a sporty and dynamic look.

The interior of the i20 N Line is in line with its sporty exterior. 
The all-black interior has red inserts on the dashboard. The digital 
meter console goes with the modern look with the three-spoke 
steering wheel which also has the “N” logo along with the gear-lever 
knob. The black chequered flag design seats with red piping and the 
“N” logo are very comfortable and give good lateral support from 
the side bolstering. To complete the sporty feeling in the interior of 
the car, even the ambient lighting is red.

The engine is the same one-litre turbo GDI as in the standard 
i20 Turbo, producing 120 hp at 6,000 rpm and 172 Nm of torque 
between 1,500 and 4,000 rpm. This 
engine gets a free-flow exhaust 
with a twin-tip tail-pipe. The 
120-hp engine is mated to a 
seven-speed DCT auto ’box or a 
six-speed IMT gearbox. The 
seven-speed DCT now gets paddle 
shifters for a more engaging driving 
experience. The power is put down 

on the ground via the 195/55 R16 front wheels.
The front MacPherson strut suspension has been reworked to 

give more feedback and better handling. The rear coupled 
torsion beam axle with gas-filled dampers has been reworked for 
stiffness and body control to enhance the handling. The braking 
has also seen an upgrade, for the i20 N Line gets disc brakes at 
the rear as well and the calipers get a red paint in line with red 
inlays of the N Line.

The proof of the pudding is in the eating and now it was time to 
drive the new N Line on the roads around the Lake City of 
Udaipur. Press the start button and the one-litre turbo GDI 
engine comes to life with an audible twin-pipe loud exhaust. I 
wish the exhaust were a little louder, but then the car has to meet 
the ARAI norms. The minute you select first gear and start rolling, 
you realise that the steering is more direct. Driving the i20 N Line 
on the road is good fun as the exhaust wants you to pull higher 
revs and, at the same time, when you shift down, the crackle is 
most enjoyable for any car enthusiast. The handling is sharp and it 
is really good fun to throw the car around corners as she holds her 
line around corners thanks to the stiffer suspension and the direct 
steering with very good feedback. The stiff suspension has 

improved handling and now the 
ride quality is on the firm side.

Another big improvement is in 
the braking department with rear 
discs, which have not only 
improved braking but also the 
braking feel. If you want a 
fun-to-drive car, then the i20 N 
Line is just the car for you.

Hyundai i20 N Line N8 DCT
Price: Rs 11.75 lakh (ex-showroom)

Engine: 999 cc, in-line three, turbo-petrol
Max Power: 120 hp at 6,000 rpm

Max Torque: 172 Nm at 1,500-4,000 rpm
Transmission: Seven-speed, dual-clutch automatic, front-wheel drive
 Suspension: MacPherson strut front, torsion beam rear

Weight: NA
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The new Gurkha continues to devour torturous 

trails, but this time with the newfound urbanity 

that allows it to cruise in the city as well

Story: Sarmad Kadiri          Photography: Apurva Ambep

First Drive     Force Gurkha
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The new Gurkha 
feels at home on 
unexplored land as 
the 4x4 paves the 
path to get you to 
the most surreal 
picnic spots

With the changing landscape and needs, a huge 
number of mainstream buyers are even considering a 4x4 to be their 
primary vehicle. not surprisingly, Force Motors are looking at cashing in 
on this opportunity with the friendlier new gurkha. and for this the 
company is polishing the soft skills of the sales teams and will keep the 

community engaged through the owners’ club and events. although we’ve got our hands on 
the three-door version now, a more conventional five-door one is on the cards as well.

the boxy Mercedes-Benz g-wagen-inspired styling looks intimidating and looks funky in 
these bright new colours. i’m sure it’ll be featured in a rap video soon. this is no longer a 
utilitarian off-roader but is quite stylish. every single panel is brand-new, the corners are 
softer, the body lines are tighter, and the overall build is better. it’s evident with the well-
executed clamshell bonnet, old-school round led headlamps with trendy jewel-like dRls, 
and the new grille which now boasts of the gurkha lettering in bold. i like the fact that the 
indicators are still positioned high, next to the bonnet, and the bumper has been given a 
modern treatment. and there’s a proper bash-plate to take the beating.

The side profile spells hardcore off-roading. It retains the snorkel which promises an 
incredible 700 millimetres of water-wading capability, while the overhangs ensure best-in-
class gradeability of 35 degrees. there’s a generous spattering of plastic cladding around the 
wheel-arches and an integrated footboard. the biggest change is a large, single-panel rear 
glass which replaces the conventional windows. the challenge here is that the rear windows 
are now fixed and can’t be opened. At the back, there’s a new bumper, a tailgate-mounted 
spare tyre, and the tail-lamps are positioned higher for better visibility. adding to the overall 
appeal, our test car came with accessories like a roof rack with a jerry can, a rear ladder, and, 
more importantly, all-terrain tyres.

Overall, the gurkha is also larger than its predecessor and has far better structural rigidity 
thanks to its new ladder on frame chassis. since the company wants to export the 4 x 4 model 
to an international model, it has ensured that it meets the necessary crash-test norms. during 
the presentation, Force Motors said that the structural rigidity has been achieved in 
collaboration with the idiada team, spain. in fact, the new steering column is also 

First Drive  Force Gurkha
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1: Interior quality has improved but 
the cabin can’t match new-age cars

2: The modest touchscreen gets 
Android Auto and Apple CarPlay

3: The mechanically-locking diffs 
separates the men from the boys

4: You also get an after-market type 
tyre pressure monitoring system

1 2

3

4
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collapsible to reduce occupant injury in case of a crash. to improve the ride, both on and off 
the road, the engineers have re-tuned the independent, double-wishbone front suspension 
and the rear multi-link set-up with panhard rod and there’s anti-roll bar at the front and the 
back. This has really improved the overall refinement and reduced the body movement to a 
great degree.

using the stepping board and a-pillar-mounted grab-handle you swing into the tall suV 
and are greeted by a modern cabin. the simple plastic parts can’t match new-age cars, but 
the ergonomics and creature comfort are decades ahead of the older gurkha. there are plenty 
of cubbyholes, including a slot to stow mobile phones. i like the rotary a-c vents and large 
and comfy seats. the door gets some nice fabric trim and a slim pocket to store maps and 
papers. the driving position is pretty decent, too, thanks to 
the tilt and telescopic adjustment for the steering wheel and 
you get an excellent front and side view. the view from the 
inside rear-view mirror is somewhat restricted due to the two 
high-set, front-facing captain seats at the back. the basic 
driver console is easily legible and the air-con dials and 
controls are well within reach. Just that the front power 
window buttons are unconventionally positioned on the 
extreme left end of the centre console.

adding a modern touch are things like speed-sensing door-
locks, dual airbags, and an after-market type tyre pressure 
monitoring system. the modest Kenwood seven-inch 
touchscreen gets android auto and apple carplay but the 
buttons are tiny and the ui isn’t as slick. this large 4x4 also 
gets parking rear sensors but misses a rear camera. the front 
doors don’t open in stages as they are held by faux leather 
straps from within. if you are a fan of all old-school things, 
then the gurkha won’t disappoint. this three-door version is 
a four-seater and passengers have to use the sideways opening 
tail-gate to access the front-facing rear seats. the rear captain 
seats are well-padded and you can adjust the arm-rest and 
recline the seats for even more comfort. there’s more than 
adequate head- and shoulder-room. the large tata sierra-
type glasshouse gives the all-black cabin an airy feel, while 

the additional ‘Max’ mode keeps you cool. Right at the back, there’s a 
large 500-litre luggage area, though the loading dock is on the higher side.

compared to the doors, the bonnet is much heavier and well-insulated 
and manages to keep the diesel clatter under control. the Mercedes-Benz-
sourced 2.6-litre engine has been powering the gurkha for years but it’s 
much more refined than before and BS6-compliant. The old horse retains 
the laidback character, though it makes slightly more power and torque 
— 91 hp and 250 nm. there’s ample low-end grunt as the turbo spools up 
right from 1,300 rpm and there’s steady thrust before it maxes out close to 
3,200 rpm. it feels the best when the engine is kept boiling around 2,500 
rpm. thankfully, most of the torque is also available in the lower revs, 
which comes in handy while crawling without throttle input. this also 
means you don’t have to work the slightly notchy gearbox as much. 
thankfully, the clutch is lighter than before, though it still has a long 
travel. power delivery is relaxed and the gurkha can cruise effortlessly at 
80 km/h in fifth gear; however, it’s never in a hurry to go fast.

the steering has plenty of play, so it’s not really meant for darting 
through fast bends. instead, this tall 4x4 has been tuned to manoeuvre 
easily through ruts, rocks, and puddles, though twirling it does require 
some effort. What also helps here is a tight 5.65-metre turning radius, 
which makes three-point turns quite effortless. What it can do 
tremendously well is take on bad roads, gradients, and broken paths. this 

Force Gurkha 2.6 CRDI
Price: Rs 13.59 lakh (ex-showroom)

Engine: 2,596 cc, in-line four, turbo-diesel
Max Power: 91 hp at 3,200 rpm

Max Torque: 250 Nm at 1,400-2,400 rpm
Transmission: Five-speed, manual, 

all-wheel drive
 Suspension: Independent double wishbone 

front, multi-link with Panhard rod rear
Weight: NA

First Drive  Force Gurkha
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1: The tight turning radius 
aids maneuverability

2: Access to the comfy rear 
Captain seats are via the 
tail-gate

3: Nice use of fabric and 
there’s a slim pocket too

4: Top-class 500-litre boot 
space is a ‘big’ advantage

5: The 2.6-litre is more 
refined and is BS6-
compliant without the 
need of AdBlue

well-damped suspension is further complemented by the all-terrain 
tyres, helping the gurkha bulldoze through the trickiest of road 
surfaces. engage the 4Wd gear lever into Four-high mode and the 
gurkha marches ahead conquering bumps and trenches on broken 
roads without flinching. Its good ground clearance and approach 
and departure angles make it practically invincible.

For a more serious affair, all we had to do was maintain the 
momentum and slot the lever in four-low and the gurkha did the 
rest. it crawled up seemingly impossible slushy paths of a steep hill 
(while it was still raining) without any throttle input. and when you 
bite off more than you can chew, just engage the mechanically 
locking differentials and it rescues you from the sticky situation. 
this in-house developed transfer case has been put to the extreme 
test during Rain Forest challenge events.

the gurkha doesn’t need to establish its off-roading abilities. But 
with the newfound appeal and sophistication, the 2021 model feels 
like a completely different animal. it’s not for the faint-hearted but 
now has the potential of being an everyday car for our growing breed 
of adventure seekers. For many like me, the trendy new colours and 
the g-wagen-ish swag will be enough to seal the deal. 
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From Here, You Can 
See the Future

The plug-in Defender may not be as green as you would hope, 
but it is a brilliant way to get off the grid in comfort

Story: Mark Walton  Photography: Jordan Butters

lot of unthinkable things 
have come to pass over the last few 
years. like a global pandemic? i know! 
no one saw that one coming, right? 
except bill gates. and, maybe, 
President Xi Jinping of China.

but i am not talking about the 
pandemic, i am talking about climate 
change. a few years ago, could you have 

imagined us talking about a hybrid bentley? or an electric 
harley-Davidson? and now we have this, the new plug-in 
hybrid electric (PheV) Defender. Powered by a turbocharged 
2.0-litre petrol four-cylinder along with a 19.2-kWh battery and 
electric motor, the P400e might not seem remarkable at first, 
because the drivetrain has already appeared in Range Rovers 
and a Jaguar f-Pace, but contrast it with an old series 3 in the 
1980s or a 300tdi Defender in a swirl of sooty particulates and a 
hybrid Defender is actually amazing. 

to test it out, we are going to go on an amazing trip. here is 
another story of once unthinkable change: back in 2006, the 
Danish fashion billionaire anders holch Povlsen started buying 
scottish sporting estates. today he owns 90,000 hectares or 

A

First Drive     Land Rover Defender P400e
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Pick-up 0 km 16 km

full of fuel and with 35 km of eV range available, we set off; 
land Rover claim the car can do up to 44 km in eV mode, but 
beware of official claims, especially with PheVs. after joining 
the a1, we stop for coffee after 16 km and see the range has 
already dropped by 11 km, even though the engine has been 
running the whole time. Clearly, the battery has been assisting 
us, boosting acceleration. i switch to save mode, which means 
every time i brake, the regen charging should top up the battery 
and store it for some electric off-roading later. 

We settle in for a long journey. sitting high with its upright 
windscreen, the Defender offers a commanding view of the road 
that is hard not to love. our car is trimmed with optional “suede 
cloth and steelcut textile” instead of the standard leather — 
i love the utilitarian feel of the fabric. the big, black seats are 
supportive and very comfortable and the high-definition info 
screens are easy to read and configure. With loads of stowage 
space and pockets, this is a big, practical and reassuring cabin, 
a place you feel you could sit out a nuclear apocalypse.

the only downside is the wind noise: there is quite a bit of 
turbulence around the a-pillars and those elephant-ear door 
mirrors; all made much, much worse by our roof box which 
roars and tremors at higher motorway speeds. if we were on a 
year-long, round-the-world expedition, maybe we could cruise 
at a more peaceful 96 km/h. but we are not. and we do not. 
and we pay the price. 

on the one hand, this engine is strong enough to punt the 
Defender along without the aid of the electric motor. it is the 
same unit found in the P300, putting out 300 hp. in the PheV 
it is boosted by a 105-kW (143-hp) electric motor, producing a 
system total of 404 hp. When you need it, the battery helps 
churn up an impressive 640 nm of torque, which means this 
gigantic car is no slouch. land Rover claim the P400e hybrid 
will do 0-100 km/h in 5.6 seconds. 

however, there is a downside. When we cross the scottish 
border, we stop for fuel and, after 394 km, the car drinks 
60 litres — meaning we are doing 6.6 km/l! Compared to 
land Rover’s claimed combined economy of 30.2 km/l, this is 
truly shocking and proof (as i said) that you need to treat 
PheV fuel claims with caution. land Rover’s official figure 
assumes you are using a mixture of electric and petrol at a 
variety of speeds; we, however, have been hammering it under 
mostly petrol power, dragging 400 kilograms of extra battery 
weight (over the standard P300 model) with a roof box acting 
like a plastic parachute. 

We press on, 322 km to go. by the time we reach Perth, save 
mode has stored 35 km of range through regen braking, but to 
ensure we have as much as possible for some electric 4x4 fun, 
we stop at a starbucks to recharge. Cue 20 minutes of loitering 
about. the Defender comes with a Mode 3 charging cable and 
land Rover claim it enables charging to 80 per cent in two 
hours. however, you can also use a 50-kW rapid charger, 

Finished in Yulong 
White with 20-inch 
Satin Grey five-spoke 
alloys, our Defender 
looks the business. 
Extra height with the 
roof tent adds to its 
Arnie-like presence.

The P400e passes the 
first crucial test — it 
swallows all our kit. 
The battery under 
the floor steals some 
space, but the boot 
is tall and square and 
plenty big enough.

After 16 km, we dis-
cover our initial 34-km 
EV range has already 
shrunk to 21, even 
though we are using 
the engine. I switch to 
Save mode to hold on 
to brake regen energy.

After-market roof 
tents will struggle 

to look this well 
integrated

Wind noise gets trying 
on the motorway, but 

cabin is serene at 
lower speeds

555 square kilometres, making him the uk’s biggest landowner. 
but Povlsen does not want to shoot deer for sport; he wants to 
return these estates to the wild and re-create a landscape that 
has not been seen on these islands for 100 years. the project, 
managed by his company Wildland, came up against a lot of 
local resistance at first — the deer on these estates were iconic, 
a way of life; but they were also in the way of his rewilding 
vision. now the deer are gone and the glens are empty, but 15 
years on a new landscape is emerging. We want to head north to 
find out how the project is unfolding.

the Defender hybrid is only available as a long-wheelbase 
110, so it is already a big car; but on our roof is the new, official, 
roof-top tent, a £3,480 (Rs 3.55 lakh) option offered in 
conjunction with autohome (see box). bolted on the Defender’s 
optional expedition Roof Rack (£1,252 = Rs 1.28 lakh), the 
fibreglass box pushes the height of our car to over 2.5 metres. 
it looks like a gigantic monster truck.
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282 km227 km 394 km

reducing that time to 30 minutes. opening the charge flap 
(opposite the regular fuel flap), we stick in the ionity DC plug… 
then the usual fumbling with phone apps… it will not take my 
payment… the car says it is preparing to charge but ionity says 
“no”… everything freezes and we start again… twice… i call the 
ionity helpline and get a european voice mail… aaRRgh!!!

in the end, we say ‘sod this’ and fill with petrol instead. at 
least, we have an alternative fuel supply — the family next to us 
are having similar problems charging their all-electric car and 
they are going nowhere until they resolve them. to be fair to 
ionity, they call me back five minutes later and suggest our 
small battery cannot handle their powerful 350-kW chargers. 
Maybe, i should have known that? still, with two cable 
“modes”, five plug “types”, and endless kilowatt outputs, eV 
charging in 2021 is hopelessly messy, complex, and flawed.

as we continue north, the scenery becomes epic. it is a 
testimony to the Defender’s seats and the ride afforded by the 
PheV’s air suspension (standard on all 110s) that we arrive in 
glenfeshie still fresh, despite the miles. glenfeshie is one of the 
four estates owned by Wildland in the Cairngorms and it is 
described as the project’s flagship. it is where sir edwin 
landseer studied deer for his famous painting, The Monarch of 
the Glen, and, more recently, it has been a location for The 
Crown and helen Mirren’s The Queen. it was the first estate to 
be bought by anders Povlsen and it was the first to embrace his 
rewilding agenda.

Driving in on a narrow, single-track asphalt road, we meet 
thomas MacDonell, Wildland’s head of conservation. born and 
bred locally, thomas was already working on the estate when 
Povlsen bought it in 2006. attempting to rebalance the landscape 
under various eu directives, MacDonell was frustrated by what 
he felt was a half-hearted approach to conservation. in Povlsen, 
he found an owner who was both visionary enough and wealthy 
enough to push ahead with some radical ideas.

A loo break and a sug-
ar raid and the front 
parcel shelf is a big 
hit. Inspired by the 
functional interiors of 
old Series Land Rov-
ers, it is perfect for 
modern road trips.

We try the ClearSight 
rear-view mirror. The 
roof-top camera gives 
a wide view but we are 
not convinced — unlike 
a mirror image, your 
eyes have to focus on 
the screen, not the road.

We stop for fuel 
north of Lockerbie 
and the car drinks 60 
litres — meaning it is 
only doing 6.6 km/l. A 
heavy right foot and 
that roof tent must 
get at least some of 
the blame.

PHEV is long-wheelbase 
only; climbing ability 
phenomenal

shock oF the New
Do not worry about the 
mix of electricity and 
water. PHEV can cope with 
streams as well as any 
current Land Rover, which 
is to say very well indeed. More trees?

To the untrained eye, 
there are plenty enough 
trees here already. But 
Wildland has a plan for 
getting the mix right for 
the long-term future.

hoMe FroM hoMe
RRoof tent may take 
up more room than a 
regular tent in its bag, 
but the convenience 
of folding it open in 
seconds is worth it.

Land Rover Defender P400e  First Drive
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652 km537 km 694 kmSave mode has 
rebuilt our EV range 
to 24 km but we stop 
at Perth to plug in 
and top up. Except 
you cannot charge a 
Defender PHEV with 
a 350-kW DC charger.

We drive through 
the epic Pass of 
Drumochter in the 
Grampians, 1,500 feet 
above sea level, and 
officially enter the 
Scottish Highlands. 
This weather is unu-
sual for these parts.

Over 600 km from 
home we reach our 
destination, the 
entrance to Glen Fes-
hie, a private estate 
owned by Wildland, 
a conservation body 
thinking 200 years 
into the future.

MacDonell jumps into a 4x4 Polaris buggy and leads us into the 
heart of the glen. beautiful grass meadows are enclosed by steep, 
tree-fringed cliffs and cut through by a river that tumbles over a 
scar of white rocks. it is beautiful, almost african in its appearance, 
but it is also empty. there are seemingly no animals here, no 
photogenic deer. as thomas explains, the deer were the problem: 
as browsing herbivores the deer would eat anything that poked a 
leaf above the heather, which eventually led to the empty moorland 
landscape. this monoculture is not how it is supposed to be, as 
thomas explains.

‘We did deer counts using a helicopter in 2003,’ he tells me. ‘in 
glenfeshie, we had 45 deer per square kilometre; on the 
neighbouring estates we had as many as 70. and this is per square 
kilometre — 100 hectares. in Continental europe, they have an 
index of three to five deer but that’s per thousand hectares! That’s 
an indication of how many herbivores we had on the land. We’ve 
now come down to one or two deer per square kilometre and that’s 
the level we want — the first stage of our 200-year vision.’ That is 
right, Wildland is looking way, way into the future: ‘We talk about 
a 200-year vision to help explain it’s not about us,’ thomas says. 
‘it’s not about anders Povlsen or thomas MacDonell. this is 
“cathedral thinking” — it will be for everybody to enjoy.’

MacDonell leads us up a steep track that climbs the valley side. 
all around are hundreds of young trees: birch, rowan, and bushy 

pines, their vivid green limbs swatting the edges of the windscreen. 
this is the regeneration he is talking about, the new growth that 
has emerged over the last 15 years that could never have blossomed 
while the deer were around. Wildland has also collected local seeds 
and planted six million trees. glenfeshie will soon become a forest.

‘Living in this area was pretty difficult for a time,’ MacDonell 
admits — not everyone understood the changes at first. ‘People 
would say, “it’s terrible, it’s a barren landscape with no livestock or 
deer, it’s a waste!” but i say, it depends what you consider a waste. 
Now the field voles are doing well, the insects and grubs and birds. 
there’s a whole layer of nature we don’t think about.’

We bump higher up the hill, climbing a track that leads to the 
moorland. at the top, MacDonell shows us where we can camp 
for the night. No wildfires, of course, and no damage to the rare 
mosses underfoot; but we are free to enjoy the view. it is what 
Wildland is all about. and with that, he climbs back aboard the 
buggy and rockets downhill in a swirl of dust.

in the silence, it is time to pop open the roof-top tent. the 
Deployable Roof ladder (a £768 = Rs 78k option) unlocks on the 
side of the Defender and folds down to allow me to climb up and 
unclip the box. With a good heave the tent cracks open and, once 
the air gets inside, two gas struts slowly push the lid up to its full 

A roof-top tent is like a toaster or 
a toothbrush: the idea seems so 
obvious; it is hard to imagine it 
needing to be “invented”. 
However, the first to patent the 
idea of a tent on a car was the 
Milan-based Stefano Stogl, who 
created a crank-open plastic 
shell to mount on the roof rack 
of your FIAT or Lancia in 1957. 
This was followed by a fold-out 
fabric roof tent with an integral 
ladder, designed by Giuseppe 
Dionisio in 1959. Seems the 
Italians just loved sleeping on 
their cars. 

Dionisio’s Air-Camping brand 
soon became synonymous with 
expeditions and adventure, 
providing a scorpion-safe refuge 
on top of many a Land Rover in 
the 1960s and ’70s.

One notable customer was 
the Italian photojournalist Nino 

Cirani (pictured), who travelled 
the world, sleeping on the roof. 
Years later, both the Stogl and 
Dionisio designs were absorbed 
into a new company called 
Autohome. Still based in 
northern Italy, it has teamed up 
with Land Rover for the new 
Defender clam-shell pop-up, but 
search the Autohome website 
and you can still buy a Nino 
Cirani-inspired Air-Camping tent 
in the original blue and yellow 
colour scheme. Very cool.

On-car Entertainment

Tent even has an 
en-suite  bathroom: 
the outdoors
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708 km Drop-off: 1,582 miles702 km After meeting our host 
and guide, Thomas 
MacDonell, we head 
into the glen and up 
the mountains. A rare 
chance to play with 
Terrain Response 
without feeling a fake.

A night in a tent! On 
the roof of a Land 
Rover! It is a dream 
come true. Despite 
the chill, I sleep well, 
blissfully unaware of 
the midges gathering 
outside, waiting for me 
to reappear.

We make it home with 
almost 1,600 km put 
on the clock and 1,000 
flies splattered on the 
Defender’s blunt nose.

extension. inside, there is a foam mattress, about 1.2 metres wide 
and 2.2 metres long: a small double if you and a partner want to get 
cosy or a generous single bed for me.

as the incredible sunset fades to blue-black, i settle down for a 
good night’s sleep in the silence of this vast wilderness. ‘god, i 
love nature!’ i think to myself… 

i wake up at 5.30 am in need of a pee. now my two-metre-high 
perch is not so practical. shoes on, i unzip and prepare myself for a 
precarious clamber down the ladder, still half asleep. as i unzip the 
door, a ferocious cloud of midges swarms in and attacks without 
mercy. gah! swatting and swirling my arms around, i tumble off 
the ladder and run around in circles, slapping my own head as if i 
am demented. glorious nature is eating me alive! i pull an insect 
net over my head but there are midges inside, biting me. this is 
hell. i climb in the car and start blasting cold air. Die, insects, die!

Yes, I know. I briefly stepped off the conservation escalator for a 
moment there.

trampling over more living creatures in our 2.6-tonne machine, 
we reverse off the heather and head back down to meet thomas 
once more. in the bright morning sun, he takes us further up the 
main glen, crossing the river several times. slowly crawling over 
the rocky river-bed and fording through the fast-flowing water, the 
Defender is completely at home. i try it in full eV mode but the 
engine keeps cutting back in — it is definitely designed to be a 
hybrid, petrol, and battery power working together. With the air 
suspension jacked up and terrain Response controlling the 
traction, the PheV Defender feels unstoppable: no rut, rock or 
ridge can stand in its way and obstacles simply require a deliberate 
prod of the throttle — a big glob of electric-motor torque — and 
you are over them. any car could have cruised up the a9 yesterday; 
but few can do this. 

the most memorable moment of the whole trip comes when we 
park in the middle of the river, beneath a steep cliff and beside a 
deep pool of cold, fresh water. now it looks like we are in the 
Rockies. everywhere there are signs of new growth, of nature 
sprouting from the ground.

‘everyone asks about apex predators,’ MacDonell says. ‘When 
are we going to re-introduce wolves and lynx? and they are a 
missing component, along with things like beavers. but i’m in no 
hurry for reintroductions. We’ve only had 20 years of regeneration 
and this project is about making the landscape more robust for the 
things we’ve already got, like the ring ouzel [from the thrush 
family]. You don’t hear people talk about ring ouzels, but they’re in 
decline. if we can get this woodland to grow, maybe we can make 
it a better place for them.’

and i thought, the Defender PheV may not be the answer to 
global warming and it is easy to make fun of its environmental 
pretensions; but every little step is important, right? With its 
muscular torque, long-distance capabilities, and urban electric 
drive, it is the most convincing Defender yet. it may not save the 
planet, but, maybe, we can save the ring ouzel.

ALterNAtives

Mercedes-Benz 
GLe 350 de 

4MAtic
Diesel-electric rath-
er than petrol, but 

the GLE hybrid does 
offer a class-leading 

99 km of elec-
tric-only range

volvo Xc90
recharge t8

Less rugged than 
the Defender, but 
a broadly similar 
hybrid spec and 

also available as a 
seven-seater

Land Rover Defender P400e
Price: From £65,915 (Rs 67.23 lakh) 

(£84,895 = Rs 86.59 lakh as tested, including roof tent) 
Powertrain: 19.2-kWh battery, 1,997 cc 16v turbo 

four-cylinder plus e-motor, eight-speed auto, 
all-wheel drive

Performance: 404 hp at 5,500 rpm, 640 Nm at 1,500 
rpm, 5.6 seconds 0-100 km/h, 191 km/h

 Efficiency: 30.2 km/l (official), 7.7 km/l (as tested), 44 
km electric range, 74 g/km CO2

On Sale: Now

Land Rover Defender P400e  First Drive
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With their giddy power outputs, 
coupé-esque bodies, and hefty 4x4 
underpinnings, these super-SUVs 
(Jaguar F-Pace SVR, Audi RS Q8, 
Porsche Cayenne Coupé GTS, and 
BMW X6 M Competition) should not 
work. But, boy, do they!

Story: Ben Barry  Photography: alex Tapley

Cut &
 thrust
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but its performance (550 hp) and cylinder count are on point with 
the Cayenne Turbo despite undercutting it by £30k (Rs 30 lakh). 
This Cayenne GTS Coupé is £19k (Rs 19 lakh) pricier than the 
Jag, yet 90 hp down.

No sporting equivalents of the Audi Q8 and BMW X6 play in 
that fiscal ballpark — instead you need the RS Q8 and X6 M 
Competition, which up the ante to 600 hp and over £100k (Rs 1 
crore) territory. The Jag is tempting in that context, too, is it not?

The F-Pace SVR was not broken, but Jaguar have sweated the 
details in line with a model-wide facelift. There is a nip and tuck 
for a design that was right first time (better aero, less drag) and the 
dynamics are gently dusted too: new steering rack, some 
suspension bits and bushes, new tune for the dampers and e-diff, 
and a new brake booster gives a stronger bite from the pedal. The 
supercharged 5.0-litre V8 gets no more power, saving the Range 
Rover Sport SVR’s blushes, but there is a 20 Nm torque bonus 
and a new torque converter from the XE SV Project 8 — it can 
now take all 700 Nm in first gear, dropping the 0-100 km/h dash 
by a few tenths to 4.0 seconds.

I collect the SVR from Jaguar’s doorstep at Gaydon, pointing it 
east cross-country to meet the others after a prod at the sat-nav 
— this Pivi Pro infotainment is arguably the most crucial reason to 
buy an SVR new versus last year’s and it is here because the F-
Pace has switched to new electrics (EVA 2.0). It instantly lifts the 
interior with its 11.4-inch curved-glass touchscreen positioned 
over rotary climate dials featuring digital displays. You even get 
over-the-air updates. Steady on.

The touchscreen is not as neatly integrated as a Velar’s, the new 
gear-shifter no longer lets you work it like Clint Eastwood twirling 
a pistol, and there is a frustratingly redundant step to configuring 
your own Dynamic mode. Ultimately, however, there is newfound 
calmness and quality to this highly luxurious, sporting interior and 
a clarity and user-friendliness previously absent from the 
infotainment. Our example has optional sports seats in semi-
aniline leather that are firm but cup you comfortably, while 
textured leather on the steering wheel and chunky milled-
aluminium paddle-shifters enhance the feel-good factor. Lovely.

The SVR aces the cross-country drive. The chassis is simply 
coils and anti-roll bars and it is a little busy in town, but it flows 
naturally given speed. The front Pirellis bite hard, the body’s mass 
is nicely supported as it begins to roll, and because it is settled and 
there is so much traction, you power out early too, building a 
rhythm with fluid steering that anchors your connection with the 
tarmac. There is sure-footed confidence to really hustle this car, 
but it is also fleet-footed enough to gently adjust its line if you ease 
the throttle mid-corner or even require a little opposite lock if you 

NOThING IS PARkED AT TODAY’S 
automotive crossroads quite like the Jaguar F-Pace 
SVR. A large and decadently potent SUV, it was 
refreshed and relaunched immediately after its 
maker revealed plans to go battery-electric by 2025.

I enjoy the electric I-Pace and progress and all that but, well, it 
is a cold soul who cannot appreciate the SVR’s rumbling V8, its 
rush of supercharger whine when you really pin it, and the 
fluttering thunderclaps that pass for gear-changes. And we are 
hardly coal-rolling the hippies here: there is even a petrol 
particulate filter.

Some high-performance cars need speed and thumb screws to 
spill their secrets, but the SVR talks if you so much as run a 
feather over its toes. It is the characterful bustle of that old-school 
5-point-0 and the promptness of its throttle, gear-shifts, brake 
pedal, and steering — it is eager and limber right off the bat, no 
matter the (lightest on test) 2,058-kilogram kerb weight.

This is not unusual for a sporting Jaguar. More unusual is the 
highly compelling financial case, especially against arch-rival 
Porsche. The Jag’s footprint slots between Macan and Cayenne, 

Left: Audi interior 
hugely impressive. 
RS Q8 huge

Left: Go on, do it. 
Be the brave soul 
who green-lanes 
their six-figure SUV

Why is it here?
We liked it when it was first launched and now the 
SVR has been refreshed. The dynamics get a fettle 
(including some new suspension hardware and a new 
steering rack), the design has gained gently in finesse, 
torque is increased by 20 Nm and it now sprints to 
100 km/h three-tenths faster (4.0 seconds) thanks to a 
torque converter borrowed from the XE SV Project 8.

any clever stuff?
The engineers have re-visited various calibrations 

(powertrain, dampers, e-diff) and there is new Pivi 
Pro infotainment with an 11.4-inch curved glass 
touchscreen.

Which version is this?
There is only one eight-cylinder high-performance 
F-Pace and you are looking at it. Key options in our 
car include sports seats in semi-aniline leather, 
Meridian Surround System, Sanguinello Orange paint, 
and highly pleasing 22-inch “5117” alloys (21s are 
stock).

Pre-flight Briefing: Jaguar F-Pace SVR

Shootout  Jaguar F-Pace SVR v Rivals
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squeeze the throttle early — Dynamic mode can send 90 per cent 
of the torque to the rear. This chassis could soak up a load more 
power, but the V8 gives you the tools to work it hard and, while 
old, it is hardly lacking in appeal: refinement, response and 
bandwidth all wrapped up with more attitude than the Sex Pistols.

When I meet the others, two things are striking: one, that this 
appears a highly suspect gathering and, secondly, how comfortable 
the F-Pace looks in a group of “coupé” versions of other SUVs 
— its roof-line already looks pretty fast. It is actually 77 
millimetres shorter than the Porsche (the next most compact), yet 
there is only 21 mm extra in the Porsche’s wheelbase. So, the Jag’s 
22-inch wheels are pushed to the corners, accentuating its athletic 
look, and there is still ample room in its second row and actually 
more luggage space. hmm.

The Cayenne blooded the high-performance luxury SUV in 
2002, but it took Porsche longer to follow BMW’s lead and launch 
a coupé version. The transformation is far less radical than an X6, 
but the new roof-line is neatly integrated and brings a 911 window 
graphic to the profile, spanning the small divide between Macan 
and Cayenne. The key metrics are 20 mm lower, 10 mm longer 
than a Cayenne, unsurprisingly a little pricier (by almost £3k = Rs 
3 lakh), but 30 kilos heavier, too, at 2,175 kg.

Leather sports seats with alcantara centres tee up a perfect driving 
position in a cabin defined by the vault-like solidity and logic you 
expect of Porsche. There is also a grown-up flair here, with slick 
tech and restrained sprinkles of red. The curvier roof makes little 
difference for most adults — six-footers have two inches’ clearance 
and ample space behind their own driving position. Boot space 
drops substantially, but only the F-Pace lugs more.

Last generation, the GTS got a V6, where this one gets a version 
of the twin-turbo 4.0-litre V8. Never mind your neighbours 
covering their ears, they will duck when you twist the key — this 

I enjoy the electric I-Pace and 
progress — but it is a cold soul 
who cannot appreciate the 
SVR’s V8

Go on, do it. Be the 
brave soul who 
green-lanes their 
six-figure SUV
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M division is on a 
roll and it is cars 

like this one doing 
the heavy lifting

Cayenne so good to 
drive that stepping 
down from the superb-
but-lofty driving 
position feels weird
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At first, it takes a while to feel at ease in the 
X6 M and not just because you feel like you 
are unintentionally intimidating anyone and 
everyone in your path. Its sheer bulk and the 
quick-racked, strongly assisted power steering 
mean there are more layers to dig through to feel 
at one with it than in a typical performance car. 
After several hours, everything begins to click 

and its exuberant, excitable, power-oversteer-hungry character shines 
through brightly. It is thumpingly fast out of corners by any standards, 
not just those of a 2.3-tonne SUV. Build quality feels stupendous, too. It 
is an expert execution of a nonsensical concept.

Second opinion
JameS taylor

thing is rowdy. For all the attitude it is also a sophisticated engine 
that is as flexible through the rev-range as you would hope of a 
big, blown V8. It is without lag or a mushy throttle, always has 
performance to spare when extended towards 6,500 rpm, and 
sparkles with brawny character. Pick off gears manually if you 
like, but the software is mapped so well, I leave it in auto.

key options here are air suspension and rear-wheel steering, if 
not the extra-cost active roll control. Even on air, the ride is a little 
knotty and there is some lateral rocking (presumably because of 
the anti-roll omission) but it is the sort of thing you notice with the 
family onboard, then forget when they are not.

The Porsche handles so well that initially it feels at odds with 
such a raised driving position. The steering’s flow is sullied 
slightly by all-wheel-drive friction, but more noticeable is how 
hard the front tyres grip, how keenly it hooks into corners, and 
how stoutly it resists roll, yet this chassis is not so competent as to 
feel remote.

Its P-Zero rubber is narrower at the front (like all, bar the Audi) 
and you can make it understeer progressively under constant 
throttle through lower-speed corners, but really this is neutral to 
rear-biased all-wheel drive with a transparently authentic feel 
despite electronics decoding your inputs. Straight-line 
comparisons expose the GTS’ relative power deficit, but get the 
V8 on the boil, knit the performance and accomplished handling 
together and it is astonishingly rapid. The mind boggles that the 
BMW adds almost an entire 320i’s worth of extra performance.

Every bone in my body wants to resist the BMW X6 — it looks 

like an armadillo from outer space and flaunts its impracticalities 
like assets. I splay my knees like a motorcycle pillion in the rear 
seats, there is less head-room, rearward visibility is more 
compromised, and 580 litres of luggage space is the smallest on 
test. It feels like a big car from the driver’s seat, though, more 
comparable with a 7 Series than a 5 Series. It is an indulgent 
environment, with gorgeous seats featuring plump hexagonal 
pockets of leather and active bolsters that can be electronically 
adjusted to fit your frame, plus BMW’s iDrive infotainment that 
leads the pack with its flexibility, clarity, and intuitive interface. 
Luxury is amped up on our test car with the Ultimate package, 
bundling fully £18k (Rs 18 lakh) of extras in a list longer than an 
Indian restaurant menu: carbon engine cover, panoramic roof, 
laser lights, massage seats, rear-seat TVs, peshawari naan... total 
price £133,815 (Rs 1.34 crore).

Two red missile-launching buttons on the steering wheel do the 
best job here of navigating and organising the multiple 
performance modes on offer: M1 button for the school run, M2 for 
fun. Done. It is a welcome reminder that the X6 M Competition is 
effectively a high-rise BMW M5, with the same 4.4-litre, twin-
turbo V8 nestled between the bank of cylinders (like the Porsche 
and Audi) and talented M xDrive all-wheel drive.

The Porsche Cayenne’s is a 
neutral to rear-biased all-

wheel-drive system with a 
transparent, authentic feel

What is worse than 
one scary big SUV 
in your mirrors?

Why is it here?
The X6 set the template for the whole sub-genre of 
coupé SUVs (Sport Activity Coupé, officially), now 
followed by Audi and Porsche, and this is the third 
generation. Add in the largest (4.4 litres), most potent 
(625 hp) V8 on test and M dynamics and it is a force to 
reckon with.

any clever stuff?
Includes a 4WD Sport mode, just like the M5, if not an 
all-out Drift mode. The others shuffle torque around on 

demand, but nothing does rear-drive quite as extrovertly 
as the BMW. Uses active anti-roll to quickly tailor 
response on individual wheels. No rear-wheel steering.

Which version is this?
The UK only gets the X6 M Comp: 25 hp more, for 625 hp, 
21-inch front and 22-inch rear rims, rather than 21s all-
round. Ultimate Package (£18k = Rs 18 lakh) brings 
massage seats, laser lights, extra driver-assistance 
technology, rear television sets, 290-km/h top speed 
uplift, and a “Golden No. 2” perfume.

Pre-flight Briefing: BMW X6 M Competition

Jaguar F-Pace SVR v Rivals  Shootout
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Second opinion
tim pollard

This is an astonishing powertrain with a high-tech, near-digital 
signature and an intensity unrivalled here. There is all the 
smoothness and mid-range muscle you would expect of a BMW 
turbo V8 with a torque converter, but with a fury and reach that 
extends to 7,200 rpm where the others fall away. At this point, the 
gearbox, so smooth at an amble, becomes a semi-automatic 
firearm. Even with 2,295 kg to tug along, it feels 625 hp strong and 
endlessly rapid if you find space.

Depth of engineering means it is far more than just a hot-rodded 
SUV: plenty of stiffening for powertrain and suspension mounting 
points, extra bracing for the body, significantly revised chassis. It 
is all there to make the big BMW feel precise and connected from 
behind the wheel, which you expect after reading the spec, less so 
the delicacy and feel of a heavy car that must also pamper.

The ride is quite firm (no air option here), but it is entirely 
tolerable and standard anti-roll tech means it actually flows very 
nicely. A little more steering weight to work against would not go 
amiss with a rack this rapid but there is also a strikingly precise 
feel to how this car turns in, as if you are on ice skates rather than 
295-section Michelin Pilot Sport 4S rubber. BMW talks up 
“extremely high camber values” for the double-wishbone front end 
and it certainly carves your intended line with real crispness. 
Sometimes its aggressive set-up manifests as more road 
frequencies seeping into the cabin.

Even in its default setting, the all-wheel drive is markedly rear-
biased. But in Sport, it feels even more extrovert than the Jag and 
insists you slacken the stability control. Yet it is stable and so easy 
to smear through corners. No other all-wheel drive is so dexterous.

I... like the X6 M. But I would prefer the slightly less expensive 
and more versatile X5 M instead. I just do not have the front to 
drive something so extrovert.

I am far less conflicted about the RS Q8, which you will 
probably know is spun from the same building blocks as the 
Cayenne and Lamborghini Urus. It is striking yet less in-your-
face than the BMW. It is also gorgeous inside, with quality like a 
penthouse suite and deeply cushioned seats that hold you securely 
about the middle and massage you like a cat without the claws. 
Plenty of space in the rear, decent boot, cushy rear head-rests for 
instant sedation — what a plush, welcoming cabin.

RS Q8 prices start from £105,300 (Rs 1.05 crore), but ours gets the 
Vorsprung pack that bumps the price to £123,300 (Rs 1.23 crore) in 
exchange for an Audi salesperson doing a trolley dash down the 
options list; sports exhaust, matrix LED headlights, panoramic roof, 
sports seats, endless driver-assistance systems, it is all there. Those 
are 23-inch rims and 295-section Continentals. Wow.

Low-speed ride quality is a little knobbly, as large tyres with 
thin sidewalls would suggest, but the RS is specified with air 

Right: Waze — 
sometimes it gets 
carried away

Right: Plush like a 
£130k (Rs 1.3 crore) 
car. Because it is

It is simple, really. You seek sporty. You want 
an SUV with the fun quotient dialled sky-high. 
You need reliability guaranteed. All these boxes 
(and more) are ticked by Porsche, one of the 
earliest SAV adopters. The Cayenne defined the 
company’s recent success story and this latest 
Coupé style is a subtle update, one whose gentlest 
of sloping roof-lines provides a trompe l’oeil 

suggestive of a sportier stance while still maxing out interior space. At six 
feet and three inches, I am comfy in the second row. The GTS treatment 
is the icing on the cake: crackling exhaust note, endless thrust, and 
measured controls. It is everyday practicality with a glint in its eye.

The X6 M Competition is 
effectively a high-rise BMW M5; 
same 4.4-litre V8 and talented 
M xDrive all-wheel drive

Why is it here?
The RS Q8 is the first full-size SUV to wear Audi 
Sport’s RS badge. It squares up directly to the BMW 
X6 M Competition on paper and with its SUV-coupé 
body style and shares DNA with the Porsche 
Cayenne and Lamborghini Urus. If the excellent RS 6 
were an SUV, this would literally be it.

any clever stuff?
In alphabetical order: active roll stabilisation, air 
suspension, all-wheel drive, (rear) e-diff, mild hybrid 

system that lets the V8 coast when you’re cruising, 
rear-wheel steering, torque vectoring... You can also 
check all your crucial temps on one neat graphic.

Which version is this?
It is the top-spec Vorsprung, which bumps the price 
from £102,410 (Rs 1.02 crore) to an astonishing 
£123,100 (Rs 1.23 crore) but throws in everything, 
including 23-inch wheels, matrix LED headlights, 
panoramic sunroof, massage sports seats, driver-
assistance systems, and technology galore.

Pre-flight Briefing: Audi RS Q8

Shootout  Jaguar F-Pace SVR v Rivals
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Jaguar F-Pace SVr audi rS Q8 VorSPrung PorScHe 
caYenne couPe gTS BMW X6 M coMPeTiTion

price
£77,655 (Rs 77.66 lakh) (£93,420 = 
Rs 93.42 lakh as tested)

powertrain
Engine: 5,000 cc 32v 
supercharged V8
Max Power: 550 hp at 6,250 rpm
Max Torque: 700 Nm at 3,500 rpm
Transmission: Eight-speed 
automatic, all-wheel drive
Suspension: Double- wishbone 
front, multi-link rear
Weight: 2,058 kg

Body / chassis
Structure: Aluminium
Length/width/height: 
4,762/2,071/1,670 mm
Boot capacity: 793 litres

performance
Top Speed: 286 km/h, 0-100 km/h 
4.0 seconds

Fuel efficiency 
Official consumption: 8.2 km/l
Tested consumption: 4.6 km/l
Emission: 275 g/km CO2
Range: 669 km
Range as tested: 377 km

price
£123,100 (Rs 1.23 crore)(£123,100 
= Rs 1.23 crore as tested)

powertrain
Engine: 3,996 cc 32v twin-turbo 
V8
Max Power: 600 hp at 6,000 rpm
Max Torque: 800 Nm at 2,200 rpm
Transmission: Eight-speed 
automatic, all-wheel drive
Suspension: Multi-link front, 
multi-link rear
Weight: 2,315 kg

Body / chassis
Structure: Steel/aluminium
Length/width/height: 
5,012/1,998/1,694 mm
Boot capacity: 605 litres

performance
Top Speed: 250 km/h, 0-100 km/h 
3.8 seconds

Fuel efficiency 
Official consumption: 7.2 km/l
Tested consumption: 4.4 km/l
Emission: 304 g/km CO2
Range: 608 km
Range as tested: 377 km

price
£92,600 (Rs 92.60 lakh) (£98,646 = 
Rs 98.65 lakh as tested)

powertrain
Engine: 3,996 cc 32v twin-turbo 
V8
Max Power: 460 hp at 6,000 rpm
Max Torque: 620 Nm at 1,800 rpm
Transmission: Eight-speed 
automatic, all-wheel drive
Suspension: Multi-link front, 
multi-link rear
Weight: 2,175 kg

Body / chassis
Structure: Steel, aluminium
Length/width/height: 
4,939/1,995/1,656 mm
Boot capacity: 625 litres

performance
Top Speed: 270 km/h, 0-100 km/h 
4.5 seconds

Fuel efficiency 
Official consumption: 7.2-7.5 km/l
Tested consumption: 4.8 km/l
Emission: 302-318 g/km CO2
Range: 644-676 km
Range as tested: 430 km

price
£115,815 (Rs 1.16 crore) (£133,815 
= Rs 1.34 crore as tested)

powertrain
Engine: 4,395 cc 32v twin-turbo 
V8
Max Power: 625 hp at 6,000 rpm
Max Torque: 750 Nm at 1,800 rpm
Transmission: Eight-speed 
automatic, all-wheel drive
Suspension: Wishbone front, 
multi-link rear
Weight: 2,295 kg

Body / chassis
Structure: Steel, aluminium
Length/width/height: 
4,941/2,019/1,693 mm
Boot capacity: 580 litres

performance
Top Speed: 290 km/h, 0-100 km/h 
3.8 seconds

Fuel efficiency 
Official consumption: 7.7 km/l
Tested consumption: 3.7 km/l
Emission: 284-289 g/km CO2
Range: 634 km
Range as tested: 306 km

F-Pace maintains 
open and detailed 

driver comms

Velar interior a touch 
slicker, perhaps, but 
this is a fine cockpit
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springs with anti-roll control as standard and it is actually nicely 
composed given just a little speed — I would put the family in this 
over anything else, which is not insignificant given this segment’s 
all-round appeal. The steering is also better than the Porsche’s, 
with a more natural freeness to its self-centring action, the feel 
boosted by a grippy alcantara wheel.

The RS Q8 is the heaviest (2,315 kg) and longest (5,012 mm) 
SUV on test (by a modest amount versus the other Germans, by 
257 kg/260 mm versus the Jaguar). The bulk is partly explained by 
this being the only power unit here to include 48-volt mild-hybrid 
tech which can coast and recover up to 12 kW of energy — 
admirable, if to little benefit according to the figures.

And while the V8 is fundamentally the same building blocks as 
the Cayenne GTS Coupé’s, here it makes a much chunkier 600 hp 
and 800 Nm, placing it second behind the X6 M. There is a 
charismatic V8 rumble that is a welcome surprise given the Audi’s 
high-tech look, comparable response, and flexibility to the Porsche 
when you are just cruising about, but a whole new level of 
explosiveness should you prod harder. The gearbox mapping is 
not quite as intuitive as the Porsche’s, so there are more reasons to 
default to paddle-shifters, but the blend of comfort with short 
sharp shifts is on-point.

While the RS Q8 can send as much as 85 per cent of its torque 
to the rear, it has the most neutral-feeling balance of all, something 
no doubt accentuated by having 295-section rubber all round. It 
just sticks and mops up all the performance you throw at it, though 
it turns in very eagerly, contains its body-roll ably, and provides a 
very secure platform for the driver to work from.

There is a sense that the chassis aids (rear steering, sport diff, 
wheel-selective torque control) only really step in towards the limit 
rather than enhance the drive at saner tempos, but it is engaging 
and composed over a demanding road in any conditions and it is 
more nimble than a car this chunky has a right to be. Really, it is 
pretty comparable with the Porsche, if a little more neutral in feel. 
And the performance is not far removed from the Urus’.

In fact, nothing here comes anywhere close to being a dud. All 
of which gives way to much head-scratching…

Left : Sensor array 
betrays a host of 
Audi lazy-driver 
techit is

The RS Q8 just sticks, mopping 
up all the performance you 
can throw at it

Why is it here?
The original very fast off-roader, the Cayenne GTS is the 
closest the Germans come to a price-comparable model 
with the F-Pace SVR, though it is still pricier and down on 
power. However, the Porsche has form embarrassing 
more powerful rivals, not to mention enviable residuals.

any clever stuff?
GTS gets 20-mm-lowered coil suspension and adaptive 
dampers as standard, but this test car rides on optional 
three-chamber air suspension and gets rear-wheel 

steering. No hybrid system; that is reserved 
for the cheaper E-Hybrid and toppy Turbo 
S E-Hybrid.

Which version is this?
It is the GTS with the Coupé body style, which 
makes a Cayenne look a bit more Macan-meets-911. 
The GTS is shrewdly positioned — it costs £13k 
(Rs 13 lakh) more than a Cayenne S, but you trade up 
to a twin-turbo V8 and get a load more kit, if only a 
modest 20-hp increase.

Pre-flight Briefing: Porsche Cayenne Coupé GTS

Shootout  Jaguar F-Pace SVR v Rivals
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FOR ALL ThE hAND-WRINGING, DECLARING A 
winner is actually beautifully straightforward — it is the Jaguar 
F-Pace SVR.

This car is more compact and lighter than these German rivals, 
but is similarly powerful, at least as usable, and massively cheaper. 
What a combination: your head is on-side before the test drive. 
Then you poke around and your heart flutters. It was always 
attractive and the recent gentle tweaks have enhanced its design, 
while the cabin, which needed work, has benefited from the 
necessary TLC, most notably with vastly improved infotainment.

The F-Pace is engaging to drive regardless of speed, striking a 
deft balance among comfort, safety, and driver interaction, while 
its supercharged V8, admittedly on its last legs, makes a rousing 
accompaniment. The vast majority of in-market readers will gel 
with it, no matter their use.

The rest of the order should be guided more by your 
requirements. If you want maximum performance, nimble 

FinaL Reckoning

King of the 
Oxymorons

handling, and lairy excitement, the BMW X6 M places second. 
The powertrain and all-wheel drive are the best here, flicking from 
refinement to tarmac terrorism with a push of the pre-configured 
M2 button. The BMW is a more extreme and aggressive car than 
the Jaguar. It is also much heavier and feels markedly longer and 
wider, but there is a delicacy beneath its brutish competence. 
World-class infotainment, too. The case against lies mainly with 
design, its steep premium over the F-Pace, a lack of practicality, 
and the truth that you might tire of its relatively firm, if far from 
poor, ride.

The Audi is a true all-rounder and your alternative second place. 
Its V8 is explosively rapid and deeply characterful, too, with a 
charming bellow, plus the RS Q8 is balanced and engaging to 
drive quickly (if not as razor-sharp as the BMW) and steers with 
more finesse than the Porsche. It also mostly rides well, despite the 
huge wheels, and deals with even the trickiest surfaces thanks to 
active anti-roll control. It goes big on technology, luxury, and 
comfort inside, makes an effort with hybridisation and you might 
just prefer it because it looks better than the BMW.

This puts the Porsche last, but that is not representative of the 
GTS. It is here because it is the closest in spirit to the SVR at a 
comparable price point. In its price bracket, I would place it 
second to the F-Pace. And with its charismatic V8, sheer speed, 
and endless appetite for cross-country fun, you will wonder why 
you should bother spending so much more on the Audi RS Q8 or 
the BMW X6 M.

Ever get the 
feeling you’re 

holding things up?
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McLaren 
One-Two

The second instance of Sprint qualifying and 
then the race saw a charging Red Bull of Max 

Verstappen take out the Silver Arrow of 
championship rival Lewis Hamilton as another 

town was painted orange, this time by McLaren

Report: Jim Gorde  Photography: McLaren F1 and Daimler

Sprint qualifying returneD at the temple of 
Speed. monza saw a series of engaging sessions, with friday 
qualifying witnessing Valtteri Bottas in the mercedes-amg take 
pole for the Sprint. in the Sprint session, Bottas got away but, 
behind him, Verstappen and the mclarens of Daniel ricciardo 

and lando norris ended up getting the better of lewis hamilton in the other 
mercedes-amg. Contact and no front wing saw 2020 italian gp winner, 
pierre gasly in the alphatauri honda, crash and retire on the very first lap. 
eventually, Bottas took the victory and three championship points ahead of 
Verstappen and ricciardo. even so, with his power-unit change, Bottas was 
to start from the back of the grid, leaving max on pole.

the race was a different story. Verstappen stormed off from pole with the 
mclarens again getting the better of lewis hamilton, who started fourth. it 
was looking strong until the pit-stops began. With a short window, 
Verstappen ended up stationary for 11 seconds, making him lose out on 
several positions. he was far behind the order and had some catching up to 
do. after hamilton pitted, he emerged just ahead of max. as they went into 
turn one, lewis left room but, into the left, max tried a move on lewis and 
didn’t back off, then hit the “sausage kerb” and was flung up and on to the 
mercedes of hamilton, the halo protecting the defending world champion as 
the red Bull’s right rear tyre gave him a right ol’ bump on the noggin. Both 
were out of the race but, thankfully, were able to walk away from the incident 
unscathed.

that left Daniel ricciardo in the lead with lando norris behind him. 
Charles leclerc was leading the charge for ferrari but fell prey to Bottas at 
the end of the race. ricciardo claimed a sweet victory, his first for mclaren 
and the Woking team’s first in 3,213 days since Jenson Button won the last 
race in 2012 in Brazil. he also set the fastest lap for a full haul of points.

post race, Verstappen was handed a three-place grid penalty for the next 
round in russia. 

(Above) Verstappen on top of the 
championship at that point, too

Sport     F1 Italian & Russian GP
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    driVErS’ cHaMPiOnSHiP
  Lewis Hamilton 246.5
  Max Verstappen 244.5
  Valtteri Bottas 151
    cOnSTrUcTOrS’ cHaMPiOnSHiP
  Mercedes-AMG 397.5
  Red Bull Racing 366.5
  McLaren Mercedes 234

Lewis Hamilton 
Scores His Century
Lando Norris started in pole position and drove in supreme 
fashion until the rain came and changed everything, leaving 
Lewis Hamilton to take the advantage

Report: Jim Gorde  Photography: Daimler and Red Bull

a mClaren on pole, a ferrari p2, anD a  
Williams p3 felt like a throwback grid. lewis hamilton, 
chasing his 100th career win, was further back in the 
mercedes-amg.  his title rival, max Verstappen in the red 
Bull racing honda, was starting dead last due to a penalty for 

his power-unit change. Valtteri Bottas in the other mercedes also had his 
engine changed and would start in p16. the grid saw norris on pole, Carlos 
Sainz second, and george russell third. right.

norris got off to a great start with Sainz charging behind him. hamilton, 
meanwhile, had lost three places on the opening lap, navigating through a 
close field before settling in for an extended stint on the 
medium tyres. he eventually moved up to fourth.

the first round of pit-stops began with lance 
Stroll in the aston martin and the field soon came 
in. lewis pitted soon after and worked his way up to 

a two-way battle for the lead with norris, as Verstappen, too, steadily 
went up the order.

the rain, forecast to arrive by the final few laps, soon started with a 
drizzle. lando stayed out on his slicks while many found it difficult to hold 
their lines. lewis caught up with lando and was able to hold on until the 
rain was forecast to get even heavier and the “Box!” call came in for both of 
them. lewis pitted. lando didn’t.

re-emerging 25 seconds behind lando, lewis gained ground quickly 
and, in the closing stages, made it past lando, who slid off and barely 
managed to rejoin. lewis hamilton safely guided his amg home in 
increasingly heavy rain and took the chequered flag for a record victory 
number 100 and the championship lead. max Verstappen came in second 
after starting 20th, while Carlos Sainz came in third. norris ended up 
seventh, with a bonus point for the fastest lap.

the victory puts hamilton at the top of the page in the record books 
and also makes him the first driver in f1 history to surpass 4,000 
championship points. 

(Right) Victory 
was sweet for 

Lewis Hamilton

(Below Left) 
Verstappen 

drove superbly 
to finish second 

after starting  
last on the grid
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The WRC returned to Greece and the 
young Toyota driver made the most of 
the unpredictable conditions there
Report: Joshua Varghese

Kalle RovanpeRä (ToyoTa Gazoo RacinG) 
dominated the eKo acropolis Rally Greece and won on 
Sunday. The young Finn led the rally from start to finish 

and won with a 42.1-second lead over his nearest rival, ott Tänak 
(Hyundai Shell Mobis World Rally Team). after a scare late in the 
rally, the championship leader, Sébastien ogier (Toyota Gazoo 
Racing), made up lost ground and finished in third place.

The rally returned to Greece this year after an absence of eight 
years and immediately drivers had multiple challenges in the 
form of tyre choices and unpredictable surfaces. So, when 
Rovanperä took the lead on Friday, there was no one around to 
challenge him. consecutive wins on Saturday propelled him to a 
good 40-second lead and, from there, it was just a matter of 
driving carefully to victory.

With this victory, Toyota have gained a lead over Hyundai in 
the manufacturers’ standings. elfyn evans (Toyota Gazoo Racing) 
and Thierry neuville (Hyundai Shell Mobis World Rally Team) 
plunged down the order after first day’s problems and never 
gained enough momentum to challenge the top three.

at the end of this round, ogier continues to lead the 
championship with 180 points while evans and neuville are in 
second and third places respectively. next, these men head to 
Finland for the Secto automotive Rally Finland.

Rovanperä Wins in Greece
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PricES
Ex-showroom, Pune (subject to change)
BO: Available only by order 
NA: Price not available

FEaTUrES 
F: Front only
D: Driver airbag only
O: Optional equipment
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Aston MArtin
VANTAGE

 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: NA. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 Turbo 2. Mercedes-AMG GT
 V8 286.00 3982/8 8A 685 510 1530 73 nA 295/30 r20 3 nA 310 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

DB11
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: NA. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-AMG S 63 Coupé 2. Bentley Continental GT
 V8 Coupé Bo 3982/8 8A 675 510 1760 78 nA 295/35 r20 3	 nA 300 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 V12 Coupé 397.00 5204/12 8A 700 608 1875 78 nA 295/35 r20 3	 nA 322 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 
RAPIDE S
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: NA. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Panamera Turbo 2. Maserati Quattroporte GTS
 rapide s 329.00 5935/12 8A 630 560 1990 90.5 nA 295/35 r20 3	 nA 306 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
DBX
 For: Luxury, versatility, driving dynamics. Against: Price. Verdict: Sport-luxury all-roader for the well-heeled. 
 Alternatives: 1. Lamborghini Urus 2. Maserati Levante Trofeo 3. Porsche Cayenne Turbo
 DBX 382.00 3982/8 9A 700 550 2245 91 632 275/50 r20 3	 nA 291 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

AuDi
A4
 For: Refinement, equipment, ride quality. Against: Price. Verdict: Refined entry luxury saloon. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 3 Series 2. Volvo S60 3. Mercedes-Benz C-Class
 40 tFsi Premium Plus 42.34 1984/4 7A 320 190 1560 54 460 225/50 r17 3 7.1 210 10.75 3 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 40 tFsi technology 46.68 1984/4 7A 320 190 1560 54 460 225/50 r17 3 7.1 210 10.75 3	 3	 3	 3 Feb 21 11111

A5
 For: Performance, refinement, space. Against: Price. Verdict: A more sensible choice should the RS 7 seems too much. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW M340i xDrive 2. Mercedes-AMG C-Class 
 s5 sportback tFsi 79.06 2995/6 8A 500 354 1760 58 465 255/35 r19 3 4.8 250 9.25 3 3	 3	 3 Jun 21 11111

	 rs 5 sportback tFsi 104.00 2894/6 8A 600 450 1720 58 465 255/35 r19 3 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

A6
 For: Refinement, interior, equipment, ride quality. Against: Price. Verdict: Comfortable and refined saloon. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 5 Series 2. Volvo S90 3. Mercedes-Benz E-Class
 45 tFsi Premium Plus 54.42 1984/4 7A 370 245 1640 73 560 225/55 r18 3 7.54 250 11.5 3 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 45 tFsi technology 59.42 1984/4 7A 370 245 1640 73 560 225/55 r18 3 7.54 250 11.5 3	 3	 3	 3 Dec 19 11111

A7
 For: Performance, equipment. Against: Price. Verdict: The high-performance Audi is a proper all-round brute. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW M5 Competition/8 Series Gran Coupé 2. Porsche Panamera 3. Mercedes-AMG GT 4-Door Coupé 
 rs 7 sportback tFsi 194.00 3996/6 8A 800 600 2065 72 505 255/45 r19 3 3.6 250 7.6 3 3	 3	 3 Jan 21 11111

A8
 For: Refinement, interior, equipment, ride quality. Against: Price. Verdict: Audi's flagship luxury saloon. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 7 Series 2. Lexus LS 3. Mercedes-Benz S-Class 
 A8 L 55 tFsi quattro 156.32 2995/6 8A 500 340 1955 72 505 255/45 r19 3 7.20 250 10.25 3 3	 3	 3 Apr 20 11111
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Q2
 For: Compact size, refinement. Against: Price, equipment. Verdict: The entry Q model offers a selection of variants. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X1 2. Volvo XC40 3. Mini Countryman
 40 tFsi quattro 34.99 1984/4 7A 320 190 1430 55 405 215/55 r17 3	 6.5 228 9.5 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 40 tFsi quattro technology 48.89 1984/4 7A 320 190 1430 55 405 215/55 r17 3	 6.5 228 9.5 3	 3	 3	 3 Dec 20 11112

Q8
 For: Style, equipment, refinement. Against: Price. Verdict: The sportier Q7. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Cayenne Coupé 2. BMW X6 3. Mercedes-AMG GLE Coupé
 55 tFsi quattro Celebration   98.98 2995/6 8A 500 340 2115 85 605 265/55 r19 3	 7.02 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 55 tFsi quattro technology 133.60 2995/6 8A 500 340 2115 85 605 285/45 r21 3	 7.02 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 Feb 20 11111

	 rs Q8 207.00 3996/8 8A 800 600 2315 85 605 295/35 r23 3 5.39 250 5.25 3	 3	 3	 3 oct 20 11111

e-tron
 For: Refinement, equipment, flexibility. Against: Price. Verdict: An electric, five-seater Q slightly smaller than a Q7. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes EQC 400 2. Jaguar I-Pace
 50 quattro 99.99 E, 71.2kWh 1A 540 313 2370 nA 660 255/50 r20 3	 6.8 190 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 55 quattro 116.15 E, 95kWh 1A 664 408 2520 nA 660 255/50 r20 3	 5.7 200 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 sportback 55 quattro 117.66 E, 95kWh 1A 664 408 2520 nA 615 255/50 r20 3 5.7 200 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

e-tron GT
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: India's first electric grand tourer. 
 Alternatives: None yet
 e-tron Gt quattro 179.90 E, 93.4kWh 2A 630 476 2276 nA 350 nA 3	 4.1 245 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 rs e-tron Gt quattro 204.99 E, 93.4kWh 2A 830 598 2347 nA 405 nA 3	 3.3 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

BEntLEY
CONTINENTAL

 For: A Bentley with Le Mans heritage. Against: Price. Verdict: Sport meets luxury in an exemplary grand tourer. 
 Alternatives: 1. Aston Martin DB11 2. Mercedes-AMG S 63 Coupé 3. Porsche 911 Turbo S
 Gt V8 Bo 3996/8 8A 770 550 2165 90 358 275/40 r20 3 nA 318 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 Gt V8 Convertible Bo 3996/8 8A 770 550 2335 90 235 275/40 r20 3 nA 318 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Gt Bo 5950/12 8A 900 635 2244 90 358 275/35 r21 3	 nA 333 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Gt Convertible Bo 5950/12 8A 900 635 2414 90 235 275/35 r21 3	 nA 333 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	

FLYING SPUR
 For: Fast and agile for a 2.4-tonne car. Against: Price. Verdict: A really fast super-luxury saloon. 
 Alternatives: 1. Aston Martin Rapide S 2. Mercedes-Maybach S-Class 3. Porsche Panamera Executive
 Flying spur V8 Bo 3996/8 8A 770 550 2357 90 475 275/40 r20 3 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 Flying spur W12 Bo 5950/12 8A 900 635 2437 90 475 275/35 r21 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3	 3 nA nA
	 Flying spur Hybrid Bo 2894/6 8A 750 544 2505 75 475 275/40 r20 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3	 3 nA nA

BENTAYGA
 For: Bentley luxury with off-road ability. Against: Not much. Verdict: The Bentley of SUVs. 
 Alternatives: 1. Rolls-Royce Cullinan 2. Land Rover Range Rover L 3. Mercedes-Maybach GLS 600
	 Bentayga Hybrid (5-st) Bo 2995/6 8A 700 449 2648 75 484 275/50 r20 3 nA 254 nA 3 3 3	 3 nA nA
 Bentayga V8 (5-st) 410.00 3996/8 8A 770 550 2395 85 484 275/50 r20 3	 nA 290 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Bentayga s (5-st) Bo 3996/8 8A 770 550 2415 85 484 275/50 r20 3	 nA 290 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
	 Bentayga speed (4-st) Bo 5950/12 8A 900 635 2508 85 431 275/40 r22 3 nA 306 nA 3 3 3	 3 nA nA
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BMW
2 SERIES

 For: Handling, equipment, size. Against: Rear passenger room. Verdict: A sensible everyday sport-luxury car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Škoda Octavia 2. Porsche 718 Cayman (M2)
 220d Gran Coupé sport 41.20 1995/4 8A 400 190 1515 50 430 225/45 r17 3	 8.46 233 12.5 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 220d Gran Coupé M sport 42.30 1995/4 8A 400 190 1515 50 430 225/40 r18 3	 8.46 233 12.5 3	 3	 3	 3 nov 20 11112

 220i Gran Coupé sport 38.90 1998/4 8A 280 192 1430 50 430 225/45 r17 3	 7.1 240 9.38 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 220i Gran Coupé M sport 41.90 1998/4 8A 280 192 1430 50 430 225/45 r17 3	 7.1 240 9.38 3	 3	 3	 3 Apr 21 11112

	 M2 Competition 85.00 2979/6 8A 500 410 1575 52 390 265/35 r19 3	 4.79 250 7.63 3	 3	 3	 3 May 19 11111

3 SERIES
 For: Performance, ride, fuel efficiency. Against: Not much. Verdict: If you are looking for refined performance, look no further. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volvo S60 2. Mercedes-Benz C-Class 3. Audi A4
 320d Luxury Edition 48.50 1995/4 8A 400 190 1450 59 480 225/50 r17 3 7.67 243 13.75 3 3	 3 3 sep 19 11111

 320Ld Luxury Line 53.90 1995/4 8A 400 190 1640 59 480 225/50 r17 3 7.6 235 14.37 3 3	 3 3 Feb 21 11111

 330i sport 44.90 1998/4 8A 400 258 1470 59 480 225/50 r17 3 7.33 250 10.5 3 3	 3 3 oct 19 11111

 330Li M sport Pro 53.90 1998/4 8A 400 258 1640 59 480 225/50 r17 3 6.2 250 nA 3 3	 3 3 nA nA
 M340i xDrive 62.90 2998/6 8A 500 387 1680 59 480 255/40 r18 3 4.4 250 11.0 3 3	 3 3 Mar 21 11111

5 SERIES
 For: Performance, luxury, driving pleasure. Against: Price. Verdict: Refined mile-muncher. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-Benz E-Class 2. Lexus ES 3. Volvo S90 4. Audi A6
 530i M sport 62.90 1998/4 8A 350 252 1615 68 530 275/40 r18 3 6.74 250 10.0 3 3	 3 3 Jan 18 11111

 520d Luxury Line 64.50 1995/4 8A 400 190 1615 66 530 245/45 r18 3 8.11 235 12.0 3 3	 3 3 nov 17 11111

 530d M sport 72.80 2993/6 8A 620 265 1640 66 530 275/40 r18 3 6.61 250 11.25 3 3	 3 3 Aug 17 11111

 M5 Competition 161.90 4395/8 8A 750 625 1865 66 530 295/35 r20 3 3.3 250 nA 3 3	 3 3 nA nA

6 SERIES GRAN TURISmO
 For: Ride quality, comfort, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: Grand tourer meets style statement. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-Benz CLS-Class/E-Class
 630i M sport 67.90 1998/4 8A 400 258 1720 68 600 275/40 r19 3	 6.5 250 9.1 3	 3	 3	 3 May 21 11111

 620d Luxury Line 68.90 1995/4 8A 400 190 1725 66 600 245/50 r18 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 630d M sport 77.90 2993/6 8A 620 265 1825 66 600 275/40 r19 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

7 SERIES
 For: Loaded with cutting-edge technology. Against: Price. Verdict: More stylish and capable than its predecessor. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-Benz S-Class 2. Lexus LS 3. Audi A8
 730Ld DPE 137.90 2993/6 8A 620 265 1870 78 515 245/50 r18 3	 7.01 250 11.5 3	 3	 3	 3 nov 19 11111

 740Li DPE signature 140.50 2998/6 8A 450 340 1845 78 515 275/40 r19 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 745Le xDrive 169.30 2998/6 8A 600 394 2085 46 420 275/35 r20 3 5.96 140/250 18.0 3 3 3 3 Mar 20 11111

 M760Li xDrive 246.00 6592/12 8A 850 610 2220 78 515 275/35 r20 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

8 SERIES GRAN COUPé
 For: Style, performance, equipment. Against: Price. Verdict: The more sensible four-door coupé 8er, perhaps. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Panamera 2. Maserati Quattroporte 3. Mercedes-Benz S-Class
 840i Gran Coupé 132.50 2998/6 8A 500 340 1800 78 515 275/40 r18 3	 5.4 250 7.25 3	 3	 3	 3 Mar 21 11111

 840i Gran Coupé M sport 158.00 2998/6 8A 500 340 1800 78 515 275/30 r20 3 5.4 250 7.25 3 3 3 3 nA nA

8 SERIES
 For: Performance, design, equipment. Against: Price. Verdict: The modern reincarnation of a famous name. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 Turbo 2. Aston Martin Vantage
 M8 Coupé 218.00 4395/8 8A 750 600 1885 68 515 285/35 r20 3	 3.3 250 5.0 3	 3	 3	 3 Dec 20 11111
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Z4
 For: Refinement, dynamic performance. Against: Not much. Verdict: Fun-to-drive and refined sports car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 718 Boxster 
 sDrive 20i 67.00 1998/4 8A 320 197 1405 52 281 255/45 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
	 M40i 81.90 2998/6 8A 500 340 1535 52 281 275/40 r18 3 5.02 250 7.88 3 3 3 3 Aug 19 11111

X1
 For: Price, efficiency. Against: Stiff ride, torque steer. Verdict: The easiest way to get into the BMW family. 
 Alternatives: 1. Audi Q2 2. Volvo XC40 3. Volkswagen Tiguan 
 sDrive20i sportX 38.90 1998/4 8A 280 192 1615 63 505 225/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 sDrive20d xLine 43.00 1995/4 8A 400 190 1615 63 505 225/50 r18 3 8.66 222 12.88 3 3 3 3 Apr 20 11112

X3
 For: Equipment, handling, practicality. Against: Price. Verdict: Good on-road handler that isn't afraid of the rough stuff. 
 Alternatives: 1. Audi Q5 2. Volvo XC60 3. Mercedes-Benz GLC-Class
 xDrive20d Luxury Line 63.70 1995/4 8A 400 190 1825 67 550 245/50 r19 3 8.61 213 12.88 3 3 3	 3 Jul 18 11111

 xDrive30i sportX 57.50 1998/4 8A 350 252 1825 67 550 245/50 r19 3 6.3 240 7.5 3 3 3	 3 Apr 21 11111

X4
 For: Performance, handling, braking. Against: Rear passenger room. Verdict: If you find the X6 too large... 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-Benz GLC Coupé 2. Volvo XC60 3. Porsche Macan
 xDrive30d M sport X 69.90 2993/6 8A 620 265 1820 68 525 245/50 r19 3 5.46 240 12.25 3 3 3	 3 May 19 11111

 xDrive30i M sport X 66.50 1998/4 8A 350 252 1725 68 525 245/50 r19 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3	 3 nA nA

X5
 For: Performance, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: A good all-round SUV. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volvo XC90 2. Mercedes-Benz GLE-Class 3. Land Rover Range Rover Sport
 xDrive30d sportX 79.50 2993/6 8A 620 265 2185 85 650 305/40 r20 3 6.52 230 9.4 3 3 3 3 Jul 19 11111

 xDrive40i sportX Plus 77.90 2998/6 8A 450 340 2135 85 650 305/40 r20 3 nA 243 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 X5 M Competition 194.90 4395/8 8A 750 625 2310 83 650 315/30 r22 3 nA 250 nA 3 3	 3 3 nA nA

X6
 For: Style, performance, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: A sporty coupé-styled SAV, er, SAC. 
 Alternatives: 1. Audi Q8 2. Porsche Cayenne Coupé 3. Mercedes-Benz GLE-Class Coupé
 xDrive40i xLine/M sport 96.90 2998/6 8A 450 340 2055 80 580 275/40 r20 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

X7
 For: Luxury, capability, presence. Against: Not much. Verdict: Genuine 7 Series luxury in SUV form. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-Benz GLS-Class 2. Volvo XC90 3. Lexus LX
 xDrive30d DPE 7-st 106.90 2993/6 8A 620 265 2370 80 326 275/55 r19 3	 6.99 227 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 Apr 20 11111

	 xDrive40i M sport 113.50 2998/6 8A 450 340 2320 83 326 285/45 r21 3 nA 245 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
	 M50d 165.90 2993/6 8A 760 400 2460 80 326 315/35 r22 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

Citroën
C5 AIRCROSS

 For: Equipment, ride quality. Against: Price. Verdict: All-new entrant to the segment is a credible alternative. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Tucson 2. Volkswagen Tiguan
 2.0 HDi Feel 30.80 1997/4 8A 400 177 nA 52 580 235/55 r18 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 2.0 HDi shine 32.30 1997/4 8A 400 177 nA 52 580 235/55 r18 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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DAtsun
redi-GO

 For: Efficiency, price. Against: Safety, especially for rear occupants, NVH levels. Verdict: Affordable, but with questionable safety, 
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Kwid 2. Maruti Suzuki Alto
 redi-Go D 2.92 799/3 5 72 54 nA 28 222 165/70 r14 - 26.73 141.8 nA - D - - Feb 17 111

 redi-Go t(o) AMt 4.92 999/3 5A 91 68 nA 28 222 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA F 3 3 - nA nA

GO
 For: Space, efficiency, price. Against: Safety, especially for rear occupants, NVH levels. Verdict: Good buy for the price, but  
 safety has been compromised. Alternatives: 1. Renault Kwid 2. Maruti Suzuki S-Presso 3. Hyundai Santro
 1.2 (P) D 4.03 1198/3 5 104 68 859 35 265 165/70 r14 - 14.13 156.3 14.25 F 3 - - May 14 1112

 1.2 (P) t(o) CVt 6.51 1198/3 CVt 104 77 913 35 265 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

GO+
 For: Space, efficiency, price. Against: Safety, boot space, NVH levels. Verdict: Seven-seater with limited boot space. 
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Triber 2. Maruti Suzuki Eeco
 1.2 (P) D 4.26 1198/3 5 104 68 905 35 48 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 1.2 (P) t(o) 7.00 1198/3 CVt 104 77 940 35 48 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

FErrAri
PORTOFINO

 For: Driver appeal and engagement, design. Against: Price. Verdict: Capable and stylish grand-tourer. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 Turbo S Cabriolet 2. Lamborghini Huracán Spyder
 Portofino M 375.00 3855/8 8A 760 620 1545 80 292 285/35 Zr20 3	 nA 320 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

ROmA
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: Distinct new design meets modern V8. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 2. Lamborghini Huracán Evo
 roma 400.00 3855/8 8A 760 620 1472 nA nA 295/35 Zr20 3	 nA 320 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

F8
 For: Turbo engine's comeback. Against: Price. Verdict: Extreme power in a compact package. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 Turbo S 2. Lamborghini Huracán Evo
 F8 tributo 402.00 3902/8 7A 770 720 1435 78 230 305/30 Zr20 3	 nA 330 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 F8 spider 460.00 3902/8 7A 770 720 nA 78 nA 305/30 Zr20 3	 nA 330 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

812
 For: Monstrous power. Against: Monstrous price. Verdict: The essential Ferrari; armed to the tooth with cutting-edge tech. 
 Alternatives: 1. Lamborghini Aventador S
 812 superfast 525.00 6496/12 7A 718 800 1515 92 320 315/35 Zr20 3	 nA 340+ nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 812 Gts 585.00 6496/12 7A 718 800 1645 92 210 315/35 Zr20 3	 nA 340+ nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

296 GTB
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: Modern six-cylinder Ferrari hybrid supercar. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 Turbo S 2. Lamborghini Huracán
 296 GtB  Bo 2994/6 8A 740 830 1470 65 nA 305/30 Zr20 3	 nA 320 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

SF90
 For: A 1,000-hp hybrid Ferrari. Against: Price. Verdict: The most advanced Ferrari road-car ever. 
 Alternatives: None
 sF90 stradale 739.00 3990/8 8A 1065 1000 1570 68 320 315/30 Zr20 3	 nA 340 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 sF90 spider 800.00 3990/8 8A 1065 1000 1670 68 74 315/30 Zr20 3	 nA 340 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
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ForCE Motors
GURKHA

 For: Off-road ability, functionality. Against: Basic interior. Verdict: All the off-roader you would ever need, and at a good price. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mahindra Thar
 Gurkha 4x4 3-dr 13.59 2596/4 5 250 91 nA 63 nA 245/70 r16 - nA nA nA 3 - 3 3 nA nA

ForD
FIGO

 For: Styling, practicality, price. Against: Dynamics could be tighter. Verdict: Peppy and rather hot hatchback. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volkswagen Polo 2. Hyundai Grand i10 3. Maruti Suzuki Swift 
 1.2 titanium At (P) 7.75 1194/3 6A 119 96 nA 42 359 175/65 r14 - nA nA nA - D - - nA nA
 1.2 titanium+ At (P) 8.20 1194/3 6A 119 96 nA 42 359 195/55 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

FREESTYLE
 For: Styling, practicality, driver appeal. Against: Not much. Verdict: Capable and fun all-rounder. 
 Alternatives: 1. Honda WR-V 2. Maruti Suzuki Ignis 3. Mahindra KUV100 
 1.2 (P) titanium 7.28 1194/3 5 119 96 1026 42 257 185/60 r15 - 14.65 170 13.5 F 3 - - nA nA
 1.2 (P) Flair 7.93 1194/3 5 119 96 1044 42 257 185/60 r15 3 14.65 170 13.5 3 3 3 3 Feb 19 11112

 1.5 tDCi titanium 8.38 1498/4 5 215 100 1062 40 257 185/60 r15 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 1.5 tDCi Flair 9.03 1498/4 5 215 100 1080 40 257 185/60 r15 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
ASPIRE

 For: Styling, practicality, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: Exciting new compact sedan. 
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki Dzire 2. Honda Amaze 3. Hyundai Aura 
 1.2 titanium (P) 7.28 1194/3 5 119 96 1016 42 359 175/65 r14 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 1.2 titanium+ (P) 7.63 1194/3 5 119 96 1043 42 359 195/55 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.5 tDCi titanium 8.38 1498/4 5 215 100 1053 40 359 175/65 r14 - 10.74 174.5 15.2 F 3 - - nA nA
 1.5 tDCi titanium+ 8.73 1498/4 5 215 100 1080 40 359 195/55 r15 - 10.74 174.5 15.2 3 3 3 3 oct 15 11112

 
ECOSPORT

 For: Trendsetter, first sub-four metre SUV, benchmark turbo-petrol engine. Against: Space. Verdict: Good, fun urban SUV.  
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza 2. Hyundai Venue 3. Mahindra XUV300
 1.5 Ambiente (P) 8.18 1497/3 5 149 122 1188 52 352 195/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.5 titanium+ At (P) 11.57 1497/3 6A 149 122 1300 52 352 205/60 r16 3 13.15 nA 10.25 3 3 3 3 Jan 18 1111

	 1.5 tDCi Ambiente 8.89 1498/4 5 215 100 1239 52 352 195/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.5 tDCi s 11.69 1498/4 5 215 100 1309 52 352 205/50 r17 3 12.73 161.2 15.5 3 3 3 3 Aug 19 11112

ENDEAVOUR
 For: Space, equipment, handling, safety. Against: Not much. Verdict: Modern and contemporary full-size SUV.  
 Alternatives: 1. Toyota Fortuner 2. Isuzu mu-X 3. Mahindra Alturas G4
 titanium+ 4x2 At 33.82 1996/4 10A 420 170 2310 80 450 265/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 titanium+ 4x4 At 35.62 1996/4 10A 420 170 2410 80 450 265/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 sport 4x4 At 36.27 1996/4 10A 420 170 2415 80 450 265/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

HonDA
AmAZE

 For: Space, fuel efficiency, equipment. Against: Questionable styling. Verdict: A credible alternative in the sub four-metre category. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Aura 2. Maruti Suzuki Dzire 3. Ford Aspire 
  i-VtEC (P) E 6.32 1198/4 5 110 90 905 35 420 175/65 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
  i-VtEC (P) VX CVt 9.05 1198/4 CVt 110 90 948 35 420 175/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 i-DtEC E  8.67 1498/4 5 200 100 993 35 420 175/65 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 i-DtEC VX CVt 11.15 1498/4 CVt 160 80 1042 35 420 175/65 r15 - 11.95 142.8 16.75 3 3 3 3 Jul 18 11112
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JAZZ
 For: Interior, comfort, ride quality. Against: Not much, except a bit of engine noise (diesel). Verdict: Good all-rounder. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volkswagen Polo 2. Hyundai Elite i20 3. Maruti Suzuki Baleno
 i-VtEC (P) V 7.65 1198/4 5 110 90 1007 40 354 175/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3	 -	 - - nA nA
 i-VtEC (P) ZX CVt 9.89 1198/4 CVt 110 90 1066 40 354 175/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

CITY
 For: Engine, interior, equipment. Against: High-speed stability. Verdict: Exceptional combination of performance and efficiency. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Verna 2. Volkswagen Vento 3. Maruti Suzuki Ciaz
 i-VtEC (P) V 11.00 1497/4 5 145 121 1107 40 506 185/60 r15 3 10.76 164.5 12.25 3	 3	 3 - oct 20 1111

 i-VtEC (P) ZX CVt 14.65 1497/4 CVt 145 121 1153 40 506 185/55 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
  i-DtEC V 12.50 1498/4 6 200 100 1191 40 506 185/60 r15 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
  i-DtEC ZX 14.85 1498/4 6 200 100 1217 40 506 185/55 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

WR-V
 For: Space, practicality, efficiency. Against: Cabin noise. Verdict: Capable and practical all-rounder. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Venue 2. Ford EcoSport 3. Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza
 i-VtEC (P) sV 8.50 1198/4 5 110 90 1087 40 363 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3	 3	 3 - nA nA
 i-VtEC (P) VX 9.70 1198/4 5 110 90 1104 40 363 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
  i-DtEC sV 9.80 1498/4 6 200 100 1176 40 363 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 i-DtEC VX 11.00 1498/4 6 200 100 1204 40 363 195/60 r16 - 13.13 140.7 19.5 3 3 3 3 Feb 18 1111

HYunDAi
SANTRO

 For: Space, practicality, auto shift quality, value. Against: Equipment on lower variants. Verdict: Modern city car loaded with features. 
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki WagonR 2. Tata Tiago 3. Renault Kwid
 Era Executive 4.77 1086/4 5 99 69 nA 35 235 155/80 r13 - nA nA nA F D - - nA nA
 Asta Auto 6.45 1086/4 5A 99 69 nA 35 235 165/70 r14 - 19.37 128.9 15.0 3 D 3 - Dec 18 11112

GRAND i10 NIOS
 For: Practicality, handling, equipment, fit-and-finish, value. Against: Can get pricey at the top. Verdict: Very practical everyday car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki Swift 2. Ford Figo 3. Volkswagen Polo
 1.2 (P) Era 5.29 1197/4 5 114 83 nA 37 nA 165/65 r14 - 12.60 162.7 11.0 F 3 - - Dec 19 11112

 1.2 (P) Asta Auto 7.91 1197/4 5A 114 83 nA 37 nA 175/60 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.0 turbo (P) 7.88 998/3 5 172 100 nA 37 nA 175/60 r15 - 8.92 178.8 13.5 3 3 3 3 oct 20 11112

 1.2 CrDi Magna 7.21 1186/3 5 190 75 nA 37 nA 165/65 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.2 CrDi sportz Auto 8.36 1186/3 5A 190 75 nA 37 nA 165/65 r14 - 14.05 157.9 17.0 3 3 3 3 oct 19 11112

i20
 For: Interior, equipment, ride quality, styling. Against: Price. Verdict: One of the best modern hatchbacks.
 Alternatives: 1. Volkswagen Polo 2. Maruti Suzuki Baleno 3. Tata Altroz 4. Toyota Glanza 
 1.2 (P) Magna 6.91 1197/4 5 115 83 nA 37 311 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.2 (P) Asta iVt 9.88 1197/4 CVt 115 88 nA 37 311 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.0 turbo (P) sportz iMt 8.82 998/3 6i 172 120 nA 37 311 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 n Line n8 DCt 11.75 998/3 7A 172 120 nA 37 311 195/55 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.5 CrDi Magna 8.22 1493/4 6 240 100 nA 37 311 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
   1.5 CrDi Asta(o) 10.62 1493/4 6 240 100 nA 37 311 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
AURA

 For: Practicality, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: A fitting replacement for the Accent and Xcent.  
 Alternatives: 1. Honda Amaze  2. Maruti Suzuki Dzire 3. Ford Aspire
 1.2 (P) E 6.00 1197/4 5 114 83 nA 37 402 165/65 r14 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 1.2 (P) sX+ At 8.22 1197/4 5A 114 83 nA 37 402 175/60 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.0 tGDi (P) sX+ 8.73 998/3 6 172 100 nA 37 402 165/65 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.2 CrDi s 7.91 1186/3 5 190 75 nA 37 402 165/65 r14 - 14.48 169.37 nA 3 3 3 - Apr 20 11112

 1.2 CrDi sX+ At 9.36 1186/3 5A 190 75 nA 37 402 175/60 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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VERNA

 For: Interior, equipment, handling, design, available variants. Against: Rear space. Verdict: Value for money sedan. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volkswagen Vento 2. Honda City 3. Maruti Suzuki Ciaz 
 1.5 MPi (P) E 9.29 1497/4 6 144 115 nA 45 480 185/65 r15 - 12.64 170.9 9.5 3 3 - - nA nA
 1.5 MPi (P) sX(o) 14.18 1497/4 6 144 115 nA 45 480 195/55 r16 - 12.64 170.9 9.5 3 3 3 3 oct 20 1111

 1.5 MPi (P) sX iVt 13.43 1497/4 CVt 144 115 nA 45 480 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.0 tGDi (P) sX(o) DCt 14.24 998/3 7A 172 120 nA 45 480 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.5 CrDi s+ 10.88 1493/4 6 250 115 nA 45 480 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.5 CrDi sX(o) At 15.33 1493/4 6A 250 115 nA 45 480 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
     
ELANTRA
 For: Style, equipment, cabin and ride quality. Against: Efficiency in the city. Verdict: Modern premium sedan that's fun to drive. 
 Alternatives: No direct rivals 
 2.0 (P) sX 17.86 1999/4 6 192 152 nA 50 420 205/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 2.0 (P) sX(o) At 20.11 1999/4 6A 192 152 nA 50 420 205/60 r16 3 10.43 nA 10.25 3 3 3 3 Jan 20 11112

 1.5 CrDi sX 18.88 1493/4 6 250 115 nA 50 420 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.5 CrDi sX(o) At 21.13 1493/4 6A 250 115 nA 50 420 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
  
VENUE

 For: Handling, equipment. Against: Rear passenger room. Verdict: Thoroughly modern and well-equipped compact SUV. 
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza 2. Ford EcoSport 3. Mahindra XUV300
 1.2 (P) E 6.99 1197/4 5 113 83 nA 45 nA 195/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.2 (P) s+ 8.65 1197/4 5 113 83 nA 45 nA 195/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 - 3 nA nA
 1.0 tGDi (P) s(o) iMt 9.11 998/3 6i 172 120 nA 45 nA 215/60 r16 - 13.25 175.4 12.25 3 3 3 3 sep 20 11112

 1.0 tGDi (P) sX 10.07 998/3 6 172 120 nA 45 nA 195/65 r15 - 11.64 182.5 12.25 3 3 3 3 sep 19 11112

 1.0 tGDi (P) sX+ DCt 11.68 998/3 7A 172 120 nA 45 nA 215/60 r16 - 10.85 nA 12.75 3 3 3 3 Feb 20 11112

 1.5 CrDi s(o) 9.52 1493/4 6 240 100 nA 45 nA 195/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 - nA nA
 1.5 CrDi sX(o) 11.68 1493/4 6 240 100 nA 45 nA 215/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 - nA nA
  
CRETA

 For: Space, interior, practicality. Against: Not much. Verdict: Capable as a city runabout and for a highway jaunt. 
 Alternatives: 1. Kia Seltos 2. Renault Duster 3. Mahindra XUV500 4. MG Hector
 1.5 MPi (P) EX 10.16 1497/4 6 144 115 nA 50 nA 205/65 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.5 MPi (P) sX(o) iVt 16.82 1497/4 CVt 144 115 nA 50 nA 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.4 tGDi (P) sX DCt 16.83 1353/4 7A 242 140 nA 50 nA 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.4 tGDi (P) sX(o) DCt 17.87 1353/4 7A 242 140 nA 50 nA 215/60 r17 3	 9.13 183.9 11.5 3	 3	 3	 - Jun 20 11112

 1.5 CrDi E 10.63 1493/4 6 250 115 nA 50 nA 205/65 r16 - 12.14 166.5 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 May 20 11112

 1.5 CrDi sX(o) At 17.78 1493/4 6A 250 115 nA 50 nA 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
  
ALCAZAR

 For: Space, equipment, interior, practicality. Against: Not much. Verdict: Flexible family car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mahindra XUV500 2. MG Hector Plus
 2.0 (P) Prestige 7-st 16.30 1999/4 6 191 159 nA 50 180 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 2.0 (P) signature At 6-st 19.85 1999/4 6A 191 159 nA 50 180 215/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 CrDi Prestige 7-st 16.53 1493/4 6 250 115 nA 50 180 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 CrDi signature At 7-st 20.00 1493/4 6A 250 115 nA 50 180 215/55 r18 3	 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
  
TUCSON

 For: Style, equipment (GLS). Against: Price. Verdict: Smart-looking urban SUV. 
 Alternatives: 1. Jeep Compass 2. MG Gloster
 VtVt 2.0 GL(o) 22.89 1999/4 6A 192 152 nA 62 513 225/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 VtVt 2.0 GLs 24.37 1999/4 6A 192 152 nA 62 513 225/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 CrDi 2.0 GL(o) 24.74 1995/4 8A 400 185 1592 62 513 225/55 r18 3 10.35 nA 11.25 3 3 3 3 nov 20 11112

 CrDi 2.0 GLs 4WD 27.47 1995/4 8A 400 185 nA 62 513 225/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
  
KONA

 For: Performance, equipment, refinement. Against: Practicality limited only by infrastructure. Verdict: Everyday electric car. 
 Alternatives: 1. MG ZS EV
 Electric Premium 23.79 E, 39.2kWh 1A 395 136 1593 nA 373 215/55 r17 3 8.35 159.5 12.2kWh 3	 3	 3	 3 Mar 20 11112

isuZu
mU-X

 For: Features, equipment, comfort, space. Against: Price, service network. Verdict: More modern Isuzu full-size SUV.  
 Alternatives: 1. Ford Endeavour 2. Toyota Fortuner 3. Mitsubishi Pajero Sport
 At 4x2 33.23 1898/4 6A 320 163 nA 65 235 255/60 r18 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 At 4x4 35.19 1898/4 6A 320 163 nA 65 235 255/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
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D-mAX

 For: Capability, practicality, space, safety, equipment. Against: Size, in the city. Verdict: First Japanese pick-up in India. 
 Alternatives: None
 Hi-Lander 16.98 1898/4 6 360 163 1835 76 nA 245/70 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 V-Cross Z Prestige 4x4 At 24.49 1898/4 6A 360 163 1990 76 nA 255/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

JAGuAr
XE

 For: Performance, looks, brand. Against: Space, price. Verdict: Jaguar's compact luxury challenger. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 3 Series 2. Mercedes-Benz C-Class
 P250 s 46.64 1997/4 8A 365 250 1639 62 403 225/55 r17 3		 6.7 250 9.5 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
  P250 sE 48.50 1997/4 8A 365 250 1655 62 403 225/55 r17 3		 6.7 250 9.5 3	 3	 3	 3	 Dec 20 11111

XF
 For: Performance, looks, brand. Against: Space, service and availability, price. Verdict: A true British car with good looks. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 5 Series 2. Mercedes-Benz E-Class 3. Volvo S90 4. Audi A6 
 P250 Prestige 55.67 1997/4 8A 365 250 1756 74 505 235/50 r18 3	 nA 235 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

F-PACE
 For: Styling, safety, equipment. Against: Price. Verdict: A capable and credible sport-luxury SUV.  
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Macan 2. BMW X3 3. Mercedes-Benz GLE-Class 4. Volvo XC60
 P250 AWD r-Dynamic s 69.99 1997/4 8A 365 250 1822 82 601 255/55 r19 3 7.3 217 9.3 3 3 3 3 sep 21 11111

  D200 AWD r-Dynamic s 69.99 1997/4 8A 430 204 1801 60 601 255/55 r19 3		 nA 210 nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 P550 AWD sVr 151.20 4999/8 8A 700 550 2058 82 613 295/40 r21 3		 nA 286 nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA

I-PACE
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: A sporty yet practical luxury electric SUV.  
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes EQC 400
 Electric AWD s 105.91 E, 90kWh A 696 400 2248 nA 656 nA r19 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Electric AWD HsE 112.29 E, 90kWh A 696 400 2248 nA 656 nA r19 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA

F-TYPE
 For: Exclusivity, power. Against: Price. Verdict: Raw and exciting sports car.  
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 718 (2.0), 911 (V8) 2. Mercedes-AMG GT 3. Nissan GT-R (R AWD) 4. BMW Z4
 P300 Coupé 97.97 1997/4 8A 400 300 1520 63 509 295/35 Zr19 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P450 Coupé r-Dynamic 135.90 4999/8 8A 580 450 1660 70 509 295/30 Zr20 3 nA 285 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P450 Convertible r-Dyna 145.66 4999/8 8A 580 450 1680 70 233 295/30 Zr20 3 nA 285 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P575 Coupé AWD r 245.72 4999/8 8A 700 575 1743 70 509 295/30 Zr20 3 nA 300 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P575 Convertible AWD r 261.42 4999/8 8A 680 575 1763 70 233 295/30 Zr20 3 nA 300 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
  

JEEP
COmPASS

 For: Styling, safety, equipment, comfort, capability, ride quality. Against: Not much. Verdict: The most accessible Jeep. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mahindra XUV500 2. Hyundai Creta 3. Renault Duster
 MultiAir (P) sport 16.99 1368/4 6 250 162 1464 60 nA 225/60 r17 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 MultiAir (P) s-Model At 25.29 1368/4 7A 250 162 1553 60 nA 235/60 r18 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 MultiJet sport 18.49 1956/4 6 350 173 1597 60 nA 225/60 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 MultiJet s-Model 4x4 At 28.29 1956/4 9A 350 173 1778 60 nA 235/60 r18 3	 nA nA 8.25 3	 3	 3	 3	 Mar 21 11112

WRANGLER
 For: Off-road cred, style, driver appeal. Against: Fuel efficiency, price. Verdict: If you want a hardcore off-roader... 
 Alternatives: 1. Land Rover Defender
 unlimited 4x4 At 53.90 1995/4 8A 400 272 1999 80 900 255/70 r18 A/t 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 unlimited rubicon 57.90 1995/4 8A 400 272 2034 80 900 255/75 r17 M/t 3		 nA nA 11.75 3	 3	 3	 3	 Jul 21 11112
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KiA
SONET

 For: Styling, equipment, interior, powertrain choices. Against: Not much. Verdict: Compact crossover at a competitive price. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Venue 2. Ford EcoSport 3. Mahindra XUV300
 G1.2 (P) HtE 6.89 1197/4 5 113 83 nA nA 392 195/65 r15 -	 nA nA nA F	 3	 -	 -	 nA nA
 G1.2 (P) HtK+ 8.75 1197/4 5 113 83 nA nA 392 215/60 r16 -		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 1.0 t-GDi (P) HtK+ 9.89 998/3 6i 172 120 nA nA 392 215/60 r16 -	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 1.0 t-GDi (P) GtK+ DCt 12.99 998/3 7A 172 120 nA nA 392 215/60 r16 3		 nA nA 12.75 3	 3	 3	 3	 Jan 21 11112

 D1.5 CrDi HtE 8.55 1493/4 6 240 100 nA nA 392 195/65 r15 -	 nA nA nA F	 3	 -	 -	 nA nA
 D1.5 CrDi VGt GtX+ At 13.45 1493/4 6A 250 115 nA nA 392 215/60 r16 3	 11.97 174 13.0 3	 3	 3	 3	 nov 20 11112

SELTOS
 For: Styling, equipment, interior, ride quality. Against: Not much. Verdict: Modern crossover built for it all. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mahindra XUV500 2. Hyundai Creta 3. MG Hector
 G1.5 (P) HtE 9.95 1497/4 6 144 115 1537 50 433 205/65 r16 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 -	 nA nA
 G1.5 (P) HtK+ iMt 12.29 1497/4 6i 144 115 1562 50 433 215/60 r17 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 G1.5 (P) HtX iVt 14.75 1497/4 CVt 144 115 1562 50 433 215/60 r17 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 1.4 t-GDi (P) GtX(o) 15.45 1353/4 6 242 140 nA 50 433 215/60 r17 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 1.4 t-GDi (P) X-Line 17.79 1353/4 7A 242 140 1648 50 433 215/60 r17 3		 9.13 183.9 11.5 3	 3	 3	 3	 oct 19 11112

 D1.5 CrDi HtE 10.65 1493/4 6 250 115 1551 50 433 205/65 r16 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 -	 Dec 19 11112

 D1.5 CrDi X-Line 18.10 1493/4 6A 250 115 nA 50 433 215/60 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA

CARNIVAL
 For: Space, comfort, flexibility. Against: Not much. Verdict: Premium touring option for up to seen, eight or nine occupants. 
 Alternatives: None in this price bracket
 Premium (7-st) 24.95 2199/4 8A 440 200 2093 60 540 235/60 r18 3		 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA 
 Prestige (9-st) 29.95 2199/4 8A 440 200 nA 60 540 235/60 r18 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 Limousine Plus (7-st) 33.99 2199/4 8A 440 200 2201 60 540 235/60 r18 3	 10.39 189.4 10.75 3	 3	 3	 3	 Jul 20 11112

LAMBorGHini
HURACáN

 For: Style, agility, handling, acceleration. Against: Price. Verdict: Probably the most exotic V10 supercar on sale today.  
 Alternatives: 1. Ferrari Portofino 2. Ferrari 488 GTB 3. Porsche 911 GT3/GT3 RS
 Evo rWD Coupé 322.00 5204/10 7A 560 610 1389 90 nA 305/35 Zr19 3 nA 325 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Evo rWD spyder 354.00 5204/10 7A 560 610 1509 90 nA 305/35 Zr19 3 nA 324 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 super trofeo omologata 499.00 5204/10 7A 565 640 1339 90 nA 305/30 Zr20 3 3.0 310 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Evo Coupé 373.00 5204/10 7A 600 640 1422 90 nA 305/30 Zr20 3 nA 325 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Evo spyder 410.00 5204/10 7A 600 640 1542 90 nA 305/30 Zr20 3 nA 324 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Performante 405.00 5204/10 7A 600 640 1382 90 nA 305/30 Zr20 3 nA 325 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Performante spyder Bo 5204/10 7A 600 640 1507 90 nA 305/30 Zr20 3 nA 325 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

AVENTADOR
 For: Style, aggressive acceleration. Against: Price. Verdict: The swansong for the naturally aspirated Lambo V12. 
 Alternatives: 1. Ferrari 812
 LP780-4 ultimae Bo 6498/12 7A 720 780 1550 90 nA 355/25 Zr21 3	 nA 355 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 LP780-4 ultimae roadster Bo 6498/12 7A 720 780 1600 90 nA 355/25 Zr21 3 nA 355 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

URUS
 For: Performance, capability. Against: Price. Verdict: Lamborghini's first modern SUV, and the fastest in the world. 
 Alternatives: 1. Bentley Bentayga 2. Porsche Cayenne Turbo
 urus    310.00 3996/8 8A 850 650 2197 85 nA 315/40 Zr21 3	 nA 305 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

LAnD roVEr
DISCOVERY SPORT

 For: Off-road capability. Against: Price. Verdict: Good all-round SUV with Land Rover off-road ability. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volvo XC60 2. Lexus NX 3. BMW X3 4. Mercedes-Benz GLC-Class
  D200 s 65.30 1997/4 9A 430 204 1873 65 963 235/60 r18 3	 8.6 209 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
  D200 r-Dynamic s 7-st 67.82 1997/4 9A 430 204 1953 65 115 235/60 r18 3 8.9 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P250 r-Dynamic s 67.95 1997/4 9A 365 250 2077 65 157 235/60 r18 3 7.8 225 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P250 r-DYnamic s 7-st Bo 1997/4 9A 430 204 1953 65 115 235/60 r18 3 8.1 224 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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DISCOVERY

 For: Comfort, equipment, off-road ability. Against: Price. Verdict: The more modernised and equally capable full-size SUV. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volvo XC90 2. BMW X5 3. Mercedes-Benz GLE-Class
 P300 7-st 88.06 1997/4 8A 400 300 2209 90 172 255/55 r19 3	 nA 201 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 P300 r-Dynamic HsE 97.87 1997/4 8A 400 300 2157 90 986 275/45 r20 3	 nA 201 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 P360 s 7-st 93.85 2995/6 8A 500 360 2342 90 172 255/55 r19 3 nA 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P360 HsE 99.28 2995/6 8A 500 360 2291 90 986 275/40 r21 3 nA 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 D300 s 7-st 110.87 2996/6 8A 400 300 2362 90 172 255/55 r19 3 nA 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 D300 r-Dynamic HsE 119.80 2996/6 8A 400 300 2311 90 986 275/45 r20 3 nA 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
DEFENDER

 For: Capability, comfort, flexibility, off-road prowess. Against: Price. Verdict: An off-road legend reincarnate. 
 Alternatives: 1. Jeep Wrangler 2. Mercedes-Benz G-Class
 90 (3-dr) P300  80.72 1997/4 8A 400 300 2065 90 297 255/70 r18 3	 nA 191 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 110 P300 X-Dynamic HsE 96.17 1997/4 8A 400 300 2168 90 231 255/60 r20 3 8.1 191 6.3 3 3 3 3 Jan 21 11111

 90 (3-dr) P400 sE 90.64 2995/6 8A 550 400 2170 90 297 255/60 r20 3 nA 191 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 110 P400 X 122.22 2995/6 8A 550 400 2275 90 231 255/60 r20 3 nA 191 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 110 P400e X (PHEV) Bo 1997/4 8A 640 404 2525 91 853 255/60 r20 3 nA 191 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 90 (3 dr) D300 sE 104.21 2996/6 8A 650 300 2228 89 297 255/60 r20 3 nA 191 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 110 D300 X 119.87 2996/6 8A 650 300 2396 89 231 255/60 r20 3 nA 191 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
RANGE ROVER EVOQUE

 For: Design, equipment, handling, off-road ability. Against: Space, price. Verdict: If you want style, go for it  
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Macan 2. Volvo XC60 3. BMW X3
 D200 s 64.12 1997/4 9A 430 200 1816 70 591 235/65 r17 3	 nA 205 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 P250 r-Dynamic sE 66.60 1997/4 9A 365 250 1818 70 591 235/65 r17 3 nA 230 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
RANGE ROVER VELAR

 For: Design, presence. Against: Thirsty engine. Verdict: Stylish and capable "mid-size" luxury SUV  
 Alternatives: 1. Lexus RX 2. Volvo XC60 3.Mercedes-Benz GLE-Class
 P250 r-Dynamic s 79.87 1997/4 8A 365 250 1875 63 735 235/60 r18 3 nA 217 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 D200 r-Dynamic s 80.71 1999/4 8A 430 204 1928 63 735 235/60 r18 3 nA 210 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
RANGE ROVER SPORT

 For: Luxury, presence. Against: Price. Verdict: If you want to stand out from the crowd... 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Cayenne 2. Mercedes-Benz GLS-Class 3. Volvo XC90
 P300 s 91.27 1997/4 8A 400 300 2076 104 623 255/55 r19 3 nA 201 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P300 HsE 102.90 1997/4 8A 400 300 2076 104 623 255/50 r20 3 nA 201 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 D300 s 115.82 2996/6 8A 650 300 2203 86 623 255/50 r20 3 nA 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 D300 Autobiography Dyna 184.12 2996/6 8A 650 300 2203 86 623 255/50 r20 3 nA 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 P575 sVr 219.07 4999/8 8A 700 575 2302 104 623 255/50 r20 3 nA 283 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

RANGE ROVER
 For: Luxury, refinement, off-road ability. Against: Price. Verdict: Off-road ability and luxury both without compromise.  
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-Benz GLS-Class 2. Bentley Bentayga 3. Lexus LX
 P400 Vogue 210.82 2995/6 8A 550 400 2267 104 707 255/55 r19 3	 nA 225 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 L P400 sVAutobiography 438.04 2995/6 8A 550 400 2375 104 900 275/45 r21 3 nA 225 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 D300 Vogue 210.82 2996/6 8A 650 300 2275 86 707 255/55 r19 3	 nA 209 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 L D300 sVAutobiography 438.04 2996/6 8A 650 300 2443 86 900 275/45 r21 3 nA 209 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 

LEXus
ES

 For: Styling, luxury, comfort, equipment. Against: Price. Verdict: The hybrid premium saloon bridging the present and the future. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 5 Series 2. Mercedes-Benz E-Class 3. Volvo S90 4. Audi A6
  Es 300h Exquisite 56.55 2487/4 CVt nA 218 1680 65 454 235/45 r18 3	 nA 180 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Es 300h Luxury 61.75 2487/4 CVt nA 218 1680 65 454 235/45 r18 3	 nA 180 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

LS
 For: Attention to detail, luxury, comfort, equipment. Against: Price. Verdict: Cutting-edge hybrid luxury saloon.  
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 7 Series 2. Mercedes-Maybach S-Class 3. Porsche Panamera
 Ls 500h Luxury 191.32 3456/6 10A nA 359 2300 82 430 245/45 r20 3	 6.58 250 9.12 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Ls 500h nishijin 222.09 3456/6 10A nA 359 2345 82 430 245/45 r20 3 6.58 250 9.12 3 3 3 3 Mar 18 11111

LC
 For: Style, attention to detail, performance. Against: Price. Verdict: Hybrid luxury grand-tourer.  
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 2. Mercedes-AMG S 63 Coupé
 LC 500h 209.72 3456/6 10A nA 359 2020 82 nA 275/35 r21 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
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NX

 For: Comfort, equipment, style. Against: Noisy at full chat. Verdict: Extremely luxurious, and relaxing to drive.  
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X3 2. Volvo XC60 3. Mercedes-Benz GLC-Class
 nX 300h Exquisite 58.20 2494/4 CVt nA 197 1896 56 475 225/60 r18 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 nX 300h F-sport 63.63 2494/4 CVt nA 197 1896 56 475 225/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
RX

 For: Style, luxury, comfort, equipment. Against: Price. Verdict: Among the most modern looking designs.  
 Alternatives: 1. Volvo XC90 2. Mercedes-Benz GLS-Class
 rX 450h L 103.95 3456/6 CVt nA 313 2260 65 nA 235/60 r18 3	 nA 200 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 
LX

 For: Luxury, size. Against: Size? Verdict: Premium SUV that isn't afraid to go off-road.  
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X7 2. Audi Q7 3. Mercedes-Benz GLS-Class
 LX 570 232.90 5663/8 8A 530 367 2700 93 nA 285/60 r18 3 nA 210 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

MAHinDrA & MAHinDrA
eVERITO

 For: Space, gearbox, ride, price. Against: Power, fit-and-finish, ergonomics. Verdict: Spacious, comfortable and practical sedan 
  for those on a tight budget. Alternatives: 1. Tata Tigor EV
 D2 10.87 E, 21.2kWh 1A 91 41 1265 nA 510 185/70 r14 - nA 86 nA 3 - - - nA nA
 D6 11.33 E, 21.2kWh 1A 91 41 1265 nA 510 185/70 r14 - nA 86 nA 3 - 3 3 nA nA

KUV100 NXT
 For: Space, interior, ride quality, driveability. Against: Ergonomics in six-seater. Verdict: A genuinely practical everyday car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza 2. Hyundai Venue
 G80 Petrol K2+ 6-seater 5.50 1198/3 5 115 83 nA 35 243 185/65 r14 - nA nA nA - - - - nA nA
 G80 Petrol K8 6-seater 7.12 1198/3 5 115 83 nA 35 243 185/60 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 eKuV100 8.25 E, 15.9kWh 1A 120 54 nA 35 243 185/65 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA

BOLERO
 For: Rugged, reliable, do-it-all MUV. Against: Lacks refinement. Verdict: Get one if you have to haul a large number of people 
 over bad roads. Alternatives: 1. Renault Triber
 mHawk D75 B4 7.95 1493/3 5 210 76 nA 60 nA 215/75 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 mHawk D75 B6(o) 8.94 1493/3 5 210 76 nA 60 nA 215/75 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA

BOLERO NEO
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: A new take on the popular name. 
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Triber
 mHawk100 n4 8.48 1493/3 5 260 100 nA 50 384 215/75 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 mHawk100 n10 10.00 1493/3 5 260 100 nA 50 384 215/75 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

mARAZZO
 For: Refinement, space, cabin ambience. Against: Feels underpowered. Verdict: The best Mahindra MPV yet. 
 Alternatives: 1. Toyota Innova
 M2 11.25 1497/4 6 300 123 nA 45 190 215/65 r16 - 15.56 161 12.5 3 3 - - nA nA
 M6+ 13.51 1497/4 6 300 123 nA 45 190 215/60 r17 - 15.56 161 12.5 3 3 3 3 Feb 19 1111

THAR
 For: Capability, practicality, off-road ability. Against: Refinement. Verdict: A proper everyday car and off-roader in one. 
 Alternatives: 1. Force Gurkha
 AX std 6-st mstallion (P) 9.80 1997/4 6 300 152 nA 57 nA 245/75 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 LX H/t At mstallion (P) 13.55 1997/4 6A 320 152 nA 57 nA 255/65 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 AX s/t 6-st mHawk 10.85 2184/4 6 300 132 nA 57 nA 245/75 r16 - 14.97 156 13.5 3 3 - - oct 20 1111

 LX H/t At mHawk 13.75 2184/4 6A 300 132 nA 57 nA 255/65 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

SCORPIO
 For: Tractable engine, value. Against: Dynamics at speed. Verdict: Among the best full-size SUVs on a budget around.  
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Duster
 mHawk140 s5 12.22 2197/4 6 320 140 nA 60 nA 215/75 r15 - nA nA nA 3 - - - nA nA
 mHawk140 s11 16.00 2197/4 6 320 140 nA 60 nA 215/75 r15 - nA nA nA 3 - 3 - nA nA
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XUV300
 For: Price, handling, performance. Against: Not much. Verdict: The best handling Mahindra model on sale. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Venue 2. Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza 3. Ford EcoSport
 turbo Petrol W4 7.95 1197/3 6 200 110 nA 42 257 205/65 r16 - 12.38 176.7 12.0 3 3 - - Apr 19 11112

 turbo Petrol W8(o) auto 11.77 1197/3 6A 200 110 nA 42 257 215/55 r17 3 nA nA 12.3 3 3 3 3 Mar 21 11112

 turbo Diesel W4 8.69 1497/4 6 300 115 nA 42 257 205/65 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - Aug 19 11112

 turbo Diesel W8(o) auto 12.69 1497/4 6A 300 115 nA 42 257 215/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

XUV500
 For: Price, performance, space. Against: Gear shift, interior fit-and-finish. Verdict: Value for money. 
 Alternatives: 1. Jeep Compass 2. Tata Safari 3. Hyundai Creta
 W5 13.77 2197/4 6 360 155 1785 70 nA 235/65 r17 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 W11(o) At 19.49 2197/4 6A 360 155 1785 70 nA 235/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

XUV700
 For: Price, performance, flexibility. Against: Interior fit-and-finish. Verdict: A five- or seven-seater with punchy engine choices. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Alcazar 2. MG Hector Plus 3. Tata Safari
 MX 5-st (P) 11.99 1997/4 6 380 200 nA 60 nA 235/65 r17 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 AX7 7-st At Lux (P) 20.99 1997/4 6A 380 200 nA 60 nA 235/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 MX 5-st mHawk155 12.49 2197/4 6 360 155 nA 60 nA 235/65 r17 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 AX7 7-st At AWD mHawk 21.09 2197/4 6A 450 185 nA 60 nA 235/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 AX7 7-st At Lux mHawk 21.59 2197/4 6A 450 185 nA 60 nA 235/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

MAruti suZuKi
ALTO

 For: Value for money, service network. Against: NVH levels, safety, space. Verdict: One of the highest-selling cars in the country.  
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Kwid 2. Datsun redi-Go
 800 3.00 796/3 5 69 48 730 35 177 145/80 r12 - 19.38 nA nA - D - - nov 12 1111

 800 LXi CnG 4.71 796/3 5 60 41 850 35 nA 155/65 r13 - nA nA nA F D 3 - nA nA

S-PRESSO
 For: Compact size, ride quality, braking. Against: Love-it-or-hate-it styling, cabin room. Verdict: Capable compact all-rounder. 
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Kwid 2. Hyundai Santro
 std 3.78 998/3 5 90 68 726 27 nA 145/80 r13 - 15.00 154.3 16.38 3 3 - - Dec 19 1111

 VXi+ AGs 5.07 998/3 5A 90 68 767 27 nA 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA

WAGONR
 For: Space, practicality, equipment, fuel efficiency. Against: Fit-and-finish, steering feel. Verdict: A convenient city runabout. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Santro 2. Tata Tiago 3. Datsun Go+
 LXi 4.81 998/3 5 90 68 805 32 nA 155/80 r13 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 VXi 1.0 AGs 5.63 998/3 5A 90 68 825 32 nA 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 VXi 1.2 5.49 1197/4 5 113 83 830 32 nA 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 ZXi AGs 6.33 1197/4 5A 113 83 845 32 nA 165/70 r14 - 13.36 158.4 14.88 3 3 3 - Jun 19 1111

 
CELERIO

 For: Convenience, price. Against: Auto shift quality, safety. Verdict: Affordable compact car with a usable petrol AMT. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Santro 2. Tata Tiago 3. Datsun Go
 LXi  4.66 998/3 5 90 68 815 35 235 155/80 r13 - nA nA nA - - - - nA nA
 ZXi (o) Auto 5.83 998/3 5A 90 68 850 35 235 165/70 r14 - 18.34 153.4 13.88 3 3 3 - May 14 1111

 CelerioX VXi 4.99 998/3 5 90 68 815 35 235 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA 3 D 3 - nA nA
 CelerioX ZXi (o) Auto 5.79 998/3 5A 90 68 850 35 235 165/70 r14 - 18.34 153.4 13.88 3 3 3 - nA nA

SWIFT
 For: Peppy performance, equipment, efficiency. Against: Not much. Verdict: Still has the formula for success. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Grand i10 Nios 2. Ford Figo 2. Volkswagen Polo
 LXi 5.81 1197/4 5 113 90 875 37 268 165/80 r14 - nA nA nA - 3 - - nA nA
 ZXi+ Auto 8.42 1197/4 5A 113 90 905 37 268 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
IGNIS

 For: Style, space, customization choices. Against: Price. Verdict: Easy-going and practical all-rounder. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Grand i10 Nios 2. Mahindra KUV100
 Petrol sigma 4.95 1197/4 5 113 83 840 32 260 175/65 r15 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 Petrol Alpha Auto 7.37 1197/4 5A 113 83 865 32 260 175/65 r15 - 14.90 150.1 13.5 3 3 3 3 May 17 1111
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BALENO

 For: Ease of driving, equipment, efficiency. Against: Steering feel, ergonomics. Verdict: Well-equipped hatchback. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Elite i20 2. Tata Altroz 3. Honda Jazz
 Petrol 1.2 VVt sigma 5.92 1197/4 5 113 83 865 37 339 185/65 r15 - 13.73 155.1 14.0 F 3 - - Dec 15 1111

 Petrol 1.2 VVt Alpha Auto 9.30 1197/4 CVt 113 83 935 37 339 195/55 r16 - 12.26 158.8 nA 3 3 3 - Mar 16 1111

 Petrol smart Hybrid Delta 7.60 1197/4 5 113 90 nA 37 339 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 Petrol smart Hybrid Zeta 8.23 1197/4 5 113 90 nA 37 339 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA	
 
DZIRE

 For: Frugal, practical diesel, great value. Against: Styling. Verdict: Tough to find a better entry-level saloon at this price. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Aura 2. Honda Amaze 3. Ford Aspire 
 LXi 5.98 1197/4 5 113 90 880 37 378 165/80 r14 - nA nA nA - 3 - - nA nA
 ZXi+ Auto 9.03 1197/4 5A 113 90 915 37 378 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

CIAZ
 For: Feature-packed. Against: Rivals are quicker. Verdict: A contemporary all-round package.
 Alternatives: 1. Honda City 2. Volkswagen Vento 3. Hyundai Verna 
 Petrol sigma 8.52 1462/4 5 138 105 nA 43 510 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 Petrol Alpha Auto 11.51 1462/4 4A 138 105 nA 43 510 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

EECO
 For: Price, space. Against: Safety, looks, hard suspension. Verdict: Practical and affordable option for big families and car-pooling.
 Alternatives: 1. Datsun Go+ 2. Renault Triber 
 5-seater 4.09 1196/4 5 101 73 920 40 nA 155 r13 Lt - nA nA nA - D - - nA nA
 7-seater 4.38 1196/4 5 101 73 940 40 nA 155 r13 Lt - nA nA nA - D - - nA nA
 5-seater AC CnG 5.40 1196/4 5 85 63 1040 40 nA 155 r13 Lt - nA nA nA - D - - nA nA

ERTIGA
 For: Value for money, space, ergonomics. Against: You either have the third row or boot space. Verdict: A good car in its segment. 
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Triber
 LXi 7.82 1462/4 5 138 105 1135 45 209 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 ZXi Auto 10.60 1462/4 4A 138 105 1170 45 209 185/65 r15 - 13.07 156.6 11.0 3	 3 3 3 Feb 19 11112

 VXi CnG 9.47 1462/4 5 122 93 1235 45/60 nA 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3	 3 3 3 nA nA

XL6
 For: Space, ergonomics. Against: Engine isn't punchy enough. Verdict: A well-equipped six-seater. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mahindra Marazzo
 Zeta 9.95 1462/4 5 138 105 1180 45 209 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Alpha Auto 11.74 1462/4 4A 138 105 1190 45 209 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

VITARA BREZZA
 For: Space, practicality, ride quality. Against: Steering quite vague. Verdict: Stylish new compact crossover on a budget. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mahindra XUV300 2. Hyundai Venue 3. Ford EcoSport
 LXi 7.56 1462/4 5 138 105 nA 48 328 205/60 r16 - nA nA nA - D - - nA nA
 ZXi+ Auto 11.26 1462/4 4A 138 105 nA 48 328 205/60 r16 - nA nA 11.0 3 3 3 3 Jan 21 1111

S-CROSS
 For: Ride quality, features, practicality, safety. Against: Not much. Verdict: Practical and safe family car.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Creta 2. Renault Duster 3. Nissan Kicks 
 sigma 8.39 1462/4 5 138 105 1130 45 353 215/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 - nA nA
 Alpha At 12.39 1462/4 4A 138 105 1170 45 353 215/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

MAsErAti 
GHIBLI
 For: Style, driver appeal. Against: Price. Verdict: The only Italian option in the German-dominated sport-luxury segment.  
 Alternatives: 1. (Size-wise) BMW 5 Series, Audi A6, Mercedes E-Class 2. (Price-wise) BMW 7 Series, Audi A8, Mercedes S-Class 
 Ghibli Hybrid 115.40 1998/4 8A 450 330 1795 nA 500 235/50 r18 3	 5.7 255 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Ghibli Hybrid Gran Lusso 142.42 1998/4 8A 450 330 1795 nA 500 235/50 r18 3 5.7 255 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Ghibli s Gran sport 151.86 2979/6 8A 580 430 1810 70 500 235/50 r18 3 4.9 286 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Ghibli s Gran Lusso 155.71 2979/6 8A 580 430 1810 70 500 235/50 r18 3 4.9 286 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Ghibli trofeo 193.17 3799/8 8A 730 580 1969 70 500 285/30 r20 3 4.3 326 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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QUATTROPORTE
 For: Style, presence. Against: Price. Verdict: An Italian four-door sport-luxury car with distinct road presence. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Panamera 2. BMW 8 Series Gran Coupé 3. Mercedes-AMG GT 4-Door Coupé
 Quattroporte 163.00 2979/6 8A 500 350 1760 80 530 285/30 r20 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA 
 Quattroporte s  173.00 2979/6 8A 580 430 1760 80 530 285/30 r20 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Quattroporte trofeo Bo 3799/8 8A 730 580 nA 80 530 285/30 r20 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

GRANTURISmO
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: Italian GT with a naturally-aspirated V8. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 2. Lexus LC 3. Aston Martin Vantage
 Granturismo sport  225.00 4691/8 6A 520 460 1880 86 260 285/35 r20 3	 nA 285 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA 

LEVANTE
 For: NA. Against: NA. Verdict: The Maserati of SUVs. 
 Alternatives: 1. Audi Q8 2. BMW X6 3. Mercedes-Benz GLE Coupé 4. Porsche Cayenne Coupé
 Levante Q4 141.00 2979/6 8A 500 350 2110 80 580 275/50 r18 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA 
 Levante s Q4 153.00 2979/6 8A 580 430 2110 80 580 295/45 r19 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Levante trofeo Bo 3799/8 8A 730 580 2205 80 580 295/35 r21 3 3.9 304 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

MErCEDEs-BEnZ 
A-CLASS
 For: Badge, ride quality. Against: Price. Verdict: The first step to the three-pointed star. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 2 Series 2. Škoda Superb
 A 200 sedan 39.90 1332/4 7A 250 163 1390 43 nA 225/50 r17 3	 8.1 230 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 A 200 d sedan 40.90 1950/4 8A 320 150 1510 43 nA 225/50 r17 3	 8.2 227 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 AMG A 35 4MAtiC sedan 56.25 1991/4 7A 400 306 1590 51 420 235/40 r18 3	 4.8 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

C-CLASS
 For: Badge, status, performance. Against: Price. Verdict: Fun to drive luxury car with good ride quality too. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 3 Series 2. Jaguar XE  3. Audi A4
 C 200 Progressive 49.41 1991/4 9A 300 204 1525 41 480 225/50 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 C 220 d Progressive 51.15 1950/4 9A 400 194 nA 41 480 225/50 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 C 300 d AMG Line 54.25 1950/4 9A 500 245 nA 41 480 235/45 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
	 AMG C 43 4MAtiC Coupé 80.17 2996/6 9A 520 390 1675 66 400 245/40 r18 3 5.62 250 7.63 3 3 3 3 May 19 11111

	 AMG C 63 Coupé 139.38 3982/6 9A 650 476 1790 66 400 285/35 r18 3 5.08 250 nA 3 3 3 3 Jul 20 11111

E-CLASS
 For: Comfort, technology, space. Against: Not much. Verdict: Longer wheelbase alternative to the competition. 

           
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 5 Series 2. Volvo S90 3. Audi A6
 E 200 L Expression 63.60 1991/4 9A 320 197 1740 80 540 225/55 r17 3	 7.6 240 6.25 3	 3	 3	 3 May 21 11111

 E 220 d L Expression 64.80 1950/4 9A 400 194 1810 80 540 225/55 r17 3 8.5 240 13.5 3 3 3 3 Jul 17 11111

 E 350 d L AMG Line 80.90 2925/6 9A 600 286 1920 80 540 245/50 r18 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 AMG E 53 4MAtiC+ 102.00 2999/6 9A 520 435 1845 66 540 265/35 r19 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 AMG E 63 s 4MAtiC+ 170.00 3982/8 9A 850 612 1880 66 540 295/30 r20 3 3.4 300 5.3 3 3 3 3 sep 21 11111

CLS-CLASS
 For: Style, handling, badge. Against: Rear seat comfort. Verdict: The definitive four-door coupé. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 630d Gran Turismo 
 CLs 300 d AMG Line 86.39 1950/4 9A 500 245 1750 50 520 275/40 r18 3	 6.84 250 13.5 3 3 3 3 Mar 19 11111

S-CLASS
 For: Luxury, technology, comfort. Against: Price. Verdict: Elegant looks with top-of-the-line luxury features. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 7 Series 2. Audi A8 3. Lexus LS
 s 400 d 4MAtiC L 217.00 2925/6 9A 700 330 2090 65 540 285/35 r20 3	 5.4 250 11.5 3	 3	 3	 3 Aug 21 11111

 s 450 4MAtiC L 219.00 2999/6 9A 500 367 2015 65 540 285/35 r20 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

AmG GT
 For: Performance, presence, handling. Against: Price. Verdict: Raw, exciting sports car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 2. Jaguar F-Type 3. Nissan GT-R
 Gt r 263.83 3982/8 7A 700 585 1555 75 350 325/30 Zr20 3	 nA 318 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

AmG GT 4-DOOR COUPé
 For: Performance, presence, handling, room for four. Against: Price. Verdict: Exciting sports car for four. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche Panamera 2. Maserati Quattroporte
 Gt 63 s 4MAtiC+ 257.56 3982/8 9A 900 639 2045 80 461 295/35 Zr20 3	 3.51 315 5.5 3	 3	 3	 3 sep 20 11111
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EQC

 For: Performance, equipment, refinement. Against: Ride height, limited infrastructure. Verdict: Everyday electric luxury car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Jaguar I-Pace 2. Audi e-tron
 EQC 400 4MAtiC 104.07 E, 80kWh 1A 760 408 2495 - 500 275/45 r19 3 nA 180 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 
GLA-CLASS

 For: Build quality, all-road ability. Against: Equipment, off-road ability. Verdict: Compact crossover with the three-pointed star. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X1 2. Volvo XC40 3. MINI Countryman
 GLA 200 Progressive 42.10 1332/4 7A 250 163 nA 50 nA 235/50 r18 3	 nA 225 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 GLA 220 d Progressive 43.70 1950/4 8A 400 190 nA 50 nA 235/50 r18 3	 nA 225 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 GLA 220 d 4MAtiC 46.70 1950/4 8A 400 190 nA 50 nA 235/50 r18 3	 nA 225 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 Jul 21 11112

 AMG GLA 35 4MAtiC 53.70 1991/4 8A 400 190 nA 50 435 235/45 r19 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 
GLC-CLASS

 For: Size, equipment, brand value. Against: Limited off-road ability. Verdict: Versatile compact luxury SUV. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X3/X4 2. Volvo XC60 3. Lexus NX
 GLC 200 57.36 1991/4 9A 320 197 1755 66 580 235/60 r18 3	 7.8 217 7.63 3	 3	 3	 3 Mar 21 11112

 GLC 220 d 4MAtiC 63.13 1950/4 9A 400 194 1835 66 580 235/60 r18 3 9.19 210 nA 3 3 3 3 May 20 11111

 GLC 300 4MAtiC Coupé 66.66 1991/6 9A 370 258 1825 66 500 235/55 r19 3 nA 240 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 GLC 300 d 4MAtiC Coupé 67.72 1950/6 9A 500 245 1875 nA 500 235/55 r19 3 nA 233 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 AMG 43 4MAtiC Coupé 81.54 2996/6 9A 520 390 1855 66 500 285/40 r20 3 6.05 250 6.0 3 3 3 3 nov 20 11111

GLE-CLASS
 For: Comfort, ride, brand value. Against: Price. Verdict: Great soft-roader with a brand image. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X5/X6 (AMG) 2. Porsche Cayenne/Coupé (AMG) 3. Audi Q8 (AMG) 4. Volvo XC90
 GLE 450 4MAtiC 93.07 2999/6 9A 500 367 2215 70 690 255/50 r19 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 GLE 300 d 4MAtiC 77.25 1950/4 9A 500 245 2125 70 690 255/50 r19 3 nA 225 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 GLE 400 d 4MAtiC 94.22 2925/6 9A 700 330 2265 70 690 255/50 r19 3 nA 245 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 AMG 53 4MAtiC+ Coupé 127.56 2999/6 9A 520 435 2250 85 655 315/45 r21 3 5.3 250 6.12 3 3 3 3 Dec 20 11112

 AMG 63 s 4MAtiC+ Coupé 207.00 3982/8 9A 850 612 2370 85 655 325/35 r22 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

GLS-CLASS
 For: Comfort, space, equipment, ride, brand value. Against: Price. Verdict: Full-size luxury SUV gets even better. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X7 2. Lexus LX 3. Volvo XC90 4. Land Rover Range Rover 5. Bentley Bentayga (Maybach)
 GLs 450 4MAtiC 104.71 2999/6 9A 500 367 2460 70 690 275/40 r20 3	 nA 246 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 GLs 400 d 4MAtiC 104.71 2925/6 9A 700 330 2505 70 690 275/40 r20 3 6.3 238 9.0 3 3 3 3 Jan 21 11111

 Maybach GLs 600 4MAtiC 243.00 3982/8 9A 730 558 2785 70 520 325/40 r22 3 4.9 250 4.5 3 3 3 3 Aug 21 11111

 	
G-CLASS

 For: Presence, off-road capability. Against: Price, manners at speed. Verdict: It may have a cult following, but it isn't for everyone. 
 Alternatives: 1. Land Rover Defender 110 2. Jeep Wrangler Rubicon
 G 350 d 162.44 2925/6 9A 600 286 2453 75 487 265/60 r18 3	 9.03 199 9.0 3	 3	 3	 3 oct 20 11112

 AMG G 63  242.09 3982/8 9A 850 585 2560 96 487 275/50 r20 3	 nA 220 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

V-CLASS
 For: Convenience, space, performance, safety. Against: Quality of finish, equipment. Verdict: The Mercedes of vans. 
 Alternatives: 1. Toyota Vellfire
 V 220 d XL Expression 71.10 2143/4 7A 380 163 2260 70 1410 nA r16 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3  nA nA
 V 220 d L Exclusive 87.70 2143/4 7A 380 163 2150 70 1030 225/55 r17 3 12.28 195 10.0 3 3 3 3 Mar 19 11112

 V 220 d L Elite 110.00 1950/4 9A 380 163 nA 70 1030 225/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
                 

Mini
COOPER

 For: Performance, looks. Against: Ride quality, no spare wheel, space, price. Verdict: Iconic small car with a hefty price-tag. 
 Alternatives: None 
 Cooper s 3-door 38.00 1998/4 7A 280 192 1235 44 211 195/55 r16 3 nA 235 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Cooper s Convertible 44.00 1998/4 7A 280 192 1350 44 215 205/45 r17 3 nA 228 nA 3 3 3 3 Jul 21 11111

 John Cooper Works 45.50 1998/4 8A 320 231 1310 44 211 205/45 r17 3 nA 235 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
COUNTRYmAN

 For: Style, versatility. Against: Price. Verdict: Stylish, all-round premium compact car that you can use every day.
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X1 2. Audi Q2 
 Cooper s Countryman 39.50 1998/4 8A 280 192 1460 51 450 225/55 r17 3 8.40 225 11.50 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 JCW inspired 43.40 1998/4 8A 280 192 1460 51 450 225/50 r18 3 8.40 225 11.50 3 3 3 3 Dec 18 11111
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MitsuBisHi
OUTLANDER

 For: Build quality, refinement, 4WD. Against: Brand presence. Verdict: Capable and refined proper SUV.  
 Alternatives: 1. Honda CR-V 2. Toyota Fortuner 
 2.4 (P) 4x4 At 7-st 26.93 2360/4 CVt 222 167 1602 60 nA 215/70 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

PAJERO SPORT
 For: Pedigree, chassis, reliability. Against: Interior, price. Verdict: A very competent off-roader.  
 Alternatives: 1. Ford Endeavour 2. Isuzu mu-X 3. Toyota Fortuner
 2.5 select Plus 4x2 At 29.53 2477/4 5A 350 178 1935 70 nA 265/65 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

Morris GArAGEs (MG Motor)
HECTOR

 For: Equipment, space. Against: Refinement. Verdict: Stylish and well-equipped alternative MUV.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Creta 2. Jeep Compass 3. Mahindra XUV500 
 Petrol style 13.50 1451/4 6 250 143 1554 60 nA 215/60 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 - nA nA
 Petrol sharp CVt 18.70 1451/4 CVt 250 143 nA 60 nA 215/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Petrol Hybrid super 15.00 1451/4 6 250 143 1644 60 nA 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Petrol Hybrid sharp 17.00 1451/4 6 250 143 1644 60 nA 215/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Diesel style 14.99 1956/4 6 350 170 1633 60 nA 215/60 r17 3 10.65 171.3 11.6 3 3 3 - nA nA
 Diesel sharp 19.21 1956/4 6 350 170 1700 60 nA 215/55 r18 3 10.65 171.3 11.6 3 3 3 3 Dec 19 1111

HECTOR PLUS
 For: Equipment, flexibility. Against: Third row only suitable for younger lot. Verdict: Stylish and well-equipped MUV.
 Alternatives: 1. Toyota Innova 2. Hyundai Alcazar 3. Mahindra XUV500 
 7-st Petrol style 13.35 1451/4 6 250 143 nA 60 nA 215/60 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 - nA nA
 6-st Petrol sharp CVt 18.90 1451/4 CVt 250 143 nA 60 nA 215/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 7-st Petrol Hybrid super 14.85 1451/4 6 250 143 nA 60 nA 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 6-st Petrol Hybrid sharp 17.75 1451/4 6 250 143 nA 60 nA 215/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 7-st Diesel style 14.66 1956/4 6 350 170 nA 60 nA 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 6-st Diesel sharp 19.13 1956/4 6 350 170 nA 60 nA 215/55 r18 3 10.98 171.3 11.6 3 3 3 - Aug 20 1112

GLOSTER
 For: Interior, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: Capable on and off the road.
 Alternatives: 1. Toyota Fortuner 2. Ford Endeavour 
 super 7-st 28.98 1996/4 8A 375 163 nA 75 nA 215/55 r19 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 - nA nA
 savvy 6-st 35.38 1996/4 8A 480 218 nA 75 nA 255/55 r19 3 11.98 171.5 7.75 3 3 3 3 oct 20 11112

ZS
 For: Style, equipment, fit-and-finish, safety. Against: Limited availability. Verdict: Usable everyday electric car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Kona 2. Tata Nexon EV 
 Zs EV Excite 20.88 E 44.5kWh 1A 353 143 1509 nA nA 215/50 r17 - 8.41 152.5 5.4/kWh 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Zs EV Exclusive 23.58 E 44.5kWh 1A 353 143 1539 nA nA 215/50 r17 - 8.41 152.5 5.4/kWh 3 3 3 3 nov 20 11112

 

nissAn
mAGNITE

 For: Value, space, comfort, design. Against: Not as sturdy as rivals. Verdict: Affordable all-rounder for all road conditions.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Venue 2. Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza 3. Toyota Urban Cruiser 
 1.0 (P) XE 4.99 999/3 5 96 72 939 40 336 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA

1.0 (P) XV Premium 7.55 999/3 5 96 72 939 40 336 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
turbo (P) XL 6.99 999/3 5 160 100 1014 40 336 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
turbo (P) XV Premium CVt 9.35 999/3 CVt 152 100 1039 40 336 195/60 r16 3 nA nA 12.3 3 3 3 3 Jan 21 11112

 
KICKS

 For: Styling, punchy engine (Turbo). Against: Interior. Verdict: A stylish alternative in the compact crossover space. 
 Alternatives: 1. Renault Duster 2. Hyundai Creta
 1.5 (P) XL 9.50 1498/4 5 142 106 nA 50 400 215/65 r16 - nA nA nA 3	 3	 - - nA nA
 1.5 (P) XV 10.00 1498/4 5 142 106 nA 50 400 215/65 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 turbo (P) XV 11.85 1332/4 6 254 156 nA 50 400 215/65 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 turbo (P) XV Premium CVt 14.15 1332/4 CVt 254 156 nA 50 400 215/65 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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GT-R
 For: Performance, driver appeal, style, handling. Against: Price. Verdict: Track-tool you can use on the road. 
 Alternatives: 1. Porsche 911 Turbo 2. Jaguar F-Type AWD R 3. Mercedes-AMG GT R
 Gt-r r35 212.40 3799/6 6A 637 570 1752 74 315 285/35 Zr20 3	 nA 315 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA

PorsCHE
718 CAYmAN

 For: Size, performance, quality. Against: Options can get pricey. Verdict: True-blue compact Porsche sports car feel. 
 Alternatives: 1. Jaguar F-Type Coupé
 Cayman 125.63 1988/4 7A 380 300 1365 54 425 265/45 r18 3	 nA 275 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Gt4 163.95 3995/6 6 420 420 1420 64 420 295/30 r20 3 nA 304 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

718 BOXSTER
 For: Driver appeal, handling, performance. Against: Price. Verdict: Engaging and enthralling everyday sports car. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW Z4 2. Jaguar F-Type Convertible
 Boxster 129.67 1988/4 7A 380 300 1365 54 275 265/40 r19 3	 5.7 275 8.75 3	 3	 3	 3 Jul 17 11111

 spyder 160.53 3995/6 6 420 420 1420 64 420 295/30 r20 3 nA 301 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

911
 For: Over 50 years later, still a revered sports cars. Against: Price. Verdict: Iconic sports car keeps getting better. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-AMG GT 2. Lexus LC 3. Nissan GT-R 4. Audi R8
 Carrera 169.27 2981/6 8A 450 385 1505 64 135 295/30 r20 3 nA 293 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Carrera Cabriolet 180.60 2981/6 8A 450 385 1575 64 135 295/30 r20 3	 nA 291 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Carrera s 184.26 2981/6 8A 550 450 1515 64 135 305/30 r21 3 nA 308 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Carrera s Cabriolet 200.91 2981/6 8A 550 450 1585 64 135 305/30 r21 3	 nA 306 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 turbo s 308.05 3800/6 8A 800 650 1640 67 128 315/30 r21 3 nA 330 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

PANAmERA
 For: Luxury, handling,performance. Against: Price. Verdict: Revitalised 2+2 grand touring package, now also in LWB avatar. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-AMG GT 4-Door Coupé 2. BMW 8 Series Gran Coupé
 Panamera 154.99 2894/6 8A 450 330 1865 75 500 275/40 r18 3	 nA 270 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Gts 198.99 3996/8 8A 620 480 1995 90 500 285/40 r19 3 nA 300 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 turbo s 230.60 3996/8 8A 820 630 1995 90 500 315/35 r20 3	 nA 315 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 turbo s E-hybrid 270.92 3996/8 8A 870 700 2350 80 403 325/30 r21 3	 nA 315 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

mACAN
 For: A sports car with high ground clearance. Against: Price. Verdict: A compact SUV off the road, a sports car on it. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X3 2. Jaguar F-Pace 3. Mercedes-Benz GLC-Class
 Macan Bo 1984/4 7A 400 265 1770 65 500 255/50 r19 3 nA 227 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Macan s Bo 2994/6 7A 520 380 1865 65 500 295/40 r20 3 nA 254 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

CAYENNE
 For: Performance, refinement, driver appeal. Against: Price. Verdict: If you want a big sports car with a high ground clearance... 
 Alternatives: 1. Maserati Levante 2. BMW X5 M 3. Land Rover Range Rover Sport
 Cayenne 126.84 2995/6 8A 450 340 1985 75 770 275/50 r19 3 nA 245 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Cayenne E-Hybrid 170.43 2995/6 8A 700 462 2295 75 645 275/50 r19 3 nA 253 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Cayenne Gts 169.39 3996/8 8A 620 460 2145 90 656 295/40 r20 3 nA 270 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Cayenne turbo 193.06 3996/8 8A 770 550 2175 90 745 315/35 r21 3 nA 286 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

CAYENNE COUPé
 For: Performance, refinement, styling, driver appeal. Against: Price. Verdict: Just what was needed: a sportier Cayenne. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-AMG GLE Coupé 2. Land Rover Range Rover Sport/SVR
 Cayenne Coupé 134.57 2995/6 8A 450 340 2030 75 625 275/50 r19 3 nA 243 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Cayenne turbo Coupé 198.24 3996/8 8A 770 550 2200 90 598 315/35 r21 3 nA 286 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

rEnAuLt
KWID

 For: Ride, handling, space, practicality. Against: Safety equipment. Verdict: Very capable compact car with excellent ride quality.
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki Alto 2. Maruti Suzuki S-presso 3. Hyundai Santro 
 0.8 rxE 4.07 799/3 5 72 54 630 28 300 165/70 r14 - 18.97 135 17.75 - 3 - - Dec 15 1111

0.8 rxt 4.67 799/3 5 72 54 nA 28 300 165/70 r14 - 18.97 135 17.75 F 3 3 - nA nA
1.0 rxL 4.54 999/3 5 91 68 nA 28 300 165/70 r14 - nA nA nA F 3 3 - nA nA
1.0 Climber rxt(o) AMt 5.52 999/3 5A 91 68 nA 28 300 165/70 r14 - 18.48 nA nA F 3 3 - Dec 18 1111
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TRIBER
 For: Space, ergonomics, equipment, flexibility. Against: Slightly underwhelming acceleration. Verdict: A uniquely flexible offering.
 Alternatives: 1. Datsun Go+ 2. Maruti Suzuki Ertiga 
 rxE 5.50 999/3 5 96 72 947 40 84 165/80 r14 - nA nA nA - 3 - - nA nA
 rxZ 7.28 999/3 5 96 72 951 40 84 185/65 r15 - 18.36 146 13.0 3 3 3 - Feb 20 11112

 rxL AMt 6.63 999/3 5A 96 72 nA 40 84 185/65 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 rxZ Dual-tone AMt 7.95 999/3 5A 96 72 nA 40 84 185/65 r15 - 21.17 132.8 12.0 3 3 3 - sep 20 11112

KIGER
 For: Practicaliy, equipment, space, fit-and-finish. Against: Not much. Verdict: An evolved compact crossover for the urban jungle.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Venue 2. Nissan Magnite 3. Mahindra XUV300 
 Energy rxE 5.64 999/3 5 96 72 1012 40 405 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA - 3 - - nA nA
 Energy rxZ AMt 8.41 999/3 5A 96 72 nA 40 405 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 turbo rxt 8.12 999/3 5 160 100 nA 40 405 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 turbo rxZ Xtronic 9.89 999/3 CVt 152 100 nA 40 405 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

DUSTER
 For: Handling, ride quality, safety. Against: Rear leg space, quality of plastics. Verdict: Well-engineered car, great value for money. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Creta 2. Kia Seltos 3. Nissan Kicks
 1.5 (P) rxs 9.86 1498/4 5 142 106 1204 50 475 215/65 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 1.5 (P) rxZ 10.46 1498/4 5 142 106 1210 50 475 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 turbo (P) rxE 11.27 1332/4 6 254 156 nA 50 475 215/65 r16 - 13.68 nA nA 3 3 3 3 oct 20 11112

 turbo (P) rxZ Xtronic 14.25 1332/4 CVt 254 156 nA 50 475 215/60 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

roLLs-roYCE
GHOST

 For: Luxury, brand value. Against: Price? Verdict: The most accessible step to the iconic British luxury brand. 
 Alternatives: 1. Bentley Mulsanne 3. Mercedes-Maybach S-Class
 Ghost 695.00 6749/12 8A 850 571 nA nA nA 255/45 r20 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Ghost Extended 795.00 6749/12 8A 850 571 2530 nA nA 255/45 r20 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA 
 
PHANTOm

 For: Unmatched luxury, massive presence. Against: Price. Verdict: A luxury yacht for the road. 
 Alternatives: A luxury yacht for the seas, maybe.
 Phantom 950.00 6749/12 8A 900 571 2560 nA 548 275/35 r22 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Phantom Extended 1135.00 6749/12 8A 900 571 2610 nA 548 275/35 r22 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA   

WRAITH
 For: Luxury, presence. Against: Price. Verdict: Rolls' two-door driver's car. 
 Alternatives: 1. Aston Martin DB11
 Wraith 671.00 6592/12 8A 820 632 2360 82.5 470 285/40 r20 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Wraith Black Badge 721.00 6592/12 8A 870 632 2360 82.5 470 285/35 r21 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

DAWN
 For: Luxury, presence. Against: Price. Verdict: Need a super-luxury drop-top? It doesn't really get better than this. 
 Alternatives: None at present
 Dawn 730.00 6592/12 8A 820 570 2560 82.5 295 255/50 r19 3	 nA 250 nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Dawn Black Badge 785.00 6592/12 8A 840 601 2360 82.5 470 255/50 r19 3 nA 250 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

CULLINAN
 For: Luxury, presence, all-road capability. Against: Price. Verdict: The definitive high-roller. 
 Alternatives: 1. Bentley Bentayga
 Cullinan 695.00 6749/12 8A 850 571 2660 100 600 275/40 r22 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 Cullinan Black Badge 820.00 6749/12 8A 900 600 2660 100 600 275/40 r22 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA  
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ŠKoDA
RAPID

 For: Build quality, high-speed stability, ride. Against: Not much. Verdict: Well-built car thus far let down by poor service. 
 Alternatives: 1. Volkswagen Vento 2. Hyundai Verna 3. Honda City
 1.0 tsi rider 7.79 999/3 6 175 110 1112 55 460 185/60 r15 - 10.75 nA 10.75 3 3 3 - nA nA
 1.0 tsi rider Plus At 9.69 999/3 6A 175 110 nA 55 460 185/60 r15 - 11.21 173.9 9.75 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.0 tsi Monte Carlo 11.99 999/3 6 175 110 1138 55 460 195/55 r16 - 10.75 nA 10.75 3 3 3 3 Jul 20 11112

 1.0 tsi Monte Carlo At 13.29 999/3 6A 175 110 nA 55 460 185/60 r15 - 11.21 173.9 9.75 3 3 3 3 nov 20 11112

OCTAVIA
 For: Performance, quality, equipment. Against: No diesel option. Verdict: Well-equipped, dynamically-superior D-segmenter. 

 

Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Elantra
 2.0 tsi At style 25.99 1984/4 7A 320 190 1459 50 600 205/55 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3 3	 3 nA nA
 2.0 tsi At L&K 28.99 1984/4 7A 320 190 1459 50 600 205/55 r17 3 nA nA 10.75 3 3 3 3 Jun 21 11111

SUPERB
 For: Build, comfort, luxury, presence, performance, equipment. Against: No diesel option. Verdict: Well-equipped luxury sedan.
 Alternatives: 1. Toyota Camry Hybrid 
 2.0 tsi At sportline 31.99 1984/4 7A 320 190 1460 66 625 215/55 r17 3	 8.13 206 9.5 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 2.0 tsi At L&K 34.99 1984/4 7A 320 190 1460 66 625 215/55 r17 3 8.13 206 9.5 3 3 3 3 Aug 20 11111

KUSHAQ
 For: Build, comfort, practicality. Against: No diesel option. Verdict: Practical and convenient all-road vehicle.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Creta 2. Renault Duster 
 1.0 tsi Active 10.50 999/3 6 178 115 nA 50 385 205/60 r16 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 1.0 tsi style At 15.80 999/3 6A 178 115 nA 50 385 205/55 r17 3 nA nA 13.5 3 3 3 3 sep 21 11112

 1.5 tsi style 16.20 1498/4 6 250 150 nA 50 385 205/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.5 tsi style DsG 17.60 1498/4 7A 250 150 nA 50 385 205/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 

tAtA Motors
TIAGO

 For: Style, performance, handling, efficiency. Against: Auto shift quality. Verdict: Good, practical overall package.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Santro 2. Maruti Suzuki Celerio 
  revotron (P) XE 5.00 1199/3 5 113 86 935 35 242 175/65 r14 - 16.44 154.9 15.3 - - - - nA nA
 revotron (P) XZ+ 6.38 1199/3 5 113 86 982 35 242 175/60 r15 - 16.44 154.9 15.3 3 3 3 3 Jun 16 11112

 revotron (P) nrG 6.57 1199/3 5 113 86 982 35 242 175/60 r15 - 16.44 154.9 15.3 3 3 3 3	 nA nA
	 revotron (P) XtA 6.25 1199/3 5A 113 86 982 35 242 175/65 r14 - 17.81 138.9 12.5 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 revotron (P) XZA+ 6.93 1199/3 5A 113 86 1006 35 242 175/65 r14 - 17.81 138.9 12.5 3 3 3 3 Dec 18 11112

 revotron (P) nrG AMt 7.09 1199/3 5A 113 86 1015 35 242 175/60 r15 - 16.44 154.9 15.3 3 3 3 3	 nA nA

ALTROZ
 For: Style, equipment, safety, handling. Against: Interior quality. Verdict: Tata's premium hatch challenger packs a punch.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Elite i20 2. Maruti Suzuki Baleno 3. Toyota Glanza 
  revotron (P) XE 5.85 1199/3 5 113 86 1030 37 345 165/80 r14 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 revotron (P) XZ+ 8.44 1199/3 5 113 86 1036 37 345 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 i-turbo (P) Xt 8.02 1199/3 5 140 110 1058 37 345 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 i-turbo (P) XZ+ 9.09 1199/3 5 140 110 1058 37 345 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 revotorq (D) XE 7.05 1497/4 5 200 90 1150 37 345 165/80 r14 - 13.26 161.4 17.63 F 3 - - nA nA

revotorq (D) XZ+ 9.59 1497/4 5 200 90 1150 37 345 185/60 r16 - 13.26 161.4 17.63 3 3 3 3 Aug 20 11112

   
TIGOR

 For: Unique design. Against: NA. Verdict: Stylish sub-four-metre alternative. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Aura 2. Honda Amaze 3. Maruti Suzuki Dzire
 revotron (P) 1.2 XE 5.65 1199/3 5 113 86 1035 35 419 155/80 r13 - 17.72 148.1 12.5 3 3 3 3 sep 17 11112

 revotron (P) 1.2 XZA+ 7.82 1199/3 5A 113 86 1074 35 419 175/60 r15 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Ziptron EV XE 11.99 E 26kWh 1A 170 75 nA nA 255 175/65 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Ziptron EV XZ+ 12.99 E 26kWh 1A 170 75 nA nA 255 175/65 r14 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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NEXON

 For: Exterior styling, equipment. Against: Ergonomics, fit-and-finish, practicality. Verdict: A stylish compact offering from Tata. 
 Alternatives: 1. Maruti Suzuki Vitara Brezza 2. Kia Sonet 3. Honda WR-V
 revotron (P) XE 7.29 1198/3 6 170 120 nA 44 350 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 revotron (P) XZA+(o) 11.59 1198/3 6A 170 120 nA 44 350 215/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 revotron (D) XE 8.59 1497/4 6 260 110 nA 44 350 195/60 r16 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 revotron (D) XZA+(o) 12.92 1497/4 6A 260 110 nA 44 350 215/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Ziptron EV XM 13.99 E 30.2kWh 1A 245 129 1400 nA 350 215/60 r16 - nA nA nA F 3 - - nA nA
 Ziptron EV XZ+ Lux 16.65 E 30.2kWh 1A 245 129 1400 nA 350 215/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 - 3 nA nA
 
HARRIER

 For: Style, presence. Against: Fit-and-finish, ergonomics (manual). Verdict: Tata's stylish mid-size SUV. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Creta 2. Jeep Compass 3. MG Hector
 XE 14.40 1956/4 6 350 170 nA 50 425 235/70 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 XZ+ Dark 19.89 1956/4 6 350 170 nA 50 425 235/65 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 XMA 17.06 1956/4 6A 350 170 nA 50 425 235/70 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 XZA+ Dark 21.09 1956/4 6A 350 170 nA 50 425 235/65 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 
SAFARI

 For: Space, flexibility. Against: Steering feel. Verdict: A venerable name reborn for the new decade. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mahindra XUV500 2. MG Hector Plus
 XE 14.99 1956/4 6 350 170 nA 50 nA 235/65 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 - - nA nA
 XZA+ 7-st 21.66 1956/4 6A 350 170 nA 50 nA 235/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

toYotA
GLANZA

 For: Equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: Toyota's entry in the premium hatch space. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Elite i20 2. Volkswagen Polo
 G Mt 7.34 1197/4 5 113 83 890 37 339 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 G Mt Mild-hybrid 7.99 1197/4 5 113 90 910 37 339 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 V Mt 8.10 1197/4 5 113 83 890 37 339 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 G CVt 8.54 1197/4 CVt 113 83 935 37 339 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA 
 V CVt 9.30 1197/4 CVt 113 83 935 37 339 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

CAmRY
 For: Space, comfort, interior, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: Amongst the most comfortable chauffeur-driven cars. 
 Alternatives: 1. Škoda Superb
  Hybrid 40.59 2487/4 CVt nA 218 1665 50 454 235/45 r18 3 9.49 187 15.25 3 3 3 3 Jun 19 11111

URBAN CRUISER
 For: Space, price. Against: Not much. Verdict: Affordable and convenient compact crossover. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Venue 2. Kia Sonet 3. Mahindra XUV300
 Mid 8.63 1462/4 5 138 105 1110 48 328 205/60 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 - nA nA
 Premium At 11.41 1462/4 4At 138 105 1140 48 328 215/60 r16 - nA nA 11.0 3 3 3 3 Jan 21 1111

INNOVA CRYSTA
 For: Comfort, interior, equipment, ride, handling. Against: Not much. Verdict: A further improved creation that raises the game. 
 Alternatives: 1. Kia Carnival
 2.7P GX(-) 7-st 16.16 2694/4 5 245 166 1730 65 nA 205/60 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 2.7P ZX A/t 22.74 2694/4 6A 245 166 1800 65 nA 215/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 2.4D G 7-st 16.90 2393/4 5 342 150 1815 55 nA 205/60 r16 3 14.13 145.4 12.0 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 2.4D ZX A/t 24.59 2393/4 6A 359 150 1880 55 nA 215/55 r17 3 14.13 145.4 12.0 3 3 3 3 May 16 11112

FORTUNER
 For: Space, refinement, reliability. Against: Big, cumbersome in traffic. Verdict: Good combination of on- and off-road vehicle. 
 Alternatives: 1. Ford Endeavour 2. MG Gloster
 2.7 Petrol 30.34 2694/4 5 245 166 1985 80 nA 265/65 r17 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 2.7 Petrol A/t 31.93 2694/4 6A 245 166 1985 80 nA 265/65 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
  2.8 Diesel 32.84 2755/4 6 420 204 2085 80 nA 265/65 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 2.8 Diesel 4x4 A/t 37.79 2755/4 6A 500 204 2210 80 nA 265/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 Legender 4x2 A/t 38.30 2755/4 6A 500 204 2085 80 nA 265/60 r18 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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VELLFIRE
 For: Luxury, interior, equipment, ride quality. Against: Price? Verdict: A luxury vehicle like few others. 
 Alternatives: 1. Mercedes-Benz V-Class
 Executive Lounge E-Four 89.90 2494/4 CVt nA 199 2220 58 nA 225/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

VoLKsWAGEn
POLO

 For: Build quality, safety, drivability, interior. Against: Space, no rear air vents. Verdict: Probably the most complete hatch on sale.
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Grand i10 Nios/i20 2. Maruti Suzuki Swift/Baleno 
 1.0 MPi trendline 6.27 999/3 6 95 76 1015 45 280 175/70 r14 - nA nA nA - 3 - - nA nA
 1.0 tsi Highline Plus 8.75 999/3 6 175 110 1072 45 280 195/55 r16 - nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.0 tsi Comfortline At 8.70 999/3 6A 175 110 1086 45 280 185/60 r15 3 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3	 nA nA
 Gt tsi 10.00 999/3 6A 175 110 1093 45 280 195/55 r16 3 nA nA 11.75 3	 3	 3	 3	 Apr 21 11112

VENTO
 For: Space, ride quality, handling, build quality. Against: Not much. Verdict: A complete sedan. 
 Alternatives: 1. Škoda Rapid 2. Hyundai Verna 3. Honda City
 1.0 tsi Comfortline 8.99 999/3 6 175 110 nA 55 460 185/60 r15 - nA nA 15.75 3	 3	 3 - Apr 21 11112

 1.0 tsi Highline Plus At 13.19 999/3 6A 175 110 nA 55 460 195/55 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

TAIGUN
 For: Build, comfort,practicality. Against: No diesel option. Verdict: Practical and robust all-road vehicle.
 Alternatives: 1. Škoda Kushaq 2. Hyundai Creta  3. Renault Duster 
 1.0 tsi Comfortline 10.50 999/3 6 178 115 1195 50 385 205/60 r16 3	 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3	 3 nA nA
 1.0 tsi topline At 15.91 999/3 6A 178 115 1275 50 385 205/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.5 tsi Gt 15.00 1498/4 6 250 150 1260 50 385 205/60 r16 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
 1.5 tsi Gt Plus DsG 17.50 1498/4 7A 250 150 1310 50 385 205/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

T-ROC
 For: Style, comfort, performance. Against: Not much. Verdict: Fresh new SUV an exciting proposition. 
 Alternatives: 1. Hyundai Creta 2. Kia Seltos 3. Tata Harrier
 1.5 tsi DsG 21.35 1498/4 7A 250 150 nA 50 445 215/55 r17 3 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3 3 Jan 21 11112

TIGUAN
 For: Safety, comfort, performance. Against: Price. Verdict: Globally noted premium crossover SUV packs a punch. 
 Alternatives: 1. Škoda Kodiaq 2. Ford Endeavour 3. Toyota Fortuner
 tsi DsG 4Motion Bo 1984/4 7A 320 190 nA 71 nA 235/55 r18 3 nA nA nA 3	 3	 3 3 nA nA
 Allspace tsi DsG 4Motion 34.20 1984/4 7A 320 190 1740 71 340 235/55 r18 3 nA 212 nA 3	 3	 3 3 nA nA

VoLVo 

S60
 For: Safety, practicality, comfort, style. Against: Not much. Verdict: A bold new take on the sport-luxury sedan.  
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 3 Series 2. Mercedes-Benz C-Class 3. Audi A4
 t4 inscription 45.90 1969/4 8A 300 190 1700 60 442 235/40 r18 3	 7.1 180 10.5 3	 3	 3	 3 Jan 21 11111

S90
 For: Safety, practicality, comfort, style. Against: Not much. Verdict: A step up from the S80.  
 Alternatives: 1. BMW 5 Series 2. Audi A6 3. Mercedes-Benz E-Class
 D4 inscription 60.90 1969/4 8A 400 190 1840 55 500 245/45 r18 3	 9.29 230 12.0 3	 3	 3	 3 Dec 16 11111

XC40
 For: Safety, interior, practicality, efficiency. Against: Not much. Verdict: Stylish and modern compact SUV.  
 Alternatives: 1. Audi Q2 2. BMW X1 3. Mercedes-Benz GLA-Class
 t4 r-Design 41.25 1969/4 8A 300 190 1598 54 460 235/55 r18 3 nA 210 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA

XC60
 For: Safety, style, equipment. Against: Not much. Verdict: Practical, safe, value-for-money family luxury car. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X3 2. Mercedes-Benz GLC-Class
 D5 AWD inscription 60.90 1969/4 8A 480 235 1900 71 505 235/55 r19 3 9.04 230 10.13 3 3 3 3 Mar 19 11111

XC90
 For: Comfort, safety, technology, handling, style. Against: Not much. Verdict: Big all-round Volvo for up to seven occupants. 
 Alternatives: 1. BMW X7 2. Mercedes-Benz GLS-Class 3. Lexus RX
 D5 AWD inscription 88.90 1969/4 8A 480 235 2030 71 316 275/45 r20 3 9.04 220 9.25 3 3 3 3 Jan 16 11111

 t8 AWD Excellence 131.24 1969/4 8A 640 392 2434 50 726 275/45 r20 3 nA 230 nA 3 3 3 3 nA nA
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